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TECHNOLOGY
When high technology meets the needs of the user,
only then does it become appropriate.
That's the philosophy Soundcraft applied to their
new TS 24 in -line console. A philosophy that has
revolutionised in -line console design to produce a
console that is, quite simply, easier to use. And therefore
harder working.

One button reconfigures the whole console for
each stage in recording, mixing, TV, or video post
production. With no more laborious re- setting or having
to work in fader reverse mode all the time.
The Soundcraft TS 24 is an example of innovative
technology combined with plain common sense. Which
is, after all, the design philosophy on which Soundcraft
have built their reputation. And their success.
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AKG

acousGCs

addition to the purity of sound
that an orchestral recording in a studio or
concert hall demands from a good
professional microphone, the AKG C422
stereo condenser microphone attains
those indefinable qualities called
In

ambience, imagery, presence.
Suspended at a
distance from the total
sound source, the C422
has the ability to make
concert recordings
come alive, searching out
the multiple tones and textures of the
music, the movement of strings in air, the
metallic sound of brass, the human voice.
Read the specification by all
means it's impressive enough. But it

-

is

those unquantifiable qualities of
excellence that make the C422 unique.

May the source be with you

SPACE INVADER
Specification includes: Two double diaphragm CK 12 condenser capsules, one fixed, one
rotating through 180° for full stereo recording. 9 polar patterns,
selectable remotely with the S42E remote control.
Sensitivity at 1000 Hz; 0.6 mV/pb = 6 mV/Pa =64.5 dBV
Frequency range: 20Hz-20kHz ± 2.5 dB from published curve.

TO: AKG ACOUSTICS LTD.

191

THE VALE, LONDON W3 TEL 0I -749 2042 TELEX 28938

PLEASE SEND FULL DETAILS OF YOUR PROFESSIONAL MICROPHONES

NAME
ADDRESS
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Electronic instruments and the studio
One of the most interesting and rapid

developments in the field of recording today is
that of electronic musical instruments and their
relationship to the recording studio
environment. We have gone a long way since
the introduction of the Moog synthesiser in the
'60s: now we have a wide variety of electronic
instruments which are in use on virtually every
popular record and in several cases in more
'serious' music.
Many of these instruments are more modern
versions of the 'traditional' synthesiser: perhaps
with the addition of a number of memories to
store preset or constructed sounds and a
microprocessor to control the functions of the
machine to make it easier to use. Other
machines may use novel methods of synthesis,
a long way from the old 'VCO, VCF, VCA' setup,
perhaps using FM or algorithm -based methods
of sound generation and control.
But there is a growing number of instruments
available today -often at quite high
prices -which are much more than a
'synthesiser'. They are 'computer -based musical
instruments'. We have discussed the two bestknown instruments of this type, the New
England Digital Synclavier and Fairlight
Instruments' Computer Musical Instrument (CMI)
at length in these pages. They are without doubt
the first two in a long line: can see this type of
instrument gaining a central place in tomorrow's
recording studios. They offer capabilities like
waveform generation and analysis; harmonic
synthesis; a data -based equivalent of the
multitrack recorder; external sound sampling
and modification; composition languages and
rhythm -based composition; and much more.
Today's instruments do not yet include the
ability to do away with the recording studio as it
is presently defined altogether but such
developments are no doubt on their way.
As time goes by, these instruments are bound
to influence the operation and structure of the
recording environment. Over the next few years
we are bound to see smaller and much cheaper
'miniature' versions of today's computer -based
machines, which will take their places with the
humble Portastudio and 8 -track 1/2 in machines
in home and budget recording studios, offering
many of the same facilities as the big machines
but at a fraction of the cost, just as we have
already seen the emergence of units like the
Roland MC -202 from the more up- market MC -4
and MC -8 Microcomposers.
Meanwhile, what will happen to the big
machines? I would expect them to increase their
facilities, especially in the direction of being
able to handle more aspects of the 'multitrack
recording' application, in the sense of more
voices being able to be stored, and more
ergonomic balancing controls. These systems
are already operating in the digital audio area,
and the addition of, for example, digital EQ,
comp /limiting and level control options would be
a logical step, although it is currently rather
expensive. What we will be looking at, quite
simply, is the integration of the electronic
musical instrument with the recording studio.
The fact that these systems use data as the
basis of their 'recording' systems means that
only the control data for pitch, level and so on
needs to be stored, thus eliminating the need for
currently expensive full -scale digital audio
systems and the attendant need for very high
density, large- storage media like reel -to -reel
I

tape, at least at the instrumental recording and
overdubbing level. Obviously, however, you
would need to move into a more 'conventional'
recording system to add vocals and 'traditional'
(whatever that means) instruments; but here,
too, there is no reason why the 'instrument/
recorder' should not pop its output up in 16 -bit
PCM or whatever format we'll be using by
then.
And once in the 'normal' recording
environment, with such developments as the
MIDI bus (despite some comments that it does
not have enough flexibility), which enables a
wide variety of instruments and other devices to
be hooked up to each other with interactive
control function possibilities, and SMPTE -based
synchronisers which will lock all your
instruments and many other things to SMPTE
timecode, there is a real possibility of
integrating not only the instrument with its own
'recording' capability, but also integrating that
with the rest of the conventional (and
unconventional) studio of the future -anything
from consoles and multitrack machines to video,
film and A/V equipment. The possibilities are
virtually limitless, and as so many of them have
already become a reality, it is hard to see how
such a process could not continue.
In addition, there is activity on other fronts,
like the interfacing of quite conventional
synths, rhythm machines and the like, to
external computer systems, be they as mighty
as Apples and IBM PCs, or as lowly as the
Sinclair ZX Spectrum. MIDI controller programs
are now available for even the lowliest of
machines, in addition to a wealth of rhythm and
music sequencer programs. Many of these
schemes are remarkably inexpensive, and make
use of equipment which many people will have
around already, notably the Personal Computer.
With this in mind, we are starting a regular
department in Studio Sound, devoted to
exploring and reporting on new developments in
this field. We first looked at synthesisers some
years ago and the subject has (long since
become a regular part of our annual schedule.
Now, we feel, it is time to cover the field more
regularly, and in more depth. Initially, we will be
calling on two writers who have a great deal of
knowledge on the subject on both sides of the
Atlantic -Paul D Lehrman in the USA, and Mike
Beecher in the UK -but we also welcome
articles and other contributions from any source
with something to share on the subject of
technology in musical instruments. Additionally,
we would like manufacturers of equipment in
this field to keep us fully informed on
developments for inclusion either in our New
Products section or the new section, as
appropriate. Although we will tend to be
covering the upper end of this field, as we have
in the past -the area in which the majority of
our readers, be they studio owners and
engineers, producers or professional musicians,
will be interested -we will also be keeping an
eye open for new developments in the more
budget- conscious areas which will have
repercussions throughout the creative side of
the music industry. We also welcome readers'
comments on the new coverage, and will, as
always take note of what you suggest. The
section will first appear in the April issue; we
hope you like it and will help it to develop in the
most useful directions.
Richard Elen
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Turnkey is first
for all Soundcraft
systems

"Nobodyknows Soundcraft better"

Challenger Plus

Complete systems
featuring the 0.ari
M7R90 Workhorse
also recommended.
We offer highly
competetitive prices
on package systems.
Call us for ful! details
or a quotation.
Nobody knows Soundcraft better

When the 2400 Séries console was introduced,
Soundcraft challencec tie likes of MCI (Now
MCI Sony) with more for less And in true
Soundcraft tradition, these consoles became best sel_ers. When the 760 -24 track
recorder arrived, the added plus of a tape machine, resulted in an
unbeatable
multitrack system for the new generation of commercial studios. All the features
demanded by both producers and engineers, in one package from Soundcaft.
Challenger Plus continues its success. Normally we can deliver working systems
from stock. Full design, installation and backup service are available.
Prices start from £23,000.
m l range of Soundcraft Magnetic

Full specifications of
all Soundcraft products
on request.

products available.
Usually from stock

"Experience is the key.

Turnkey's commitment to
our products has resulted in
a stream of highly successful installations over the
years.
They are the experts at
putting Soundcraft systems
in and making them run.
And at keeping them that
way.

For complete studio
design, supply and installation service, we thoroughly
recommend that you contact Turnkey
Nobody knows Soundcraft

better

Steve Gunn
Soundcraft Ltd.
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Eight track, by the Book
Soundcrafts original venture into tape machines
was eight track. The 381 -8 remains_as the only
truly compact one inch eight for the most
demanding applications. Mated with the 400
Series console, the system offers professional
standard compatability, very fast electronics
and the widest possible dynamic range without
need for noise reduction.
We can supply this system, by the book, from
£7,199, plus full installation, etc, as required.
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SoudcTaft better"

"Our technicians specialise in various fields. Their skills extend
through pre -delivery checks, installation, comissioning and full backup,
We undertake callout service as
well as regular maintenance contracts. Close contact with the factory
means we tackle and solve any

problem, fast.
Nobody knows Soundcraftbetter".

--

Duncan Crundwell
Turnkey Technical Manager
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Soundcraft Vision Systems.
belong to the minority of audio engineers who
believe that the quality of sound with vision should match the
picture, then the 200 Series modular console may well be your
answer.It's built to Soundcraft standards of quality, meaning that both
reliability and performance conform to the stringent requirements of video
recording studios. Consoles offer up to 24 inputs, mount conveniently in any location,
and the price brings the quality of Soundcraft within reach for any video application.
Customisation, installation and interface available. Prices start from under £1,000.
If you

The 200 Series
is also suited for
many PA and budge,
multitrack applications

"Our service
only begins with
the supply of all
Soundcraft audio
products.
(mostly from our
stock)
We also supply and deliver,
on tune, all of the
ancillaries that
help to make a
studio work
Add to this our Turnkey Two studio
design service, experienced installation and backup, and you have a complete service of studio supply that noone can beat.
Nobody knows Soundyralñ . fir"

The Outstanding, Fifty Fifty Systems
Price is not the only reason why eight track is such an attractive
proposition for production recording. The track count is plenty enough in
many cases, easy to work with, in particular as used in self-op installations.
Packaging the Soundcraft Series 400B with the Otani 5050 eight track,
shows three distinct advantages. There's the economy of half inch, the
bother free reliability of both brands, and the fastest and yet most
comprehensive operating features in their class.
Find out more about the Fifty Fifty systems from
Turnkey, from just £4,999

Garry Robson
Turnkey Sales Manager.

This is a custom console.
We can supply with up ro twenty
four input modules Please call us
for full information. Specialised mods are
also possible on request Nobody knows Soundcraft better.

Other multitracks
also available

Rock Bottom Producer System
The concept of the original Soundcraft Producer System
was more than just offering advanced production facilities
at a price.
Great emphasis, as always, was placed on providing a
quality sixteen track system with a high standard of
operational reliability. As well as offering the sixteen on
two or one inch Soundcrafts, we also offer the bock Bottom
Producer package which includes the Tascam 85 -16B. In
our expenence, this is the only competitively priced
multitrack to come up to both the quality and reliability
standards of Soundcraft. Producer Systems at Turnkey,
start from £11,700
For full information
on any Soundcraft
product contact us at

chi
www.americanradiohistory.com

Bre nt View Road
London NW9 ?EL
Phone 01 -202 4366

The Quiet Powerhouse
We're talking about noise, not volume.
True, the main purpose of any high- poweramplifier is to pump out
high -power sound, and in this respect the Yamaha PC2002M is up
there with the best o= them. But any amount of volume won't help if
the sound reproduction is poor, prone to hum and noise, or just plain

distorted.
And that's where -he design of the"amaha PC Series scores. Fora
start, we've used tw: large -area, side mounted heat sinks, diffusing
excess heat through out the whole structure, doing away with noisy
and potentially un-eliable motor -driven cooling fans. And the
excellent thermal dispersion is backed up by newly designed
protection circuitry which senses the unliKely onset of thermal
stress, as well as protecting against DC offset and excessive peak
power levels.
Moreover, the PC circuitry is designee for barely measureable

distortion - less than 0.05% THD at its conservatively rated full
output of 240VJ+ 240W into 8 ohms. A flick of a rear -panel switch
transforms the'C20C2M into a 700W Mono amplifier idea for
parallel full -range systems and the Ike.
Ad: to all this a smooth, accurate frequency response (10Hz5CkHz), a slew rate of 60 Volts; microsecond even at maximum
outp.jt and the result is an amplifier that can power anything from
broadcast and -ecordirg studio systems to Disco or Rock PA, with
hum, -"use or cistortion definitely a thing of the past.
Sophisticated for the studio, rehab e for the road, the PC2002M
delivers totally taithfuI reprcduction at the lowest cr highest volume
level. So if you :ould use 240W per channel of clean, quiet, stereo
amplification ycu could certainly usea Yamaha PC power amplifier.
Because quality matters just as much as power.

YAMAHA

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
MOUNT AVENUE, BLETCHLEY, MILTON KEYNES, BUCKS, MK11JE
(0908) 64020 24hr Ansaphone (0908) 649222
Please send me more information about Yamaha PC Series Power Amps,

Name

Address _
Yamaha Musical Instruments, Mount Avenue, Bletchley, Milton Keynes, Bucks, MK11JE. Tel: (0908) 640202.
(24 hour Ansaphone: 0908 649222).

Your noise reduction
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frame is doing half
the job it should
In twice the space
necessary!
But don't feel bad.
Everybody had the same
problem -until now.
Until the introduction of
the TTM 202B.
For both the recording and
broadcasting industries
where rack space is often a
problem -this remarkable unit
offers a happy solution:
The TTM 202B takes up
no more than half the space of
the system you're now using.
Whichever system it is.
And regardless of your
present system, it also lacks our
unit's flexibility: TTM 202Band only TTM 202B -takes all
types of N.R. cards. Now you

-

NOISE
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Each signal is processed at four points wn hin your frame
when
hen it may be colored and distorted. The same signa
passes through the tape only once and the noise reduction card
making your frame a crucial factor to your success.
twice

-

Theirs

Ours
4

Channels of noise
31/2 inches of

reduction in
rack space.

Active balanced line

Inputs and outputs.
Separate calibration
adjustments for input/
output levels in both
encode and decode
modes.
Led alignment

2

Channels of noise

reduction in 31/2 inches of
rack space.
Transformer coupled
line inputs and outputs.
Common calibration
adjustments for encode
and decode.

Alignment meter with

parallax

can switch or upgrade your
noise reduction system anytime
you wish- perhaps to
Telefunken's fabulous telcom®
system.
Other advantages? See
the box on this page. And
also check the diagram
good reminder that your
signal is actually processed
four different times within
the frame.
This means you must
have a frame that performs
faultlessly. With any kind
of card.* And without using
too much space.
Now you can have all this.
In the TTM

indicators with ±l/4 dB
accuracy.
Timing circuits for
thump and click
suppression during mode

switching.
You can, of course, buy

TTMI.

MULTITRACK
FRAME
ALSO
AVAILABLE

.`

_

t _t

;

!TPR

202B.
Ask for
the facts today
-and we'll
prove it.

Dolby" or telcom"

cards, alone, without their frames.

Distributed world -wide by

The Gotham Organization
741 Washington Street, New York, NY 10014 (212) 741 -7411
International: +1 212 741 7411 Telex 23 -6779 GOTHM UR
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Good sound
for a better image
Noise and distortion accumulate

Dolby noise reduction used

during video sound production from
the original recording to the final
copy. This may make the sound
quality unacceptable for release in
high quality media.

throughout the production and
editing chain is the systematic

Plug -in modules for Ampex, Bosch, Marconi
& Sony 1 -inch video recorders

SP

solution. Plug -in Dolby noise
reduction modules are available for
all major 1 -inch video tape recorders.

Series specifically designed for
professional multi -track recording

The Dolby A -type noise reduction system is well proven and widelly used in
video, film and record production. There are now more than 75,000 tracks
in

world -wide use.

Dolby and the double -D symbol are trade
marks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp.

They are easy to install and operate.
The SP Series, for use with multitrack audio recorders, and the
portable Model 372 complete the
range.

Model 372 portable,two channel noise
reduction unit

DO Dolby
Dolby Labor.ato -ies Inc.

346 Clapham Road,
London SW9 9AP
Telephone 01- 72011111
Telex 919109
Cable Dolbylabs.

731 Sansome Street,
San Francisco CA94111

Telephone (4115 )392 -0300
Telex 34409

Even the most cursory glance through this,
or any other professional studio publication,
reveals the same indisputable fact the choice
of studio equipment now available is immense,
and it's growing larger every day.
Here at ITA you'll find a professional,
no- nonsense approach to all aspects of sound
recording.
From a humble jackplug to the most sophisticated studio equipment available.
We've had over 12 years experience supplying major recording studios and broadcasting

-

organisations with equipment throughout the
world. And we've devised an after-sales maintenance and service programme that's every bit
as reliable as the products we supply.
Whatever your studio needs you'll find
they'll be answered at ITA.
Just ring 01 -748 9009 and ask for Mick
Boggis or call into our new showroom at
1, Felgate Mews, Studland Street, London, W6
9JT Telex: 21879.
INDUSTRIAL TAPE APPLICATIONS
PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS DIVISION
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ITA: ALL YOUR STUDIO NEEDS.

MXR DUAL LIMITER
at a

A really nice unit from MXR, now'
reduced price. A two-channel compressor/

limiter offering transparent operation
and flexible control.

DRAWMER PRODUCTS

N.S.F. REVERB PLATE

The DS 201 is the noise gate that takes over where
others leave off. Completely unobtrusive in operation; very
flexible in application, two separate gates in a full
IL) unit and built to a very high standard. The DS201 is fast
becoming the new industry standard gate.
The DL221 dual compressor /limiter is already achieving the
same success as the 201. Again packed with the
usual features that really work.
All Drawmer products available with XLRs as optional.

We are the sole agents for the N.S.F.

echo plate. This new British
made plate offers real reverberation
at a fraction of the cost of
other plates. Remote control of decay
time supplied.

13
KORG SOD

3000

NSF

REVERD

PROGRAMMABLE DELAY
A most impressive device. A one second full- bandwidth
D.D.L. with all the usual features plus several unusual ones,
All

including syncable infinite repeat.
functions are fully programmable using ten non -volatile
memories.

TANNOY MONITORING
We are London agents for the Tannoy

range of Professional Monitors. The Super
Red range is now available in six models to suit all
size rooms. All units employ the famous
Tannoy dual concentric driver system, which gives
a single -point sound source for improved stereo
accuracy, and all models have adjustable crossovers.

11

"

The Drawmer DS 201 is easily the most useful gating system have
had the pleasure to use. Frequency- conscious keying and the
attack /hold /delay characteristic make it easily the most flexible I've come
across. The unit is also compact and offers two channels at a price that
would give you about half a module from anyone else. There is also a
which fits into an Audio Et Design
single-channel module
the DS100
Scamp rack system. would happily recommend the Drawmer system to
any studio, big or small, which requires flexible gating facilities. Indeed
Drawmer didn't get their review unit back: bought it! And it won't make
much of a dent in the smallest of budgets. Heartily recommended."
Richard Elen. Studio Sound, August 1983.
.
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FOR DETAILS CALL:

DRAWMER MARKETING F3 SALES
01 -943 1 368

MUSIC
LAB HIRE
exicon 224X
program Digital Reverb with 59
variations. Halls, plates and room/
chamber algorithms plus chorus,
resonant chords, multi-band
delays and uniquesplitreverb/
)
effects programs. Cassette data
storage,36 non -volatile memories and full
15kHz bandwidth. Now available with 'LARC'
(Lexicon Alphanumeric Remote Consolel.
18

Stellavox SP 8
Recorder

\

\\
\\
)

The

IightweiM portable with
heavyweight features:
*

4.9 kg Total operational weight.

* EBU/SMPTE Time-code generator version available.
* Universal option includes mono neo-pilot compatible, mono synchrotone and

exicon 224
9 program Digital Reverb, Halls, plates

and room algorithms plus chorus.
36 non -volatile memories.
10kHz bandwidth.

stereo synchrotone.

* Optional plug-in 50/60 Hz synchronizer.
* Very low power consumption (90 -110 mA).
* 6 Simultaneous inputs: 2 x mike; 2 x variable line; 2 x fixed line.
* Passive big reel adaptor allows up to 12" spools to be used, including NAB.

;

SWirZERLANn

IicEE:ij,\,/c:_:x:

O

2068 Hauterive-Ne,
Switzerland.Te1: 038 33 42 33.
Telex:35 380.

IUK Distributors: FUTURE FILM_DEVELOPMENTS, 36,38 Lexington St., London W 1R 3HR.
England. Tel: 01-4371892/3. Telex: 21624 ALOFFD G. Cables: Allotrope- London W 1.
12
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lexicon 200 3 program Digital Reverb with 30

variations.10 non -volatile memories.10kHz bandwidth.

01 -387 9356
76 Eversholt Street, London NW1
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Whether you need one copy or two
thousand you'll find Otani have everything you
need.
Available exclusively from ITA, Otani are the
world's brand leaders in high speed tape
duplicators as well as manufacturing some of
the best professional sound equipment.
The Otani range of duplicators has been expanded to include the new models featured.
The DP4050 -OCF Reel -To- Cassette
Duplicator and the DP2700 automatic Cassette
Loader are still available.
Details of loop -bin duplicating systems and
video tape loading equipment are also available
on request.
ITA have supplied major recording studios

and broadcasting organizations throughout the
world with sound recording equipment for
over twelve years.
And, at ITA, we realise that our involvement
doesn't end with the installation of the product.
In fact it's just the start.
Which is why we've devised an after -sales
maintenance and service programme that's
every bit as reliable as the equipment we supply.
If you'd like more information on the Otani
range of professional recording equipment, then
do not hesitate to contact Mick Boggis at ITA,
1 Felgate Mews, Studland St., London, W6 9JT.
Tel: 01 -748 9009 Telex: 21879. =
im
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ITA FOR OTARI DUPLICATORS.

DP

4050

C2

DP

The 02 is a cassette- master copier running
at 8x speed, providing simultaneous copying of
both sets of stereo programme material.
Two slave positions produce 2 C60 cassettes in

under 4 minutes.
Up to 3 DP4050-Z3 units can be added.
giving a total of 11 slaves.

4050 OM

A brand new product, the OM is a high quality, dual -capstan reel- to-reel-transport
running at 8x speed (30 or 60 ips). It can drive
up to 6 Z3 slave units and can bias chrome tape.
A duplication system based on this master
transport is capable of the finest in- cassette
copying quality possible.

DP

4050 Cl

Another brand -new product, this is a high
quality low-cost 8x speed copier with one slave
position only.
However, it can be expanded with Z3 units
up to a total of 3, or 6 if the OM reel- master
transport is interfaced as a buffer. The slave
position can also record from the OM master.
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June 13, 14, 15
Kensington Exhibition Centre, London
The enlarged exhibition of professional recording equipment
for studios, video and broadcasting

Tickets by application

APRS

Chestnut Avenue
Chorleywood
Herts. WD3 4HA
United Kingdom
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Brabury Original Jackfields.
... often imitated, never surpassed

!

MUSIC
LAB HIRE
2 channels of Digital Delay with Stereo

de- glitched pitch changers.
Channel A: 4.8 seconds. Channel B:1.6 seconds.
Audio Sampling and loop editing facility complete
with audio trigger. 9 non -volatile memories.
Full 18kHz bandwidth delay.
DMX15 -80S

iliecH allogof

Video Musa -BNC. Mini -Quick Probe, Loop or Musa Monitoring
Comprehensive Range of Audio & Video /Audio
Audio & Video Patch Cords.
Earth Free.
Combinations.
Points.

Brabury
Limited

EQUIPMENT & COMPONENT SPECIALISTS

5 Bone Lane, Newbury, Berke RG 14 5PG, England. Tel:

(0635) 33433 Telex: 848760 BRABRY

MONITORS,TALKBACK SYSTEMS ,SOUND & VISION DISTRIBUTION EQUIPMENT,OUTSIDE BROADCAST VEHICLES
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91116
9 program Digital Reverb. Halls, plates and rooms
plus nonlin, reverse and delay special effects.
9 non -volatile memories. Full 18kHz bandwidth.

RMX16

01-3879356

76 Eversholt Street, London NW

1

1

BY

It is well known in the industry that the
BBC has the most exacting technical standards,

and does not make it's choice of equipment or
suppliers lightly.
So, when the BBC chose Otari MTR 90
twenty -four track recorders we were the natural
choice of suppliers.
ITA have supplied major recording studios
and broadcasting organizations throughout
the world with sound recording equipment for
over twelve years.
And, at ITA, we realise that our involvement doesn't end with the installation of the

product. In fact it's just the start.
Which is why we've devised an after -sales
maintenance and service programme that's
every bit as reliable as the equipment we supply.
If you'd like more information on the
Otari range of professional recording equipment,
then do not hesitate to contact Mick Boggis at
ITA, Felgate Mews, Studland Street, London,
W6 9JT. Tel: 01 -748 9009 Telex: 21879.
He'll be happy to answer your questions
and discuss your requirements.
1

INDUSTRIAL TAPE APPLICATIONS
PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS DIVISION

WHEN WE TOLD THE
B.B.C. OF OUR OTARI EXPERTISE
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THEY BOUGHT IT.
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Between Heaven
and Weadet144d
there is reality
Audio mixers from D.D.A.

Diirkt

UK. Agents
Elliott Bros Ltd
9 Warren Street
London W1P 5PA
Telephone: 01 380 0511

Audio Equipment of Distinction
Unit 7b, Worton Hall, Worton Road,
Isleworth, Middlesex TW7 6ER
Telephone: 01 847 0363

SUCCESS IS GOOD TIMING

Timing is our speciality, so it won't take a
second to tell you that we have a unique range
of tape timing products. The Spin -Time add -on
timers, the CM50 autolocator, and now a
synchroniser with a number 1 feature: simplicity!

Applied

Microsystems
Town

USAICanada; Gotham Audio Corp. (212) 741 -7411, (818) 841 -1111
16
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Mill,

Bagshot Road,

Chobham, Woking, Surrey
GU24 8BZ
Tel. Chobham 109905) 6267
Telex 8952022 CTYTEL

'-

".Ñ!oS
......
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Since 1950 Bauch has supplied the finest products
and an unrivalled service to the professional sound
recording and broadcast industries.
Today, with the inclusion of broadcast video
and semi -professional sound divisions, Bauch is
actively satisfying the requirements of the entire
spectrum of communications industries.
Bauch offers a complete service for the
design and installation of professional audio and

broadcast video systems: an all inclusive service
combining up -to- the -minute technology and skills
with individual and personal attention.
From the initial enquiry through installation
and acceptance to comprehensive back -up and
after -sales service, Bauch provides the assurance
and stability needed to meet the ever increasing
demands of today's professional audio and video
markets.

FW.O. Bauch Limited
49 Theobald Street, Bore - am Wood, Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ
Telephone 01 -953 0091, Telex 27502
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The NEW SA 900B and SA 500B:
with individual power supplies for a

superb performance and unmatched reliábility!
SA'900B: 2 x 425W in 4 f
SA 500B: 2 x 225W in 4 1

STUDIO QUALITY
extreme low distortion

HIGH SLEW -RATE

excellent transient response

INDIVIDUAL POWER SUPPLIES
very good channel separation

SYMMETRIC INPUTS

electronic balanced/unbalanced

MODULAIR CONSTRUCTION
fast servicing possible

ROAD -PROOF
very solid construction

ROADY -PROOF
5 -times

protected

INTERNAL COOLING FAN
LED -INDICATION FOR:

clipping, signal present, heavy overload/short cirouit, overheatirg

STAGE ACCOMPANY Anodeweg 4, 1627 LJ Hoorn, Holland, phone 02290 - 12542, telex 37989 Stage NL
STAGE ACCOMPANY Vennweg 5, 446 Nordhorn, Germany, phone 05921- 16196.

A Sound investment for

Video and Broadcasting
* General purpose stereo or
monomixer.

*Fully modular in construction.
Range of modules for Broadcast
Video or Film use.
* Long throw plastic
conductive faders
standard.

* Sweepable
Mid EQ/
100Hz

- 10KHz

standard.
* Adjustable peak 1.e.d.
indicator on PPM and VU meters.

* Three standard frame sizes
12 -18 -24

module widths.

Two large illuminated VU's as standard
(PPM's as option) on rear meter

bridge, which houses the
Cue Loudspeaker and
6 digit stopwatch/
clock (hours-minssecs).

* Note: stereo Line
of Phono input
modules are same
width - 45mm - as
Line /Mic module.

* Transportable for mobile
use, or drop through mounting
for fixed installations.

The Chilton CM2 and 014 audio mixing console

(E=r-r7
EVERYTHING WE DO IS JUST THAT LITTLE BIT BETTER

18
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Magnetic Tapes Ltd, Chilton Works, Garden Road, Richmond, Surrey.
Tel 01 -876 7957 Telex: 912881CW

TOTAL SEPARATION AND
PERFECT TIMING.
These are the innovative features that place the
microprocessor-controlled Studer A810 way ahead
in the science and art of analogue recording.
The A810 incorporates a specially-developed
time code system, utilizing a new combination
head arrangement to input SMPTE code data on a
035mm wide central track between the audio
channels on a'/a" tape.Two'combi- heads" are
employed, on either side of the audio record and
reproduce heads. One head contains the time
code reproduce gap and the audio erase gap; the
other has the time code erase gap and time code
record gap. Because the heads are totally

separate, audio/code crosstalk rejection is better
than 90dB.
An integral digital delay automatically
compensates for the problem of audio/code time
offset -at all speeds. During recording and
playback, this delay holds the time signal until it is
in exact synchronization with the audio output.
Tapes can be spliced in the normal way without
fear of removing SMPTE data.
Not only does this novel A810 time code system
eliminate the need for a multi -track recorder when

synchronizing stereo audio programs with video
tape recorders, but it is also ideal for a variety of
other applications: film audio editing,
TV- simulcast, broadcast automation systems,

AN system control, and slow -speed logging.
And the A810 offers a host of other advanced
features including: fully-programmable functions;
revolutionary memory system for electronic
alignment parameters and different tape
formulations; quartz- referenced capstan speed
control with +/- readout; and many other
monitoring and control options.
Just write or 'phone for full technical details.

a

Studer A810. A quantum leap.

STUDER
ULl

VE1F-I.JLJ V/i.]LIJUIJLI \JZ,l,

CH-8105 Regensdorf Telephone (01) 840 29 60

STUDER REVOX AMERICA INC Nashville Telephone (615) 254-5651
STUDER REVOX SARL Paris Telephone 533 5858
STUDER REVOX CANADA LTD Toronto Telephone (416) 423 -2831

FW.O. Bauch Limited
49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ
Telephone 01-953 0091, Telex 27502

19

A precision instrument with self- sharpening anti -magnetic steel
blades and built -in splicing tab dispenser which eliminates tape
wastage, the CAT is chosen by the professionals. Over a
hundred major organisations are using the splicer successfully.
It is the only system of its kind available anywhere in the world.

C
20

For further info-mation contact:

Mike Fraser (Film Services) Limited
225, Goldhawk Road,
Telephone: 01 -749 6911
LONDON, W12 8ER
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The Ultimate

P

We've assembled these high quality packages ranging from budget mixers and machines, right

High quality packages to suit any pocket.

Soundtracs 16.8.16 Mixer /Fostex B16 Tape Machine
Features on the Soundtracs
include 16 monitors which can
be used on re -mix, 8 of which
have equalisation and fader
reverse. Phase reverse is, of
course, available on all inputs
plus 16 track monitoring.
Phantom power is standard. This
exceptional mixer has a stunning
range of features, and coupled
with the Fostex B16 is
exceptional value for money.
The new Fostex B16 is an

innovation in recording
techniques with a 16 track on 1/2"
capability. The use of Dolby C
noise reduction ensures

compensation for the radical use
of /2" tape. Suitable for mounting
into a 19" rack, this latest
addition to the Fostex range will
revolutionise home recording.
1

For the price, the B16 maintains
the high quality you associate
with the Fostex name, and the
standard of features and
construction is very high.

Included in the package is a full
set of interconnecting leads.

Soundtracs 16.8.16 Mixer/Bel Noise Reduction/
Soundcraft 1", 16 track machine
Features on the Soundtracs
include 16 monitors which can
be used on re -mix, 8 of which
have equalisation and fader
reverse. Phase reverse is, of
course, available on all inputs
plus 16 track monitoring.
Phantom power is standard.
The Bel BC -3 noise reduction
system was designed to be the
ideal alternative to digital. A fully
professional noise reduction unit
for a fraction of the price.
The modular system is based
around a slimline 16 channel,

The Soundcraft SCM 761, 16
track, 1" machine completes thi.

professional musician's package
Engineered and designed to the
highest professional standards,
the Soundcraft comes with full
remote control facilities and zerc
locator with cycle function. This
machine runs on both 15 and 30
ips and has extra sync outputs
fitted as standard. The SCM 761
comes complete with a cue light
output, and is supplied with a
foot punching switch.

19" rack mounting unit.

£4,400 £8,550

ackaEes
Dugh to

a

Soundcraft 200

The new Series 200 from Soundcraft is a range of high
quality portable mixers that can meet the demands of

today's musicians.

high performance 24 track combination.

The Series 200
available in 8, 16
or 24 channel sizes
and can be supplied in a custom designed, foam lined
flight case. The 8 channel model is ideal for location
recording as well as live sound work. and is also
available in a rack mounting mode.
Features include a pad switch and LI switch for
microphone and line inputs, 4 band eq and auxiliary
sends, and the pan control takes the output of the fader
to the pair of outputs to which the channel has been
assigned. 100mm travel faders with an ultra smooth
action are fitted as standard. The Soundcraft 200 has
4 output groups and 8 monitors.
is

Soundcraft 400B
400B is a versatile mixing console
series suitable for PA and professional 8 track recording.
frame cornes in 3 sizes,
The 400B
The Soundcraft

16,

24

or 32 input

Bel 24.16.24 Mixer /Soundcraft 24 track. 2 machine
Together these two high quality
products make up an exceptional
package with outstanding
features.
The Bel 24.16.24 is a versatile

and high value mixer
incorporating 4 band eq, with 2
swept mids and a high and lo
shelving, 16 busses, 3 band eq
on 16 monitors which are
routable to re -mix, 100mm long
travel faders and the chassis is
pre -wired for 24 track
monitoring. Phantom power
supply unit is available as an
optional extra.
The Soundcraft SCM 762 24

track 2' tape machine brings 24
track recording within reach. With
all the features included which
are vital to any machine, the
Soundcraft incorporates two
remote control zero locators with
cycle function. The autolocator
option provides nine memory
points and tape speed indication.
It operates at 2 speeds on 15 and
30 fps.
Together with the Bel mixer this is
essentially a reliable and
serviceable package and
excellent value for money.

Comes complete with
interface cables.

a

set of

£14,900

modules, but can
be supplied partly filled. Two VU
meters display the monitor source
signals while an additional 4 meters read the outputs of
groups 1 -4. 4 channel effects return module is optional
and the sophisticated equalisation facilities make this
ideal as a cost -effective answer to front -of -house mixing.
As the channels route direct to the re -mix, the 400B is an
ideal mixer for 16 or 24 track home recording.

CM5OAutolocator

The CM50 is a sophisticated autolocator which has nine
memories with a cycle function between any two memories.
Additional software soon to be announced will permit two
CM5Os to be used for machine synchronisation.

Come and try them out for yourself at Don Larking's demon
- stration studios or phone us on Luton (0582) 450066
and we'll
give you all
the details

Larkin

audio sales
29 Guildfcrd Street, Luton, Beds. LU 1 2NQ
Tel: Luton (0582) 450066 Tlx: 825488

ASONA offers a complete program of
tape duplication and winding systems.

The ASONA loop -bin, a high -speed
master tape reproducer, feeds and
controls up to 40 slave recorders.
Long -life ferrite heads provide flat frequency response and high dynamic
range.

Available for 16 1 and 32 1 duplication ratios for a variety of tape formats.
:

:

Robust construction, with a minimum
of moving parts.
Low maintenance requirements, low
personnel costs.

We can

ASONA
High -Speed
Loop -Bin
The loop- bin /slave
system employs neither
compressed a r nor
vacuum. Completely

tailor a cassette production system to your needs.
Write or call fora proposal.

ASONA is manufactured in West Germany by AUVIS ASONA KG, Stollbergstraße
Tel.: (0)89- 225057, Telex: 522084 AUVIS D

Brabury Distribution
Amplifiers

7, D -8000

Munich 22

WITH 40 YEARS' EXPERIENCE IN THE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF
SEVERAL HUNDRED THOUSAND TRANSFORMERSWE CAN SUPPLY:

AUDIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS OF
EVERY TYPE
YOU NAME IT!

WE MAKE

IT!

OUR RANGE INCLUDES

Type 523 Video & Pulse Amplifier.
Balanced differential input Amplifier.
6 outputs 75 ohms.
Optional Fixed Gain of 0 or

+6dB or fixed cable
equal -L.E.D. Indication of power status and
Signal presence monitor point.

SOWTER TRANSFORMERS

Brabury
Limited

E.

Tel

(0635) 33433 Telex: 848760

BRABRY

MONITORS TALKBACK SYSTEMS SOUND & VISION DISTRIBUTION EQUIPMENT OUTSIDE BROADCAST VEHICLES

24
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Manufacturers and Designers
A. SOWTER LTD. (Established 1941), Reg. No. England 303990

The Boat Yard, Cullingham Road, Ipswich IP1 2EG,
Suffolk. P.O. Box 36, Ipswich IP1 2EL, England.

EQUIPMENT & COMPONENT SPECIALISTS

5 Bone Lone, Newbury, Berks RG 14 5PG, England

Microphone transformers (all types), Microphone Splitter /Combiner transformers. Input and Output transformers, Direct Injection transformers for Guitars,
Multi- Secondary output transformers, Bridging transformers, Line transformers.
Line transformers to G.P.O. Isolating Test Specification, Tapped impedance
matching transformers, Gramophone Pickup transformers, Audio Mixing Desk
transformers (all types), Miniature transformers, Microminiature transformers
for PCB mounting, Experimental transformers, Ultra low frequency transformers, Ultra linear and other transformers for Valve Amplifiers up to 500 watts,
Inductive Loop Transformers,
Smoothing Chokes, Filter inductors,
Amplifier to 100 volt line transformers (from a few watts up to 1000 watts), 100
volt line transformers to speakers, Speaker matching transformers (all powers),
Column Loudspeaker transformers up to 300 watts or more.
We can design for RECORDING QUALITY, STUDIO QUALITY, HI -F1
QUALITY OR P.A. QUALITY. OUR PRICES ARE HIGHLY COMPETITIVE AND
WE SUPPLY LARGE OR SMALL QUANTITIES AND EVEN SINGLE TRANSFORMERS. Many standard types are in stock and normal dispatch times are
short and sensible.
OUR CLIENTS COVER A LARGE NUMBER OF BROADCASTING AUTHORITIES, MIXING DESK MANUFACTURERS, RECORDING STUDIOS, HI -FI
ENTHUSIASTS, BAND GROUPS AND PUBLIC ADDRESS FIRMS. Export -is a
speciality and we have overseas clients in the COMMONWEALTH, E.E.C.,
U.S.A., MIDDLE EAST. etc.
Send for our questionnaire which, when completed enables us to post quotation by return.

Phone: 0473 52794 & 0473 219390. Telex: 987703G

.
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Nigel Gray, Owner
Surrey Sound Studios

I thorough'Y

When a producer has
triple platinum amongst
his credits, and also
owns his favourite studio,
you can be sure
that any upgrade
is to the very best.
Application of these production skills and the audio
quality of the very latest technology, add up to the
success of Surrey Sound Studios.
The recent upgrade is to Otani, both multitrack and
stereo mastering.
From Turnkey. A total service of supply, design,
installation and backup commitment.
We congratulate Surrey Sound on their studio
upgrade and for choosing Otani from Turnkey.
Call us about Otani and studio system design.
We are building the next
generation of studios.

reconiniend ,,
Otani from Turnkey

Brent View Road, LONDON NV/9 TEL Telephone;

O1 -202

timkey

4366 Telex; 25769

N
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S30 EXPANDER /GATE

*
*
*
*
*
*

GATE

2Sec

OUT

Log /anti -log release

network

60dB attenuation range
Pre -emp side chain
Keyable

Variable Expander/Gate slope
Computer control mute input
The S30 Expander /Gate module sets a new
standard in flexibility and quality. This module
offers precise SLOPE control from 1:1 through the
expander range (1:1.2 to 1:3) into the GATING
range 1:4 (soft to 1:20(hard)The RANGE control, whilst being manually
set, will also vary automatically with the slope
selected, according to the theoretical maximum
for that RATIO. In the GATING modes a maximum
of 60d13 attenuation will be possible reducing to
some 12dB on a slope of 1:1.2. The THRESHOLD
can be varied from +I2dBm down to -50d8m. In
addition the SIDE -CHAIN can be pre -emphasised
by up to 12d8 in the HF or LE
The ATTACK time has three switched
positions giving 0.OImS(F); 5mS(M); and 40mS(S).
The RELEASE time has a unique anti -log auto
mode which speeds up as attenuation increases.
The standard RELEASE ranges from 25mS to 4
seconds and Incorporates hold facility which can
be varied from out to 2 sec.
EXPANDER attenuation is indicated on a
60d8 green bargraph with the first IOd13 shown in
single steps. The second ten segments working in
508 steps.

.5

HOLD*

Communication
SystemPlanning
and Installation

RANGE 50%

PAC- System amplifiers are designed to offer
exceptional flexibility over a wide range of
sound system applications.
Most mainframes accep: a large variety of
input and control options, enabling precise
system requirements to be achieved and this
concept allows re- configuration and system
expansion a minimum cos
Addtionally, PAC System has the ability to
interface with other communication networks,
so making it first choice for sound distribution
whether it be for inrmation and /or
entertainment.
.
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S31 COMPRESSOR /LIMITER
MAX.
OUT
RATIO 24 34

1!
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1.2

PRE -
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05
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Auto
ATTACK
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M
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S

Side chain access

Computer control mute input
Threshold down to -50dBm
Log /Lin release selectable
The 531 Compressor/Limiter is a dual
function unity gain module which incorporates
several new features.

RE125,E3111aA

025

*
*
*
*

Ratios 1:1 -20:1 (continuously variable(
Separate Limiter Threshold

Y5

LiM.

1-t

PEAK

10

4''.
B

A separate feed -back PEAK LIMITER can be
moved by an indexed 20 position pot, over a
range of 20dB from OdBm to +20dBm. The Limiter
has an auto attack and release function and
operation is indicated by a single red led.
The feed forward compressor has linear
RATIOS that can be continusouly varied from 1:1
to 20:1. The THRESHOLD Isan indexed 20 position
pot and can be operated from +I2dBm down to
-50dBm (ideal for very soft slopes, 1.2:1 etc).
RELEASE time can be switched to a LOG or LIN
response. ATTACK time can be varied by a three
position switch. (.03m5)F) 2.5ms(M); 25mS(S).
MAKE-UP gain is a 20 position indexed pot
which will compensate for gain reduction from
unity to 30dB of gain. The SYSTEM can be
switched IN or OUT as well as the side-chain (SC)
being routed to an extrenal equaliser. Gain
reduction is indicated by a twenty segment
orange led column with a range of indication
from 0 -60dB. Other features include a
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S30

EArANDER

option which is switched onboard but with status indicated by front panel
leds. This allows any one unit's MAKE -UP GAIN
control to vary several units that are linked to it.
thus simplifying stereo or four -channel operation.
Control volt linkage for stereo operation is
achieved by selecting STEREO link on the board.

0
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MASTER /SLAVE

OUT
O

PAC Sys -em amplifiers
powerful, versatile,
totally reliable, backed by a comprehensive
five year parts warranty, and a complete
system p anning service too. if you need it.

MILLBANK

S31

C

.

.,ESSOR

These latest modules up date what was the first comprehensive
modular signal processingsystem. SCAMP sets the standard that others

emulate.

Other modules in the SCAMP range include: Gates, Compressors,
Equalisers, Dynamic Noise Filters, Pan Effects, Auto Double Track
and Time Shape modules, De- Esser, Distribution Amplifiers,
Microphone Pre -Amp, Jack Bay, Power Supply and a VCA module.
Full details are available from your nearest SCAMP distributor.
Be ready for tomorrow's challenges by making the right equipment decisions today.
Audio + Design (Recording) Ltd.

Audio+Design

The Hit Sound in Audio Science

Unit 3, Horseshoe Park,
Pangbourne, Reading.
RG8 7JW, England.
Tel: (0734) 53411
Telex: 848722 ADR UK
Audio

+ Design Recording, Inc.
PO Box 786, Brementon, WA 911310, USA
Tel- 12061 27 5 5009 Telex: 152426 ADR USA

Please send me further details about PAC System

Name
Address

mE
MILLBANK
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The Millbank Electronics Group Limited,
Uckfield, Sussex Tel: 05254-811 Telex: 95505
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SENNHEISER MIKROPORT
A range of five transmitters includes the
miniature SK 1012 (illustrated) and the
SKM 4031 vocalist model
Five complementary receivers include
the EK 2012 (same size as SK 2012) and
the EM 1036 six channel diversity system
Frequency ranges: (VH'.7 25 -240 MHz
(UHF) 470 -900 MHz
Advanced transmitter and receiver
circuitry virtually eliminates

intermodulation products
Sennheiser's integral compander system
gives a dynamic range of up to 96dB
For further information cn any Sennheiser
product, please contact us on 0753
888447
Hayden Laboratories Ltd, Hayden House,
Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks.

Actual size

I

THE FEATURES

L Totally steerable both vertically and

Very low noise performance for the digital era.

horizontally in POST PRODUCTION, off tape.

Separate outputs for Ambisc nic surround

E Variable stereo capsule angle and polar
pattern

in POST PRODUCTION,

sound.

off tape.

Li Variable zoom, both forwards and backwards,
in POST PRODUCTION, off tape.
Li The only truly coincident stereo microphone
in the world.

Level frequency response both on- and off -axis.
Ci The most accurate polar

E

The spherical three dimensional pick -up of the
Soundfield Microphone is such
that the phase errors introduced
by the capsule spacing in normal
microphones are effectively
eliminated and the resulting
stereo output of the control unit
has virtually perfect image

placement at all frequencies. The differing
frequency responses of the pressure and
gradient components of the signal are also
corrected, thus giving an equally flat response to
both on- and off -axis sounds. These two facts make it
possible, for the first time ever, not only to generate
exactly signals envisaged by A. D. Blumlein when he
first proposed the M/S system, but to extend them
into three dimensions.
This spherical representation of the original soundfield
allows a stereo signal to be extracted pointing in any
direction and of any first order polar diagram. The angle
between the two microphones may be varied between 0°
Cmonol and 1 80° and the apparent proximity to the original
sound sources may also be adjusted.
The control unit also provides a four -channel output signal,
known as "B format',' which exactly represents the first order
characteristics of the soundfield. Recordings stored in "B
format" allow the POST SESSION use of all the
aforementioned controls. The advantage of being able to set
such critical parameters as image width, direction of point and
tilt, polar patterns and distance all in the peace and quiet of
the dubbing studio cannot be over-emphasised. "B format" is
also the professional signal format for Ambisonic surround
sound and may be encoded directly to domestic transmission
and consumption formats.

-

For further information, please contact your local dealer, national distributor or:-

CALREC

Calrec Audio Ltd., Hangingroyd Lane,
Hebden Bridge, West Yorkshire, England.
Telephone: 0422842159. Telex: 51311 Relays G.

U.S.A. & CANADA
Audio and Design. Inc.. P.O Box 786, Bremerton, WA 96310
Telephone 206275 5009 Telex 152426 ADR LSA.
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e world.

Maximum input for less than 0.5 %THD
140 dB SPL.

THE FACTS
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Audio Jackfields?

Over 100 listed
in our Catalogue.

free copy.

LOW COST
CONNECTORS
This new range of XLR
connectors fill a demand in
the audio industry fora high
quality. inexpensive range
of British made components.
The chassis sockets are rear
and front mounting. with a
P.C.B. mounting socket also
available. Made from glass
filled -nylon for a durable
and attractive finish Silver
plated pins give low contact
resistance and excellent
solderability
The line connectors have
been carefully designed
with ease of assembly in
mind, and good cable

retention._'

*
FUTURE FILM DEVEIDPMENTS
114 Wardour Street, LondonW1V 3LP Telephone: 01 -434 3344.
Telex: 21624 ALOFFD G. Cables: Allotrope -London W 1.
ffD

/7
__.

Ttif PLflYbfCK STUDIO
Windmill Street, London W1P 1HH
Tel 01 -637 8392 (off Tottenham Ct. Rd.)
41,
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Connecrronics
CONNECTRONICS LIMITED

Victoria Road
New Barnet Hertfordshire
EN4 9PE England
Telephone 01- 449 3663/4044
Telex 8950127 SGAL G
20

CONNECTRONICS CORPORATION
652

Glenbtook Road

Stamford CT 06906 U 5.A
Telephone 2011124 2889
Telex 641678

NORTHERN AUDIO &
COMPUTER CENTRE

AUDIO &V\OEO
MAXELL

FUJI

T.D.K.

SON`1

Large stocks. Free delivery in

QB\

P.MPEX

Londe'

Phone for Quotation.

NEW

We are open seven days a week,
5pm until 10.30pm weekdays.

A4 size STUDIO SOUND binders are now
available (each holds 12 copies).
Keep your copies of STUDIO SOUND in
smart black binders with the title in gold
block letters on the spine.
At only £3.50 each
including inland and overseas postage
and packing. Send your order with
cheque or postal order to: Modern Bookbinders Ltd., Chadwick Street, Blackburn,
Lancs BB2 4AG (state clearly your name
and address and the relevant magazine
title).

I

OVERSEAS

30

Saturday and Sunday gam/ 10pm.

TELEPHONE:

061 -483 9563

READERS

INTERNATIONAL

MUST SEND
MONEY ORDER

LINK HOUSE GROUP
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WE STOCK AND SUPPLY:
SOUNDCRAFT, TRIDENT, TEAC,
TASCAM, FOSTEX, MXR,
KLARK -TEKNIK and a substantial
number of other trade names.

(Limited number of old
size binders available).

ASK FOR TONY

E-S

11C
16

Stucley Place Hawley Crescent Camden Town London NW 1 6NS Acounts/Admin 485 4908 Orders 482

A new Stereo Reverb Unit,
professionally built and rack mountable
inc controls for Mix, EQ, and Input Levels.
Incorporates 12 springs to provide one of
the most natural sounds available.
D &R.

PRODUCT

PROFILE

Modules. A well established
range of signal processors from one of
Europes largest manufacturers. Each
module is mains powered which
obviates the need for expensive
dedicated racks and large power
D &R Effects

supplies.

Cassette Duplication. Digital and Audio.
The Pentagon C20 is probably the most
popular duplicator currently available.
16 times speed, copies both sides
simultaneously. Digital and Audio
versions.

Acoustitiles. The most effective sound
treatment tiles currently available.
500mm x 500mm x 150mm thick.
Highest attainable performance through

specially developed acoustic absorbing
foam. 60% thicker than competitive
products. Meets B54735 and IS03582
regulations.

ALL ORDERS PROCESSED WITHIN THE HOUR.

PHONE FOR FREE 50 PAGE CATALOGUE COVERING 1000 ITEMS
ORDERS 01 482 1692

ADMINISTRATION 01 485 4908
CAMDEN TOWN STATION

1

MINUTES WALK

1692

new products
Symetrix Model

511 stereo
Symetrix has recently released the
Model 511, a stereo single -ended
noise reduction system. They claim
noise reduction figures of up to
30 dB from previously recorded
tapes that are considered objectionably noisy. It can also be used to
clean up other audio signals from a
range of sources.
The 511 uses a downward expander in series with a programme controlled dynamic low pass filter.
The expander and the filter can be
used together or separately to
provide the greatest amount of noise
reduction without altering the
programme material.
The expander consists of a high
performance VCA and detection
circuitry to control it. The expander
reduces broad band noise whenever
it falls below the threshold point set
by the front panel control. The
detection circuitry is programmecontrolled to adjust attack and
release times to prevent low

noise reduction

Historic recording equipment

frequency pumping problems.
The dynamic filter makes use of a
number of psychoacoustical principles to achieve its effect. The first is
the masking effect where programme material will mask noise in
the same bandwidth. The second is
the fact that reducing the bandwidth
of an audio signal reduces the
perceived noise. The filter examines
the incoming signal for HF content
and opens up sufficiently to allow it
to pass and in the absence of any HF
energy the filter closes to a 2 kHz
bandwidth.
The 511 is a standard 19 in rack
mount unit of 1 U high. The only

This may seem an unusual item
under new products but it is appropriate as most of these items will be
'new' to a large number of our
readers although they are, in fact,
far from new themselves. How
about the MSS disc cutter such as
used by war correspondents? the
CDC 'kick start' turntable with a
78 RPM
'synchronous
motor
system'? an MXI8 mixing console
from the 1940s?
These items form part of an

adjustable controls are the

thresholds for the expander section
with switches to select filter and
expander, and a stereo link. There
are also simple LED indicators to
show the operative noise reduction.
Symetrix Inc, 109 Bell Street,
Seattle, WA 98121, USA. Tel: (206)

'historic
recording equipment'
collection belonging to John
Williams, an ex -sound broadcast
recording engineer. John unfortunately had to retire through ill health
and finds himself unable to care for,
and finish, restoring his collection. 0272 45860.

624 -5012. Telex: 320281.

Valley People 430 Series

Sequential Circuits Drumtraks
Sequential Circuits have announced
a new drum machine system known
as Drumtraks. This is a programmable unit with 13 digitally recorded
instruments and is equipped with
MIDI. Each of the 13 drum and
cymbal sounds may be individually
programmed for volume and tuning.
This allows the user to 'expand' the
'drum kit' to create other percussion
sounds such as gongs, etc.
Drumtraks features a programmable mixer with a mono output.
For external processing, six audio
channels (plus metronome) are available at the back panel through 1/4 in
jack sockets. The unit has an overall
memory capacity of over 3,300 notes
which can be allocated to up to 100
different drum patterns, any of
which can be up to 100 measures
long in any time signature. Tempo
range is 40 to 250 beats per minute.
Each overdub of a pattern can be
recorded with a different instrument
volume or tuning in real time or
auto -corrected to one of eight levels
of resolution. Any part of an
32

He is now forced to consider selling
the collection although only to a
caring home of a like- minded collector for restoration-hopefully to full
working order.
Other items include two Presto 17
in 78 RPM turntables with amplifier
bays and equaliser amplifiers; a
Wearite tape deck of the type with
the slide start knob; a Type B mixer
with eight channels; two battleship like response control units type
A1513 made by Associated Electronic Engineers, etc. There is also a
fair number of spares for some of
the units.
If you are interested and feel you
can offer a good home, John
Williams is contactable on (Bristol)

instrumental track can be erased and
patterns can be copied and added
together.
Once drum patterns are recorded
in the memory, up to 100 songs can
be defined by chaining patterns
together. Each song can consist of
up to 100 steps and they can be
edited, copied and appended as well.
The unit has battery back -up and a
cassette interface for program
storage.
The Drumtraks also has two
built -in interface systems- selectable 24, 48 or 96 pulse /quarter -note
clock input, and a 24 -pulse clock
output for older sequencers or
rhythm units and sync-to -tape. The
MIDI interface will allow the
Drumtraks to operate with other
MIDI equipped instruments.
Sequential Circuits Inc, 3051 North
1st Street, San Jose, CA 95134,
USA. Tel: (408) 946 -5240. Telex:
364412.

Europe: Sequential Circuits Europe,
Nijverheidsweg 11c, 3641 RP,
Mijdrecht, The Netherlands.
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Valley People have announced the
successor to the 410/420 series
Dyna -Mite and Dyna -Mic multifunction signal processors. The 430
Series units are packaged in a robust
rack mount chassis which provides
RFI suppression and is suitable for
'on the road' use. The 430 consists
of two channels of Dyna -Mite that

operate independently although they
may be stereo coupled. The 431 is a

combination of one channel
DynaMite and one channel Dyna-

MXR 1500 digital delay
MXR Innovations have added the
1500 digital delay to their range of
professional products. The 1500 has
a maximum delay time of 1.5 s with
a 20 kHz bandwidth; the minimum
delay time is 0.10 ms. The unit is
equipped with a modulation section
offering speed and width control

Mic while the 432 is two channels of
Dyna -Mic. All models may be
ordered with an optional front panel
jack that allows ready access to inputs, external inputs, outputs, patch
points and control /meter functions
by use of a patch cord at the rear
panel.
Valley People Inc, PO Box 40306,
2821 Erica Place, Nashville, TN
37204, USA.
UK: FWO Bauch Ltd, 49 Theobald
Street, Boreham Wood, Herts WD6
4RZ.

and has a maximum sweep ratio of
10:1. The 1500 is a standard 19 in
rack mount chassis of U height.
MXR Innovations Inc, 740 Driving
Park Avenue, Rochester, NY 14626.
Tel: (716) 254 -2910.
UK: Atlantex Music, 1 Wallace
Way, Hitchin, Herts SG4 OSE. Tel:
34 v.
0462 31511.
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We listened to you -

now we would like you
to listen to us.
The dbx 160 was one of
the world's best selling compressors,
but still there were a few areas
you wanted improved; stereo linking,
mounting, clearer meters, easier rack
selectable compression characteristics.
We listened and the result is the 160X.
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Austria: Kain Ges.m.b.h. & Co. KG, dba /Stereo Center Kain, Muenchner Bundesstrasse 42, A -5020 Salzburg. Australia: Klarion Pty, Regent House, 63 Kingsway South, Melbourne
3205. Belgium /Luxembourg: Trans European Music SA, Koeivyerstradt 105,13-1710 Dllbeek. Denmark: SLT, Helgesvej 9 -11 /DK-2000, Kopenhagen. England: Scenic Sound Equipment, 97 -99 Dean
Street, London W 1 V 5RA. Finland: Studiotec Ky, Eljaksentie 9, 00370 Helsinki 37. France: Cineco, 72, des Champs -Ely sees, 75008 Paris. Greece: Bon Studio Sound Systems, 14 Zaimi Str. Athens 48.
Hong Kong: Phillipines, South Korea, Thailand, People's Republic of China: Studer Revox (Far East) Ltd, 5th Floor, Parklane Bldg, 233 -5 Queens Road, Central, HongKong. Italy: Sctentel Audio SRL,
Via Pietri 52 (or) Via Venturi 70, Modena 41100. Japan: BSR (Japan) Ltd, Tokyo 101. Netherlands: Special Audio Products B.V. Scheldeplein 18,1078 GR Amsterdam. New Zealand: Videx SystemsLtd,
Ellice Industrial Estate, P.O. Box 31 -029, Auckland 10, 48 Ellice Road, Glenfield. Norway: Lydrommet, St Olaysgate 27, Oslo 1. Spain: Commercial Lavllla, Legaledad, 64066, Barcelona 24. Sweden: Tal
& Ton AB, Kungsgatan 5, 411 19 Goeteborg. Switzerland: Audio Bauer A, CH -8064 Zurich, Bemerstrasse-Nord 182. West Germany: Audio Vertrieb, Bargweg 45b, 2000 Norderstedt.

new products
Tweek contact enhancer
One of the most commonly used
items in a recording studio must be
the can of contact cleaner spray. A
quick spray of a plug, socket or
switch following a crackle or intermittent signal will usually clear the
problem or at the very least impress
the client with your efficiency. Most
contact cleaners evaporate within a
few seconds of use hopefully leaving
an electrically clean contact. Once
evaporated, the effectiveness of the
treatment really depends on how the
contact is treated. The contact starts
deteriorating as soon as the spray
evaporates and the only long term
protection is the fact that you can
easily re-spray should it become
troublesome.
Tweek is a non- conductive fluid
whose primary function is not as a
cleaner although its surfactant
action will cause some cleaning of
contacts that are made and broken.
Its main application, however, is to
reduce ( "dramatically ") contact
resistance at connections and for all
micro power applications -"The
better the contact, the cleaner the
signal ". When applied as a thin
coating it increases conductivity on a
molecular level. The pamphlet says
"A smooth, shiny metal surface
when highly magnified looks like a
photo of the Grand Canyon. When
two of these surfaces are brought
together, contact is actually made
over a very small percentage of the
total surface area and resistance
increases.
By
filling in the
microscopic gaps in a metal -to-metal
contact, Tweek effectively multiplies
the apparent contact area and
radically decreases contact resistance." We admit to not following
the physics of the last quoted
sentence; however, a colleague on a
sister publication assures us that it is
effective.
Recommended areas of application include patch bays, banana
plugs,
computer
connections,
battery terminals, edge connectors,
ground screws, switches, mic connectors, XLR connectors, output
fuses, multi -stranded wire before
twisting or crimping, crimp connectors, pots, IC sockets, vacuum tube
sockets, etc. Tweek comes in a
syringe-type applicator containing
about 0.5 cc of fluid. It is apparently
also available in bulk for industrial
and OEM users.
We remain sceptical about the
audible effect that Tweek might
have with regard to improving
connections that are functioning
perfectly (we assume) already but
are very keen to see if this is the case.
Therefore, we hope to report our
findings in the near future.
Sumiko, PO Box 5046, Berkeley,
CA 94705, USA. Tel: (415)
843.4500.

UK: Absolute Sounds, 42 Parkside,
Wimbledon, London SW19.
34

New PZM boundary

accessories
Crown have added some new
accessories to the PZM range in the
form of boundaries for mounting
PZM miss. Placing a PZM on a
boundary effectively increases the
size of the back plate and so extends
the low end frequency response,
increases gain before feedback and
also helps to make the PZM
response slightly more directional.
The A240 boundary is a transparent plexiglass panel, 2 ft square
by '/ in thick to which a stand
mounted PZM can be attached. The
panel is supplied with an adjustable
stand adapter to mount the panel on
any standard mic stand. There are
also holes that allow the panel to be
flown on nylon lines. Mic clips are
attached to opposite sides of the
panel for stereo use.
The other two boundaries are the
Isoflector 1560 and 1590. These are
L- shaped plexiglass boundaries to
which a 6LP or 6S PZM can be
attached. The 1560 has a 60° angle
between the boundaries and the

1590, a 90° angle. The 1560 has a

Crown International, 1718 West
more directional response than the Mishawaka Road, Elkhart, IN
1590. The Isoflectors probably have 46517, USA. Tel: (219) 294 -5571.
most application in picking up UK: HHB Hire & Sales, Unit F, New
spoken word on lecterns, etc, but Crescent Works, Nicoll Road,
other applications may suggest London NW10 9AX. Tel: 01 -961
themselves.
3295.

Monolith tape heads
Monolith Electronics has a range of
record/replay and erase tape heads
now available from stock. Designated the R Series, the heads are
designed for use with '/ in tape
including full and 'h -track mono,
stereo, and 4, 6 and 8 channels. The
6- and 8- channel heads can be
tailored to exact customer requirements with regard to inductance,
resistance, recording current, playback level and bias and erase

17.5 mm (HWD).
conditions.
Monolith describe the R Series as
Nominal head gaps are 2.5 pm for
the record /replay heads and being ideal for refurbishing tape
2 x 127 pm for the erase heads. transports economically where the
Many special variations can be original parts are no longer
produced including the provision of available. They also manufacture
chevron or protruding pole pieces, heads for other applications and for
duplex or staggered gaps. Individual tape widths up to 2 in.
mounting assemblies with azimuth Monolith Electronics Co Ltd, 5/7
adjustment are available for all the Church Street, Crewkerne, Somerset
heads in the range. Outline dimen- TA18 7HR, UK. Tel: 0460 74321.
sions of the heads are 12.7 x 12.7 x Telex: 46306.

aiphaton audio products
The

West German

company,

alphaton Elektroakustik have

Gold Line RTA
Gold Line have introduced the
LM-27, a rack mounted 1/2-octave
real time analyser with 27 bands
from 40 Hz to 16 kHz at ISO centre
frequencies. Each band has LEDs to
indicate either ±3 dB or ±6 dB. If a
pink noise source is patched through
a PA system and the output
monitored on LM-27 via a microphone, the unit will give a clear indication of which bands need adjustment.
Should a particular band go into
feedback /howlround, a spike corresponding to the band will appear
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on the LM -27 display. The unit is
designed to be used with a 1/2-octave
equaliser where it will be useful to
indicate problem areas quickly.
Front panel controls include a

pushbutton range switch, power
switch and a reference level control.
Inputs are low impedance, balanced
mic level and high impedance line
level.
Gold Line, PO Box 115, West
Redding, CT 06896, USA. Tel: (203)
938 -2588.

recently made available worldwide a
product line of audio accessories.
These include the passive SM -5 and
active SM-6 direct injection boxes; a
line of audio transformers with
nominal levels of -10 dBm, 6 dBm
and 18 dBm; three audio distribution transformers splitting an audio
signal of a nominal 6 dBm into two,
three or four ways; and a line of
audio distribution systems from
2 -way to 12 -way systems that may be
stacked to any number of channels.
There are also active 2- channel split ters with built -in phantom powering
and three step line amp.
Most of these products were originally designed for German broadcast companies and have been available in Germany for the last two
years. They comply with mechanical
and electrical broadcast requirements such as 2500 V isolation test
primary to secondary and 1500 V to
ground on all splitters, distribution
transformers and passive DI boxes.
alphaton Elektroakustik, Siemesstrasse 19, D -6233 Kelkheim, West
Germany. Tel: 06195 74032. Telex:

UK: Turnkey, Brent View Road,
London NW9 7EL. Tel: 01 -202
4366. Telex: 25769.
417408.

An amazingly versatile,
fully programmable
Digital Drum Computer...
The MXR Drum Computer. With a full complement
of features and functions, it rivals the performance
an affordable price. And
of a high -cost system
it's simple to use.

-at

12 real drum sounds, digitally recorded in memory: Kick, snare, rim
shot, toms 1, 2 & 3, hi -hat open and closed, crash cymbal, claps, block,
and bell Individual level controls and outputs for all voices Capacity:
100 patterns of up to 99 beats each, 100 songs 2000 drum beat
memory Seven accuracy levels from' /8 notes to 1/32 triplets
Infinitely variable time signatures Tempo adjustable from 40 to
250 beats per minute Built -in click track (metronome) Four shift
levels for human feel Pre -panned stereo outputs External trigger
for all voices plus accent Tape /sync interface Memory -tape
interface External tempo capability External voice expansion
Exclusive MXR one -year

full warranty

MXR Innovations, Wallace Way,
Hitchin, Herts. England SG4 OSE
Please send me information on the MXR
Drum Computer.
1

(MxR)
...the musician /engineers
MXR Innovations, (Europe)
Wallace Way, Hitchin, Herts.
England SG4 OSE
Phone 0462 31513
1

Copyright 1983 MXR Innovations. Inc

Hugh Padgham
Hugh first became actively involved Hugh Padgham first began to attract considerable
in making music during the late '60s attention
as a recording engineer at Virgin's
while still at school. Unable to Townhouse
recording studios towards the end of the
afford a drum kit he borrowed a '70s.
The
project
that really focused the attention of
bass and joined a group playing
covers of Led Zeppelin and similar the recording industry on him was Peter Gabriel's
third album, released during 1980.
bands.
Now he is one of the most sought after record
"All recording engineers" he says
with a smile, "seem to have played producers. Most of his biggest successes so lar have
bass at some time or other."
been with the acts with whom he co-produces: `Face
After being in a couple of bands Value' and `Hello I Must Be Going' with Phil Collins;
and even taking classical guitar `Abacab' and `Genesis' with Genesis; `Ghost In The
lessons at one point, he was by no Machine' and `Synchronicity' with Police; Frida's
(of
means convinced about going on to
Abba) 'Someft ng's Going On' which was cobe a professional musician, and it
wasn't long before he became more produced with Collins despite incorrect sleeve
interested in using the school's mono credits; `Time Aid Tide' with Split Enz, XTC's `English
Ferrograph tape recorder to record Settlement'; and The Waitresses' `Bruiseology' cothe group. At the time he found the produced with Chris Butler.
machine's giant single spirit level
Though he now regards it as something of a stone
type VU meter singularly most around his neck, he is particularly noted for tha drum
impressive.
sound on Gabriel's `The Intruder'. The sound was even
"I just got more interested in the more widelly heard on Phil Collin's first solo album,
taping of rehearsals I suppose, than `Face Value'.
His influence, particullarly on recording
actually playing. I didn't want to be
can be heard on many currently successful
a struggling, busking musician on drums,
Charing Cross Station or something records. The Police's `Every Breath You Take' was
like

that."

America's best selling single of 1983.

Had his education provided a
good foundation for him as an
engineer?
"I think I've probably learned
36
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Ralph Denyer

more from what I've read since
getting involved with the business. I
did Science A Levels at school but
failed my Physics A Level. I got so
many O Levels for Physics, you
wouldn't believe it. I kept trying to
get Physics A Levels and kept
getting O Levels. I was always quite
interested in technology and things:
Cars, anything. And I loved music.
Recording seemed like a very
interesting thing to do. I could get
into music as well as playing with
technology."
From Hugh's own rememberances
of his early days in recording, his
first faltering steps seem totally at
odds with the impressive talents and
professionalism he has displayed in
recent years. His first offer of a
place as a tape -op came from Decca
in Hampstead. But when he went
along there for an interview, he was
immediately somewhat alarmed to
see everyone there wearing white
coats.
He recalls, "I thought: hang on,
this isn't what I thought recording
studios are about. I'm sure I've
picked the wrong place here."
So Hugh was disappointed rather
than devastated when a week later he

received a letter from Decca telling
him that due to the general industrial
situation -this was during 1973, the
year of the infamous three day
week -there was no job for him.
Things were a little better at
Advision though and Hugh perked
up a little when they offered him a

-

going by his instincts and the sum of
at the time who later went to SSL
between us did all the wiring and his experience. He said it was a bit of
stuff for Control Room Two. We both adding: "Everyone has their
didn't do any of the actual favourite mies and everything." But
construction because it was an the way he works is dependent on
Eastlake job but we did all the who he is working with, and things
wiring. So I knew where every wire are never the same twice: "Nothing
was. That was again, a very ever turns out the way you think it's

job.
going to."
informative period.
How does he get on with his big
"That was incredible. Yes, ELP
"When we got that SSL desk -the
and a lot of bands that were hip at
the time I worked there. I was very
keen but ignorant. It took me weeks
to even understand what routing
was. And I just couldn't understand
I
be
what the patch bay was."
At public school Hugh had been
used to having lessons rammed
down his throat and felt that, in
total contrast, he felt that no -one at

Advision seemed to want to teach
him anything and that the engineers
were very secretive about their
recording techniques.
"1 was told that I must learn what
the different mies were and I was a
bit lazy about that. Anyway, after
about six months their boss, Roger
Cameron said: 'I'm sorry, you've
been made redundant.'
"This came as a terrible shock to
me and I think he just fired me
because I was useless."
He was still determined to work in
recording and some six months later
heard that Adrian Kerridge at
Lansdowne Studios was on the
lookout for a tape -op. Hugh got the
job and, at this point, the tide
turned.
I worked there for three or four
years, learning a helluva' lot.
Because we used to do all sorts of
sessions from jingles to string
was well known as a
overdubs
string overdub studio -and Adrian
and the staff were always very
meticulous in their work. I think it
was through them that I learned to
be quite fastidious even though we
had our ups-and -downs on a
personal level."
Fewer and fewer rock acts seemed
to be recording at Lansdowne and as
that was the music Hugh wanted to
work on, it was time to move along.
Friends who played in Jim
Capaldi's road band put Hugh's
name up for a gig as the band's
sound mixer and he spent six months
on a European tour with them, an
experience which he greatly enjoyed
and again found himself learning.
Concurrently, he had heard that
Virgin were going to build the
Townhouse studios and halfway
through the Capaldi tour, he went
along for an interview.
"The Townhouse wasn't even
started then so we all mucked in and
I'd had more or less a year out of the
recording studio but it was
incredible because myself, Chris
Jenkins and Andy Wild-they were
Townhouse maintenance engineers

-it
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With any drummer, would
worried if I didn't have a drum sound
in 15 minutes. People gaffer- taping
up drums and all that; it's a waste
of time. I think it also insults
the musician
-it

4000E Series I think they called it
was the first major desk they'd put
into a London studio and it was
fantastic because we did an awful lot
of development on it. For instance if
you were mixing, you couldn't route
out for extra sends, so you just had
the stereo send and the four mono
sends, we modified it so that it could
do that, which is useful. We just did
things that are standard on desks
now. You can now choose certain
channels on the desk that you can
isolate from solo selection. In other
words, if you solo something, it
doesn't mute all the other channels
so you can hear the solo'd channel
with all its echoes. I don't think it
originally had that.
"In record mode you could only
use AFL so that you couldn't
possibly ruin a take. We said (to
SSL): 'Hang on, we're professionals, we know what we're doing.'
So we did a mod for that. We
suggested they route the compressor
section to other places in the channel
which was a really innovative thing
to have. EMI used to make desks
like that years before but the SSL
was the first of the modern
generation to have that facility. We
then suggested that we should be
able to put that on to the monitor
faders. Because the monitor faders
were redundant when you were
mixing, they could be used as a send
or return as well. All those features
were included on the later E Series
desk. We did work quite closely with
them and it was just good fun. I felt
that they were the first manufacturer
offering a console off the
production line, with the engineer in

acts, namely Police, Genesis and
Phil Collins?
"I know Phil very well now. So
we know by talking quite quickly,
we can interpret each others ideas
very quickly. I know Phil's drum kit
so well, and how he plays it, that if I
can't get a drum sound in 10
minutes, I start to get worried.
Whereas I know that some people
will spend a whole day getting a
drum sound, and that's wrong. It
does help though if you know the
person you're working with."
Hugh says he was: "A frustrated
tape -op and engineer" prior to
working with Peter Gabriel and
others who gave him the opportunity
to experiment in the studio. Before
then, he'd been restricted to the
confines that limit most mortals in
recording when having to make

'commercial'

records

within a

Hugh also feels that many of
today's up and coming engineers are
starting with a disadvantage because
close -miking was so prevalent during
the '70s that many people regard it
as the norm and ambient miking as

something of a gimmick.
"From the word go, they're
working with groups. They've never
worked with orchestras and other
things, and they are taught to close mic. I tend to go away from the
instrument as much as possible and
work towards it; if I need more
presence or something I'll move the
mic in a bit. But on these Phil
Collins' records with the big drum
ounds, most of that is from several
yards away," he says with a laugh,
"depending on the room."
He emphasises that the room
acoustics are very important to him,
along with microphone placement.
"With any drummer, I would be
worried if I didn't have a drum
sound in 15 minutes. People gaffer taping up drums and all that; it's a
waste of time. I think it also insults
the musician.
"Getting into a broader studio
thing, the musician doesn't become
a musician to play in the studio
which is a very false place. They're
all divided off from each other, with
threatening microphones all around.
It can really put a musician off,
especially if you spend two hours
trying to get a drum sound, going
through the same piece of music for
two or three hours. They're going to
get bored with it so you're not going
to get the performance on the tape.
"Most people become musicians
because they want to stand in front
of huge crowds and play to them.
"My idea is not to even let people
think they are in a studio. In other
words 'you play -I'll record'. It's
not quite as simple as that but with
experience, you can get to where you
want to fairly quickly."
If technicalities have to be
broached, Hugh tries not to unsettle
the musicians because they can easily
begin to worry, and start thinking
that the studio is falling down
around them when it isn't. Hugh
hastens to point out though, his

limited period of studio time. Hugh
agreed that Gabriel's method of
working represents the absolute
antithesis of that. Without the
freedom to explore possibilities in
the studio, Hugh may never have
come up with his styles of recording
drums that are now extensively
copied by others.
approach varies to suit the
"To me, drums had always individual. He is more inclined to
sounded unreal on records. That involve the band during mixing.
sort of close -miked LA sort of sound
"I know that working with
that was really prevalent during the Genesis -their previous producer
'70s."
would never let them go near the
Although he likes Tom Hidley desk. When I started working with
control rooms, Hugh feels that to a them, they hardly knew what a fader
certain extent through his studio did. Yet I was saying: 'Come on,
design he ruined music in the '70s. help me mix it; we'll get in there

Hugh prefers the liver more
reflective acoustics which are
becoming more popular. In
summary, he had always wanted to
mind."
When asked if his general make drums sound as exciting and
approach in the studio was to go in dynamic as they often do live at a
with set ideas or, was it a case of gig.

together.'
"Now they're into it. They know
what a fader, equaliser and echo
sends do. Therefore, it depends on
the group and their experience. I
mean, I was so surprised with
38
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certainly when we were doing
Genesis' record last year, I think we
were working with (digital) equipment that was under par and the
Sony people here didn't seem to
know anything about it.
"Since then (August 1983) they've
organised a couple of courses which
were quite comprehensive. A couple
of chaps from the Townhouse,
Geoff from Genesis and some from
HHB, and a lot of other people went
on those courses and now they know
all about it.
"I've actually bought a whole
Sony 1610 digital system, complete

Genesis. I used to listen to them
when I was at school and think:
`Christ, they know what it's all
about.' But when I came to work
with them, they didn't know much
about the technical side at all.
"It's always been a hobby of mine
to read Studio Sound, even the
reviews. And I've got books and
things lying around like John

Borwick's Sound Recording
Practice, I've had that for years.
There's one in America that I'm
quite interested in getting hold of,
The Sound Recording Handbook.
"Basically I always feel completely inadequate you see, the self
modesty thing, and that I've done a
terrible job. I think: `You've got to

with

sit down boy, and do some homework. Read up a bit and then you
might know what you're doing a bit

more on the next album.'
It was suggested to Hugh that that
is a great attitude to have providing
he doesn't send himself into a state
of manic depression, because he will
be continually striving to do his best.
"I don't walk around depressed
all the time by any means. I suppose
it is a fairly healthy attitude, being
unconvinced about yourself all the

time."
Some people might however be
surprised to hear Hugh talk about
Face Value saying that he made
mistakes on every track.
"You can probably say that about
any album really. I listen to it and I
cringe on this track or the other. I
think it's the same with any job, if
you're a professional you always see
much further into your work than

anybody else."

Face Value
Phil Collins had set up an 8 -track
recording package in a bedroom and
already had demo tapes for his
album when he came. to work with
Hugh. He expressed concern that
some of the feel would be lost when
the tracks were re- recorded. They
decided to use quite a lot of the
8 -track recording, dubbing them on
to 24 -track and building on the
original tapes. Hugh cites this
decision as a prime example of not
allowing the quality of the recording
to take precedence over the quality
of the musical performance.
"This is the thing with a lot of

'60s

records, they're awful

technically but they've got a great
sound. Bags of reverb.
"So with things like In The Air
Tonight, the basic Prophet and
drum box sounds are from the
8-track tapes. At the beginning you
can hear, it's all distorted! And the
repeat echoes that happen (on the
vocal) halfway through the song are
not in time; if you listen carefully
you can hear it. If I remember
rightly, even the mix is a rough mix.
The bass drum is off centre. But
because it sounded better than any
of the final mixes we tried to do, we
had the courage of our convictions
to say: `Right, that'll be the one even
though it's not technically perfect.'
Whether it's a single, album or
whatever; it's got to have atmos38

phere."
In The Air Tonight certainly has

that.
"We were really worried about In
The Air because it took a long time
to cut. And also, to get the drums
sounding really big at the end meant
that the front bit had to be really
soft. If it was too soft, people
wouldn't hear the beginning on the
radio. But if they turned it up loud
at the beginning, they'd have been
blowing up their speakers and stuff
at the end. So we had to
compromise."
The production on Face Value is
extremely dynamic. Hugh and Phil
feel that the music they left off the
album during mixing was just as
important as the music which was on
the masters. Just because they had
an overdub of a superstar guitar
player or whatever, that didn't mean
they had to use it if it interfered with
the final concept.
"I Missed Again, was only piano,
bass and drums on the backing
track. It sounds quite full because
we compressed the piano to death, it
sounded so wide and it filled up
everything; and we pulled it up in the
mix. It sounds as if there's a lot
going on, when in fact there isn't."
So broadly speaking, there was
quite a bit of playing around with
gadgetry to achieve dynamic effects?
"To a certain extent. I mean,
that's what compressors are all
about
use them a lot."
Hugh has lots of different brands
of compressors and after years of
experimentation feels he can use
them to very good effect. Phil
Collins likes a cutting sound on his
vocal and Hugh used a `very cheap'
compressor to achieve the desired
effect on their tribute to the Beatles
track, Tomorrow Never Knows.
And he often uses relatively cheap
guitar effects pedals. In general, he
finds that studio effects are just not
raunchy enough.
"If I'm using a phaser or a
Hanger, I'll invariably use a cheap
guitar pedal because they've got
such a bad noise to start with; that's
what gives you half the sound. With
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studio equipment, they're so careful
and involved with things like
keeping the signal -to -noise ratio
down that you lose the effect. You
need to go through two or three of
them tò get the effect that you want.
You have to do things like phase the
phase of the phase."
Just a final snippet on Face Value:
the backwards sounding cymbals on
Tomorrow Never Knows are not in
fact backwards, they're (surprise
surprise) heavily compressed.

Equipment
Hugh expresses strong feelings
about equipment manufacturers
citing SSL as an exception rather
than the rule -inasmuch as they
virtually never seem to seek advice
from top producers and engineers.
He feels there is a lot of scope for
improvement in the design of
recording equipment, and is at a loss
to understand the lack of communication.
"There are still producers about
who maybe don't know too much
about equipment, although I think
you have to know more and more
these days, but people like myself,
Steve Levine and Steve Lillywhite
and there are loads of others: I don't
think any of us ever get rung up by
people saying: `Do you fancy trying
out a new piece of equipment ?'
"AMS have phoned me once or
twice; actually they're a good
company like that. When they were
developing their digital reverb, they
mentioned the drum sound we got
on Gabriel's album. They thought
we'd done that electronically with
some device but it was just acoustic
really. They wanted to include
something like it. They've got
ambience programs and backwards
things now, which can sound quite
like squashed compressed rooms and
stuff. Generally, though, I don't
think there is much feedback; which
is a shame. I'll probably get slagged
off by the manufacturers and people
for saying things like that.
"I mean, Sony was a bit of a joke.
They build all this wonderful
equipment and send it over here and

-

editor and two video

machines."
HHB are looking after Hugh's
system for him when he's not using
it for his own production work.
They have another digital system of
their own and are geared up to store,
maintain, deliver, etc. In a way, as a
champion of new technology, by
buying his own system and making it
available for hire, he feels he is
"putting his money where his mouth
is ". Hugh says Steve Levine has
bought a Sony 24 -track digital
system which also receives his
enthusiastic endorsement.

"I am very keen on the Compact
I think it is very important that
people are aware of it and try to use
it. I think that it is so good that I
want to sort of push it on to
everybody. I think that one of the
ways in which I can voice my
opinion is by making facilities
available to people."
Following Hugh's considerable
enthusiasm for the Compact Disc
system, is much of his work
available on CD?
"Oh yeah, loads of things though
they weren't necessarily mastered on
digital. Synchronicity, Genesis, Split
Enz, well everything I've done this
year (1983) has been mixed from
analogue 24 -track straight to Sony
1610. In fact the Police album was
done on the JVC system which is a
similar sort of thing though not

Disc.

compatible."
Hugh is still mastering as normal
because everything has to be cut for
vinyl for the bulk of sales. He
continues talking about the Sony
1610 system.
"You end up with your U-matic
cassette and that can then be directly
transferred through the 1610
processor and the cutting console to
another U- matic. In other words,
you do a production master as you
normally do which will then go to
another U-matic and will then go off
to the Compact Disc factory. Therefore, if you are going to make a CD
now, you don't have to go through
any generations from the first mix.
And of course, the other advantage
of using the 1610 system is that you
can make as many copies as you like
without any degradation at all. It
just doesn't degrade one little bit."
Hugh also enjoys editing with his
1610 system because of the greater
freedom and ease of operation. At
the touch of a button, anything from
the equivalent of a butt edit to a
40
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crossfade of up to 99 milliseconds
can be achieved.
"A crossfade of 99 ms doesn't
sound like very much but in terms of
an edit, it is. It would be a very
shallow angle on an editing block.
It's fun doing that and you can edit
to your heart's delight without
actually ruining anything. Sometimes you're doing edits on '/ or
G in (analogue tape) you put it
together and someone says they
don't like it. You have to pull it
apart and you'd be freaking out
because of not wanting to crease the
tape. Sometimes the editing tape can
be so damn solid. And then when
you've taken it apart someone will
say 'Oh, maybe we'll have it back
again.'
"By this time your hands are
sweating and you start thinking you
must be careful not to get any grease
on the tape. When you're editing
with digital, you just sit there and
press buttons. And you can do
outrageous things without having to
worry about if it doesn't work."
Hugh considers the use of the
Sony 1610 system less justifiable if
the music is only going to be released
on vinyl. Quite simply, the
advantages -most noticeably, a big
improvement in signal -to -noise
ratio -are negated by the
appallingly low quality achieved
with most pressings. In brief, though
he acknowledges that vinyl records
can sound good, Hugh finds the
general quality of records depressing
and wishes he had greater control
over the part of the process which
finally dictates the sound quality
enjoyed (or otherwise) by the record
buyer.
"I'm probably in Australia or
somewhere by the time the test
pressing comes through and then it's
too late and somebody else has to
approve it. Maybe the test pressing
was OK and then the second
generation pressing comes out and it
just sounds bloody awful. That
depresses me. The thing with the
Compact Disc is the margins of error
like that are far much less. The thing
is digitally encoded.
"You're dealing with very
precious grooves and things with
vinyl. You send your lacquer to the
factory after spending weeks and
thousands of pounds and probably
the first thing they do is polish the
metal work so the plastic falls off the
stamper. You've just wasted all your
time and money. So the quicker we
can get rid of the record, the better.
"Some records can sound pretty
good but if you listen to the 1610 in
the studio, to me it's quite a lot
better than 1/2 in (analogue) which
everyone's been raving about for the
past couple of years. That's still
good but the 1610 is so much better.
And when you get that on to
Compact Disc as well, it sounds

fantastic."

Police
"I'd done

a couple of albums with
XTC who did a long tour with the
Police in America in 1979/80 when

the Police were happening here and
40

think one of the things about
recording music is that you've got
to be able to get on with
people. Sometimes it gets a little
bit difficult
I

time and he used to walk around
with it on all the time, even if he
didn't have the sax on he'd have the
strap thing around his neck. And
everyone got sick of him in the end
because he was walking round the

studio going: HONK, HONK,
HONK. Anyway, he was well into
playing it at the time; he'd lost the
urge by the time we did
Synchronicity so there's hardly any
sax on there.

were averagely happening in
America but hadn't really made a
killing there. They just did about
two or three tours with XTC and I
think it just came up in conversation
one day between Sting and Andy
Partridge -that they were looking
for someone new. I don't know for
what reason. Andy just said
something like 'Oh well, the bloke
who does our records is quite good;
we like working with him.'
"In fact I was round at a
girlfriend's house
was round
about Christmas time I think -and
there was Miles Copeland (Police
manager) on the phone. I still don't
know today, how he got that
number because I didn't make it
very public. Anyway, he phoned me
and I didn't actually meet the band
until we were at the airport
departure lounge on the way to

-it

Montserrat."
So Hugh just said hello and

it was
all very friendly?
"Yeah, well I think one of the

things about recording music is that
you've got to be able to get on with
people. Sometimes it gets a little bit
difficult. With the Police, one of
their hobbies is arguing so it's a bit
difficult to find yourself in the
middle of that."
But surely totally objective
argument or discussion can be very
fruitful?
"Oh yeah, I think the band thrive
on it really. It's not always heavy but
sometimes it's heavy enough for you
to get a bit worried and think: hang
on.
"Sometimes it's very difficult to
remain completely neutral as well
because I have my own opinions on
how things should go. But I always
used to say 50% of the job is getting
on with people and the other 50% is
the technical side of things. If you
don't get on with people, forget
about record production. But I
mean, we're all prone to being

grumpy sometimes

I

suppose,

working long days and long hours.
You may not always love everyone
you're working with. There's bound
to be odd differing opinions."
Hugh recalls that problems with
communication caused a chuckle or
two.
"Even though they've got a lot of
space in Monserrat, the drums in the
studio sounded really boring and
lifeless
just wouldn't do. So we
put the drums in the living room
which created quite a lot of

-it

amusement."
Apparently they found that as the
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But his idea on
Ghost -and I didn't know him very
r.
well at the time so I didn't know if
he was taking the piss or not -was to
living room is not acoustically do the sax parts and the singing at
isolated, they couldn't do much the same time. So I thought: Hang
recording at night because a chorus on, you get a sax sound and then do
of beasties, led by the tree frogs, that?
provided continous loud chorus.
"I thought it sounded like a pretty
"And the other thing that was good idea. So we ended up with one
amusing was it was quite close to the mic. I couldn't be bothered to
kitchen and they were always change between a vocal and a sax
cleaning cutlery and humming away. mic. If you had two mies there
So we had to keep shouting to them would be spill and they would be
to keep quiet because we were going quite close together anyway. So we
to do a take. Poor old Stewart, he had one mic which was used in an
couldn't see the rest of us in the average position. So he would stand
control room or the other two up on his toes and put the bell of the
playing in the studio. So he was just sax to the mic and then stoop down
having to play along. He eventually to sing into it. The other thing that
started quite enjoying using the was amazing was that it was one of
kitchen staff as a good vibe because those songs -he did quite a lot of it
they used to peer out of the kitchen on that album -that had banks of
and look at him thrashing madly harmonies and he'd say: 'OK, I'm
away; apparently not playing with ready to do the first pass now.'
anybody. I'm not sure if they
"He'd go through and sing it and
realised what was going on or not." say 'OK, fine.'
When Hugh and the band
"Then he'd sing it the next time
returned from Montserrat to record and I'd think: hang on, the harmony
Synchronicity, their second album he just did on the first chorus was
with Hugh, they rigged up a video different from the one in the second
camera for Stewart so that he could chorus. I said to him that he was
see what was going on in the control wandering around a bit and he said:
room.
'Oh, don't worry about that, don't
Hugh went on to talk about the worry about that. Next pass.'
method of recording used on King of
"And he'd do it again and it was
Pain, which was also used on a track just incredible. He'd build up a
called No Self Control on Gabriel's 'collage of harmony vocals, maybe
album which he also remembers as six or seven tracks and maybe with a
being a prime example of a mix lot of the sax in unison. He's got a
ending up sounding totally different very good sense of harmony. He'd
from what might be expected from just build it up. Normally you say
the material recorded on the multi- there's one harmony, we'll record it,
track tape. Hugh explained that part double -track it and bounce it down.
of the effect was achieved by sub - After that you do the next harmony
grouping drums to one fader so that or however you choose. With Sting
the whole kit could be switched in it was just like BANG! it was done.
and out with one click of a switch Sort of, a massive half hour's work
with one finger as opposed to having and I was lumbered with six or seven
to use five or six.
tracks with different harmonies all
"King of Pain is a track that, if over the different tracks. I thought:
you listened to it on the multitrack well, sod it. Just play it all together.
tape, wouldn't bear any resemblance
"It sounded good and that's how
to the final track at all. In fact the it went. I just bounced it down from
first verse, which is just vocal and there. Saxophone, vocal, the lot."
piano I think, was recorded on a
Sting was aware of the fact that he
completely different day and wasn't Omette Coleman so all the
sounded different. So that was just sax parts were multi- tracked.
an edit into the next bit. And we did
On the subject of Sting's vocals on
all sorts of things that seemed weird Synchronicity, Hugh was quite
at the time, knocking this in and pleased with the general results.
knocking that out, just editing it all Obviously he had felt more at ease
together as we went along."
with the band on the second album
having got to know them during
Sting sax on Ghost
Ghost In the Machine.
"That was quite funny because they
"It was good because when we did
had been on tour in Japan and Sting Ghost, I thought there was too
had just picked up a couple of much of Sting tracking his voice up
saxophones there. He's brilliant. thousands of times. He's got a great
He'll learn to play anything voice on its own. He did a version of
adequately, very quickly. Anyway, Message In A Bottle on one of those
42
he was in love with his sax at the
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Tha lazoducet seties
charity shows (The Secret
Policeman's Other Ball) with him
just singing and playing guitar and it
was brilliant. So

I thought: OK, on
Synchronicity he's got to do some
single -track singing."
"Mother was a song that Andy
had a demo of and the vocal was just
manic, it was so good. It also
sounded good. I think he'd used an
old Hammond mic on it or something; which I've never come across
before. But the chap who'd
engineered it
was his prize
possession -had put this phaser and
other stuff on it and we were trying
for hours to match up the vocal
sound. In the end I said 'This is a
complete waste of time, we'll just
use what is already there.' So we
dubbed the vocal off the demo,
because we luckily had the demo
master. We got it in sync and stuck it
in. When the vocal went out, we
stopped the tape and got it in sync
when it came in again. So we used
the original manic vocal on that
song. People either love that song or
they hate it."

-it

With unrelentless if gentle
prompting, Hugh continued to rack
his brains trying to remember details
of how they recorded the album.
"Walking In Your Footsteps took
about half a morning to do. Sting
just wrote it one morning and came

few. They didn't get together and
talk about them before they went
into the studio. So the first time that
say Stewart heard Every Breath was
in the studio. So we took every song
from there. Andy would get his
guitar part together or whatever. So
it was interesting to work like that

but you're often sitting around
trying things out. Even though a
song may sound really simple, you
might have spent a week finding the
sound that works.
in."
"Wrapped Around Your Finger
Hugh says neither himself nor any came pretty easily actually. I like
of the Police can program that song a lot. I remember I had a
synthesisers particularly well.
terrible problem with Synchronicity
"We have the odd OBX, Prophet 1. There were so many words
and Roland JP8 and things around coming out like verbal diarrhoea and
and it's great because Sting doesn't sort of overlapping each other as
like to spend years getting well, almost like a round or
synthesiser sounds. He'll just say he something. That was really difficult
wants roughly such -and -such a to mix because I didn't feel that the
sound and he punches through all diction was all that good when we
the factory options (laughs) until he did the vocals, but it had a good
finds something. He says 'OK, vibe.
that'll do, we'll record that.'
"And Synchronicity 2, trying to
"I'd say 'How about...' and it's make that sound really powerful."
`No, no, no. We'll record that.'
Maintaining objectivity, particu"Walking In Your Footsteps was larly during long periods of
done like that. That's all it was concentrated work, can be a
really, a couple of sequencers going problem and as a result the question
along, bits of percussion, a few arises: is it the track or is it me?
guitar whines and it sounds great.
"Sometimes I'm happily mixing
The words are clever and funny. away when I suddenly realise: Hang
And that ended up finished quite on, to my mind, it doesn't sound
quickly."
good at all.
"We had to work quite hard on
"You can't understand why. So
Every Breath You Take. We tried it you just have to stop, put all the
different ways. Like their reggae faders down, go outside and have a
way. I seem to remember it taking breath of fresh air and start again.
quite a long time. We didn't really Sometimes you start off thinking a
know what to do instrumentally in track sounds great and then an hour
the middle. Then one day Sting went or two later, it doesn't sound good
into the studio and had these one at all. It's a very fine line sometimes,
note piano ideas, just two lines."
especially with these big drum
They were quite pleased to get the sounds, between making it sound
song wrapped up because it was powerful and making it sound
evident to all concerned that it had weedy. With snare drums and stuff;
something.
if they are too loud, they overpower
"Some songs you know are going things. If they are not loud enough
to be hits and that one was obviously or you EQ them too much, they can
very strong. So we were keen to sound too thin.
make it sound like a single. You see,
"On Synchronicity, (laughs) I
when they go into the studio, they kept on trying to persuade Stewart
haven't rehearsed at all on the new to tune his snare drum down a bit.
songs. They've done their own Everybody was. But we didn't
demos. Sting gets quite happening succeed very much and I'm glad
demos together. And Andy had really. His snare drum is always so
quite a few songs. Stewart had a tight, it couldn't be any tighter. It
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idea of how badly they wanted Hugh
to be involved in some way. He told
me the tale.
"Well, I don't even know if I
know the right story. But you never
want to release an album too close to
Christmas because it is likely to get
all mixed up with Perry Como's
Greatest Hits and that kind of thing.
Therefore they wanted to get their
album out well before Christmas but
they started a bit later than they had
wanted to. They had approached me
originally to record the album but I
couldn't because I was doing Phil's
album. So anyway, they said to
come and mix it. Then they phoned
up and said could I come over a
couple of weeks earlier because we
really had to try and meet the
deadline. It was ridiculous, the
record was in the shops two- and -ahalf weeks after we had finished it.
gives a very thin sound but it really They had the cover all done up
makes your eyes blink when you front, the lyrics were all finished
turn it up on the monitors which I before they went into the studio. As
like but I wanted to try and get more soon as we finished it went from the
variation really. But it is very much cutting room straight to the
his trade mark."
factory."
The atmosphere and climatic
The recording and mixing was all
conditions were somewhat different done at New York's Electric Lady
for the mixing of the Synchronicity Studios. Hall & Oates were
album, which was done in the snow recording away in one studio. They
surrounded Le Studio in Quebec.
completed track by track instead of
"When we mixed the album, I the more usual method of recording
used to start off in the morning. I all the vocals after most of the
actually used a computer to help me. overdubbing was completed. To
They had a Solid State Logic desk at begin with they handed one song at a
Le Studio in Canada. So they would time to Hugh.
all go off ski -ing in the morning or
"We just hired the two studios
the afternoon, (laughs) they'd leave and they would send a tape up to me
me in the studio mixing away and I'd when they finished it and when I
probably do quite a lot of work on would mix it. They'd come up, listen
the song. And they'd come back to a mix and say: 'Jolly good' or
from ski-ing, change and come whatever and then they'd go back
down to the studio. We'd spend a downstairs and finish singing on
few hours discussing and changing another one. But eventually they
things I'd done, that sort of thing, finished before I did and we spent
and finish it off like that."
the last week or two mostly together.
They mixed about one track a day But that was all really because of the
or so. As the album has sold in time pressure, that we overlapped in
enormous quantities-millions in the studios for a week or two."
America alone-the mixing was
So the nett result was that the
quite cost-effective?
credits read: produced by Daryl and
"Yeah, I think so. We spent John, co- production by Neil
longer on it than Ghost, more than Kernon, mixed by Hugh Padgham
any of their albums, but I don't and mastered by Bob Ludwig. I told
think that matters. Actually, it Hugh that I really liked the end
wasn't very long compared to some result in terms of the quality of the
bands. We had a week or so off at recording. He didn't really seem to
Christmas which we spent in the believe me but almost begrudgingly
West Indies. I think the album took agreed.
eight or nine weeks or something."
"Yeah, it was interesting to mix
Slightly different from their first someone else's recording actually. I
album, which was recorded in days didn't know if I was into it or not to
rather than weeks, recording over begin with because being an
old tapes previously used by engineer, I'm quite touchy about
Caravan. At that time they couldn't how I do things."
afford new tape.
I suggested that surely that was a
natural reaction and that he
Hall & Oates
obviously has his own standards and
As with Police, Hugh couldn't tell wants to maintain them.
me exactly how Daryl Hall and John
"Yes, Neil is a very good engineer
Oates came to want to work with himself. Otherwise I wouldn't have
him. They had asked him to work on done it. But it was great to be able to
their H2O album from blank tape hear the songs already recorded, and
but the studio dates conflicted with I could just come in and put my
his commitments to work with Phil touches of echo and things on stuff
Collins. Not to be deterred, they that I hadn't already lived with for
asked: 'Could he at least mix the three or four months and got prealbum when he finished working determined ideas about. So in that
with Phil? Yes was the answer and respect it actually worked quite well.
the resultant pressure gives a rough
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Wide range dynamic response from the
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Individual outputs and trigger inputs for
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stereo mix.
16 digitally sampled sounds provided
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"There was the sax solo on
Maneater. There's a helluva' long
repeat on it. It didn't have that there
to start with. We were playing it
through and I was frustrated
because I didn't like the sax solo that
much. I thought it needed more, it
was so laid back. I thought: sod it,
I'll completely fill in the gaps.
"So I got the old AMS digital
delay out, changed the sound a bit so
that the repeat sounded as if it was

When you are working, you are so
honed in on things that being
objective is quite difficult.
I try not to spend too much time
on mixing in order to keep an

objective viewpoint

coming from somewhere else and
just stuck it in."
Daryl and John thought the effect
was great and said it was something
they hadn't even considered.
"If I had been there for the
recording I would have said to the
sax player to play more notes or
something. So it was interesting to
create something from my thoughts
while mixing.
You can do lots of things like that.
You can completely change the
rhythm or feel of something by, for
instance, auspicious use of digital
delays, tape delays or whatever
you've got around. You can actually

...1;

record them and stuff like that. And
I'm into... on In The Air Tonight I
could point out serious mistakes on
every track as far as I am concerned,
which makes me go on to the next
recording thinking: I mustn't make
that mistake again. But because the
next record I work on isn't Phil
Collins; a different situation arises.
But OK, when we came round to the
next Phil Collins record I thought:
I've got to make sure I don't make
any of the same mistakes on this LP.
"Most people who listen to the
change things you've already record don't hear any mistakes at
recorded quite a lot."
all. That's the thing that keeps me
Hugh was pleased to work with going in a way. I always think I've
Daryl and John as he'd always liked done a dreadful job."
them though in his opinion, their
records had often sounded under- Mixing
"I'm always the first to admit that
produced in the past.
"That's a weird thing for me to I'll do one mix and then another
say because I've always hated over- one -with slightly more echo on the
production. But their records guitar in the chorus or something
sounded almost demo like. They And I'll be biting my nails and
didn't sound like records sometimes, think: well, I'll make a choice later.
they were just sort of straight. And
"If I listened to the two mixes six
therefore it was a real joy for me to months later, I guarantee I probably
be able to play around with the vocal wouldn't be able to tell the
echoes and things, the kind of thing difference. In other words, when
that isn't on their previous or last you are working, you are so honed
couple of records, Voices and in on things that being objective is
Private Eyes. So I was quite pleased quite difficult. I try not to spend too
to be able to stick my oar in like much time on mixing in order to
keep an objective viewpoint.
that."
Having listened to the H20 album
"I think it's really good
quite a lot, I told Hugh that I you've got the bottle -to record
personally liked the freshness of the your first impulses. So many times it
album. It has more of an urgent edge is frustrating, you've done a rough
or contemporary feel than most mix with a tape echo that you've just
current American music.
rigged up at two in the morning, you
"Oh, they're very aware of that come to mix it, refer to the rough
which is why they get English people mix and can you copy it? No.
to record their records. They have Something is not the same and you
done that for the last three or four think: Jesus, why didn't I record it
years. I think they've been less like at the time?
"But usually, you're freaking out
American acts than most. I mean,
it's awful isn't it, most American because you think you are just about
to run out of tracks. I guess some
music ?"
Accepting that once again I was people like to record 46- track. I like
talking in terms of personal the idea in theory but not much in

-if

hearing most of their records usually
leaves me a `So what ?' kind of
feeling of being unmoved.
"It's so bloody clinical. They
wouldn't let any mistakes or
anything go through; that band.
There's no way I could ever make a
record with them. For a kick -off, I
think it would drive me mad. They
do make perfect recordings but as
you say, `So what ?'. I call it
Hospital Rock. It's really clinical,
sort of sterilised. All the drums have
been washed in TCP before they
44
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"I think that saving the backing
tracks in that way is a good idea
though I personally have never had
the facilities to do it. Some people
wouldn't agree with me. I have had
some experience of 46 -track mixing
and quite honestly, I find it a bit of a
pain. You've almost definitely got to
use a computer. I'm talking about
when you have something on
virtually all 46- tracks."
Hugh cites the Glyn Johns'
approach of recording everything on
16 -track as with some admiration
saying: "I haven't got the bottle he's
got but I reckon 24 tracks are

plenty."

"I've done some things on the 3M
digital system. There was Frida's
album which I produced with Phil
Collins. We did that completely
digital at their (Abba's) studio in
Stockholm which is very nice.
They've got a 3M 32 -track and 3M
mixdown as well. So we actually
recorded and mixed digitally. I think
that system looks a bit ropey
compared with what Sony have got
happening now. Though, 32 -track
wasn't such a bad idea. It would
have been good if Sony had maybe
done a 32 -track option. That sounds
a bit contradictory of me after
saying that 24 -track is enough,
which it is really.
"But you see, I like to do things
like record the ambience of drums
on separate tracks, even if it sounds
best a certain way. In other words
you can record the ambience on to
three or four tracks which I like
doing because you can then do
things like bringing them in on the
chorus of a song or vice versa. We
did that once or twice on Phil
Collins' Hello, I Must Be Going.
The drums are very dry at the
beginning and then I very gradually
fade in the ambience and get to full
ambience halfway through the song.
In fact I even added some digital
stuff to it as well. At the end it went
practise."
The problem of 46 tracks of tape back to being very dry. I didn't
know I wanted to do that at the time
hiss doesn't seem to worry Hugh.
"I suppose it could be a problem we recorded it: so I couldn't have
but I think you can keep tape hiss done it if we'd mixed all the drums
down to a minimum if you are a together with the ambience. So you
do eat up a few more tracks, and I
good engineer."
He went on to explain that he likes often think I am using too many for
the idea of being able to store the the drums. Then I realise that the
guitar player and keyboards player
original backing track tape
perhaps 24 -track or even 16- track- are going to love me when I say
so as not to degrade the tape by we've run out of tracks."
I told Hugh that I found the way
spending weeks or months putting it
through a multitrack machine but in which drums have come to the
using a sub -mixed copy of the fore in recording of late to be quite
backing tracks for the overdubbing amazing.
"I'm not saying that the onus is
period of recording.

-

preference, I told Hugh that
although I can appreciate the
craftsmanship of Steely Dan,

on me as being responsible for that
but I remember reading a review of
mine in Billboard in America saying
something like: typically Hugh
Padgham percussively oriented mix.
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"I thought: oh, no. He probably
means that you can only hear the
drums.
"I listen back to some records and
think: oh, no. Maybe the drums are
really loud.
"But people loved it at the time
and when we built the Townhouse,
New Wave had just started. It was
the end of the era with the Eagles
and that very dry drum sound:
which never sounded like drums to
me. It sounded like someone tapping
on cardboard boxes. And the
engineers used to gaffer the drums
up until you couldn't see any drum
skin in the end, and they never
sounded like drums to me."
Hugh says the idea of the
Townhouse studios (the main
rooms, not the control rooms) was
not to try and control the acoustics
and literally see how it went.
"Trying to control the sound that
the first few times we recorded was
really strange because none of us
had really heard sounds like that
before, so it was quite good fun.
Wondering if we were going over the
top. And people ended up really
liking it. I hope I've been able to
come to a compromise so that I can
get the drums sounding big and real
but you can also hear other
instruments as well now.
"I think there was a stage at which
some

people -me included

-

were mixing the drums a bit too far
forward. It's rather an awful thing
for me to say; but to me if the drums

don't sound any good, the record
doesn't sound any good. If you
listen to some of the old Motown
records and some of Spector's
records, you can't even hear the
drums. They're banging away somewhere but you've still got a fantastic
sense of rhythm, probably because
they are obscured by this huge tambourine and sleighbell in echo sound.
"Obviously, in today's rock
music, drums are going to be there
and there's Linn drums and all sorts
of drums around now. I still prefer
real drumming but then for some
music, a lot of groups make drum
machines, work very well."
Hugh expresses the feeling that he

didn't

really want to do this
interview in such a way as to sound
as if he loves pontificating about the
technical side of recording. He
doesn't. Broadly speaking, he is still
amazed by the amount of engineers
and others who question him in such
a way about recording techniques
that as far as Hugh is concerned,
they somehow miss the whole point
of creative recording. "Some people
come up to me- especially engineers-and say `What microphone
did you use on so- and -so's voice on
that song ?' And I'll think, I haven't
got a clue. The one that sounded
best at the time. They'll say they
think it sounded fantastic. I'll
remember thinking that sounded
awful.

`The Master's

We also carry
stock of all the
other important
recording tools to
complete your system:
mastering machines,
DDL's, pitch transposers,
reverb, drum machines,
compressor/limiters,
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headphones, microphones and tape.
All from a large number of manufacturers* to give you maximum flexibility
within your budget.
Our demonstration studio allows you
to see and hear our entire range of quality
audio products and our friendly team
will give you the help and advice you need
to master multitrack recording.
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help you master your multitrack
needs, the revolutionary Fostex 16 -track
tape machine has arrived at HHB.
The B16 offers full 16 -track recording
on '/2' tape and built -in Dolby C noise
reduction, all for around £3,000.
'lb complement this breakthrough in
recording technology, we recommend
the Allen & Heath System 8 mixer, which
provides all the facilities you'd expect
on an expensive studio console, but at a
fraction of the price.
To make things easier for you, every
system we sell comes complete with all
necessary cabling included in the price,
and what's more we'll throw in a couple
of hours of instruction,

if you
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We, of course, wouldn't argue with
Bob Auger. After all, he's been

producing award -winning records
since 1978 using Sony Digital
equipment.

From Processors to Vulti -track
recorders Sony Pro -Audio offer a
comprehensive range of Digital

Mastering equipment including
Editors and Delay Units.

n the end,
in the beginning ?"

fessional Recording Engineer
So, why not be like Bob Auger

and make it with Sony-from
beginning to end
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A personal view of psychoacoustics-

Up to now this `occasional' series (as
our esteemed editor likes to call it,
because of the sporadic nature of the
output) has tried to deal with the
quest for realism and exactitude in

music- otherwise

they would be
writing and arranging all the time.
The uncomfortable fact is that the
achievement of that subtle 'change'
that makes a record a success is, by
definition, a combination of creative
artistry and creative engineering.
Without going into boring listings
of the nexus points of record production, there were two examples in
the not-too -distant past:
Telstar -Apart from the evocative
title, which enabled the record buying public to identify it, this
record brought together the already
existing technique of 'electronic sounding' melody line with the
swimmy, crushed rhythm sound that
became the 'hit sound' of the early
1960s. The techniques used produced an exciting depth to the sound
(as well as hideous distortion -but
no -one cared at the time!).
American producers and engineers
emulated and improved the effect,
producing great swirling 'orchestras'
and vocal groups (McArthur Park ?)
yet retaining a recognisable and
effective rhythm section. Later, a
reaction to this sort of extremism set

recording and sound reproduction,
with occasional snipes at the less than- purist elements of our profession. On many occasions this has
been less than fair, as 'psycho acoustics' should be a general study
of what we think we hear, rather
than a label under which I can hang
my numerous prejudices and pet
phobias.
Down at the 'grass roots' level of
sound recording -particularly in the
pop business, there is an everlasting
search going on. This search is given
many names: 'Something new';
'Gutsy sound'; 'Balls'; 'Depth'...
the list is endless, as are the
interpretations of what everyone
thinks they are looking for. The
common factor is that all are searching for a distinctive effect that is
`commercial', in that it is attractive
to the great unwashed and it enhances the sales potential of the
product material: in plain language,
in.
the kids will keep on buying it.
The Beatles' White Album -This
record successfully combined the
False premises: Caviar
Lennon /McCartney harmonic and
every day
rhythmic styles with what was then a
The first few electric gramophone
sophisticated use of spatial dynarecords sold like hot cakes: they
mics ... horrible
phrasing,
but
were a tremendous improvement on
exact-the use of expanders to give
the results of well- endowed sopranos
surrealistic separation, the treatment
screaming into recording horns.
of drum sounds reminiscent of wet
Phrases like 'superb realism' were
flannel slapping on to cardboard.
used in the press, inferring the entry
The combination was by no means a
into Nirvana for the listening public.
sudden leap forward, more a final
We have a very much more jaun'getting it exactly right'.
diced ear nowadays... or have we?
These two records clearly illusAll areas of commercial endeatrate
the point that success in 'creativour know of the 'Caviar every day'
vity' (a synonym for 'making
syndrome; the only way to retain
money') is a result of combining at
solid customer interest is to change
least two right answers and getting a
the product little and often. This is
bigger right answer.
not too easy in recorded music but it
Another factor that existed in
explains the constant quest for the
both records was that of 'hype'. This
elusive 'something new'. The reality, took the form
of the name in
though, is that it is being achieved all Telstar,
and the cover of the 'White
the time! ... but even the most creaAlbum'. Of course, one cannot
tive of us constantly fail to spot it.
apply 'hype' to the techniques of
recording sound... or can we?
False premise 2: The
Perhaps the simple fact of laying
sound's the thing
tracks one on the other, or adding
01 course engineers know more effects is a form of 'hype'; taken to
about sound than they do about extremes it must be.
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A great sound!

Transparent Compressor' (Novem-

When visiting studios in the interests
of the reputation of my Wonderland, I am constantly assailed by
playbacks of engineers' most recent
and stunning work; some pretty,
some awful, but most just pretty

ber 1983).
Magnetic recorders is another area
where the quality of the sound has
very little to do with the technical
specification of the machine. In the
early days, the published spec of the
EMI TR5I was akin to a good
quality AM radio receiver: any
aficionado of the newly discovered
'Hi -fi' would have sneered at it as
being totally unsuitable for quality
recording and reproduction, and yet
many wonderfully gutsy sounds
were recorded on these machines.
The demonstration of this was
probably my own introduction to
psychoacoustics, or the appreciation
that you can't always measure what
you hear.
The other shining example of this
was the ubiquitous Revox A77. It
was a wonderful machine, ahead of
its time and with a very good written
specification. Other machines were
as good on paper but none
approached it for clean, accurate
and glassy sound -not necessarily
the ideal for pop music but a significant contributor to the business as
we now know it.
More modern machines also
exhibit particular effects. The
Ampex ATR100 has a particular
'roundness' to the middle bass
region and a 'frosted glass' sound to
the extreme top. The effect is slight
but quite noticeable when doing an
A/B comparison with a Studer A80
or a digital machine... but more of
that later.

awful. Engineers' conversations
revolve around 'the sound'. They
talk about gadgetry, microphones,
new techniques, acoustics, digits and
autolocators, but always it refers
back to making 'the sound'.
One of the most common interminable subjects is 'what does a particular piece of equipment sound
like'. To the non -technical or the
newly -graduated this is equivalent to
'how long is a piece of string ?' with
the length neatly typed on a label in
the form of a specification.
But life is not like that. Any
experienced engineer with a reasonable pair of ears and a brain capable
of using them (see 'The Human
Ear', August 1983) knows that gear
has specific sounds and no matter
how hard manufacturers try to
'educate' users into believing specifications, this fact remains demonstrable to those who take the trouble
to listen. For example, why is there a
difference in sound between a multitrack machine running at 15 in/s
and the same machine running at
30 in /s? For most purposes the
actual 'sound' is identical; it is
merely a difference in noise. The
reality is that there is a difference: it
is one of 'quality', an indefinable
something that changes the human
appreciation of the sound.
In this particular instance, it can
be partially explained away by
examination of the phase response
of the heads at low frequencies at the
different speeds but this is a classic
'tip of the iceberg'. There is one
other piece of hardware outside of
tape machines and dynamic peripherals that is common to all studios
and is often overlooked as a contributor to the overall effect of a
recording... the mixer itself.
Examples of this are legion in all
areas of hardware. The most
obvious is in the field of effects and
dynamic skulduggery: the compressor, the limiter, the noise gate and
their derivatives. The subject was
discussed (or covered over) in 'The

The gut solid mixer
Surely, a mixer is a mixer; what's the
difference? A few years ago any
would
expound the
engineer
wonders of the latest 'Grieve' or
'Cladrack' machine; the superb
punchy sound, or the range of EQ.
Today, we (as manufacturers or
users) are faced with entirely
different questions and even more
incomprehensible answers.
There are now about 20 manufacturers of audio mixers in the UK, all
of them are staffed by sensible
people who have had experience at
various levels in different areas of
sound recording. They are all experienced and knowledgeable, otherwise
they would not be successful enough

The quest for the third ball
Ted Fletcher (Alice)
to remain in this highly competitive
business. Their products are all
adequate for the purposes for which
they were designed; this is also a
truism. And yet the true `users' of
the business still draw comparisons
between the EQ of the `Amex'
product against the mic amp sound
of the `Snurdcruft'. (I should, in the
interests of fairness, mention the
`Cullwreck', `Milidross' and `Assusselle'.)
Is this just engineers' talk, or is
there something behind it, that indefinable quality that turns a good
sound into a great one?
My answer is, after years of

approaching deafness, that there is a
particular `something' about the
sound produced by equipment that
designers have sweated blood over;
it is the result of detailed examination and appreciation of the problems of the practical engineer put
into practice, not some magic
formula that was dreamed up in a
moment of emotional fatigue.
This whole question was revitalised recently by a well -loved member
of the fraternity (heavily engaged in
recording soundtracks on absurdly
popular puppet films for TV) who
mentioned, over a sherbet in the
studio canteen, that he had found it
impossible to record dialogue with
the requisite `b- --s' on his existing
mixer; the sound was reasonable on
the direct monitors, but lost it all
during the transfer to and from the
tape, whatever system (A or D) he
used.
The old grey ears perked up! This
was no hammerchewer talking; this
was an experienced and bright
engineer not happy with his `lot'.
Some experimental work in the
studio provided one of the answers.
His mixer was suffering from VUitis, the endemic disease that afflicts
all who believe in Volume Units as a
measure of sound level. Recording
10 dB lower in level revealed the
sparkle and depth to the voices,
allowing those all- important transients to appear on the final print (it
is quite amazing how they persist
after the first recording: it must be
to do with the inability of the film
processing equipment to remove
them in any efficient way!).
Having rescued the Zeroids from

audio obscurity, the subject then
turned to the `Hit Record'. In spite
of the above notes about creativity
and engineering genius combining to
create an advance in human experience, a late -night experiment proved
beyond all doubt that some mixers
produce a sound that is superior in
its `selling' effect than others. This
problem occupied the old grey brain
for some months in the early part of
1982, and during the project known
affectionately as `the Slik' (see
Studio Sound, October 1983), we
carried out some experimental work
to establish the relationship between
supposed technical perfection and
`sound' in its widest sense.
Drawing upon experience with
lesser mixers in the `Arris' range and
comparing the results with prototype
gear that very few could possibly
afford, the results were quite predictable: the standard line equipment
produced
perfectly
acceptable
results, giving clean, undistorted
sound as one would expect of good
quality professional equipment. The
prototype equipment produced
sound that leaped out of the monitors and embraced the ears. It introduced another dimension to the
effect of sound itself. This revelation
was half expected in that there had
been so much chat about this indefinable `3 -ball sound' that it could
not be all in the mind of wishful
thinking engineers.
But why is this equipment /set-up
so extraordinary? The real answer
has to be that it isn't; there is no
magic, no special anything. It is
simply that the physical limits that
we thought were important to reproduced sound are wrong by a large
margin.
To get a little bit technical about
it, distortion of 0.1% is definitely
audible (Hi -fi people have been
saying it for years!) and yet 0.107o
has been an acceptable figure for
distortion since Adam (sorry! An injoke: Adam Francis, see Terra hawks).
Even more important is the question of overload margin; this has
been set at about 20 dB for most
professional purposes for some
years. In use, this is degraded by
many dB because of the inefficient
metering systems used (yes, PPMs as

`dummy head' recording system and
offers the effect for others to judge
subjectively how much better the
system is than conventional systems.
Besides being in basic disagreement with his physics (and biology) I
but didn't sound any louder! This suspect a misinterpretation of his
may seem to be extreme-but when psychoacoustic premises; all he has
the opportunity arises to be truly really discovered is `the third ball'.
scientific, it is reasonable to go the
whole hog and remove the slightest Conundrum
technical doubts about procedure To reduce all the above to a
from the argument. The `super' simplistic statement would seem to
equipment had distortion in the be easy; that the sound from any
region of 0.001% over the whole good microphone is screwed up by
audio range (and then some), and a the inadequate performance of your
noise floor of 100 dB or more below average mixing console.
the sane peak level. With careful
From that, one could draw the
design, this is not particularly diffi- conclusion that if the super sound
cult; it just needs an open mind and was processed by a super desk, then
an acceptance that `the establish- transferred via more indifferent
ment' may not be right after all!
equipment, then it would suffer the
In retrospect, what had we same fate...another Gong! This is
proved? Only that a piece of highly certainly not the case and the proof
expensive machinery is transparent of this is hitting everyone's ears
to the sound that is applied to it... every day!
Gong! It was a lot more than that.
Medium wave broadcasting has to
The mixer is the main processing be one of the worst mediums for the
equipment for the audio signal in transmission of quality music; and
every case. If it is capable of yet a carefully -produced record with
producing these stunning effects good commercial content (both techwith the addition of the standard nical and musical) will leap out of
mixing and processing functions the 3 in `speaker' with all its essenfound on all mixers, then this is a tial `gutsiness' intact...a little bent,
significant advance to our general but distinctly recognisable.
technology.
The experiment that is less ea,v to
carry out is to listen to, say, a direct
Three balls
stereo recording made with PZMs
I can hear the laughter, the guffaws
on to a Sony Fi, and to check it
of derision, echoing from Marble again after many generations of
Arch to the Angel... `We knew all mixing. The basics of the effect are
this years ago!' The humourless still there!
answer has to be, `Then why aren't
It would be delightful to be able to
all mixers made this way today, in offer a simple explanation to this
the cold light of 1984 ?'
basic conundrum (any offers ?) but I
There have been examples of cannot. I suspect that the answer lies
3 -ball equipment available to serious in both the technical area where the
(and rich) recording studios in the treatment of transients and complex
past. Names like Neve, Swettenham wave shapes is not directly related to
and Green spring to mind, but in an technical `quality' as we know and
historic context (absolutely no insult measure it, and in the `musicality
intended fellows!). The uncomfort- acceptance' of the interpretation
able fact remains that, apart from centres of the brain.
some ageing relics of the '70s and
Work on realism carries on in
one or two digitally- controlled Windsor (and doubtless in Camprototypes that have not yet proces- bridge and Oxford) but there seem
sed a hit single, there are no proper to be no 'flash of brilliance' answers
3 -ball desks in existence or in in this subject; the road to enlightquantity manufacture.
ment is strewn with the potholes of
Zuccarelli makes claims for the charlatanism and greased with eas
spatial veracity of his advanced options.
well!) the reality is that all dialogue
and a lot of music needs more than
this, even allowing for the rotten
metering systems in use. The experimental systems used in the tests had
at least 35 dB of overload capability
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diary
Tannoy UK distribution

Glenn Mullis. A network of 22 representatives has been set up to
service the US with a further network for Canada. The headquarters
is in Schaumberg, near Chicago and
in has manufacturing capacity should
increased their involvement
system design and this means that it be decided to manufacture
they have a wider range of speaker C- ducers in the US at a future date.
systems that they can now specify.
The West German company,
The appointment in no way affects
Tannoy
dealer Audio & Video Consult GmbH,
the
existing
arrangement for studio products; all have been appointed distributor of
products
sales and deliveries now being ADT Gerd Jüngling
channelled through Bauch who will throughout Africa and Arabia. This
includes the new C24 automatable
also undertake reconing work.
FWO Bauch Ltd, 49 Theobald multitrack console. AuViCon is a
Street, Boreham Wood, Herts WD6 company specialising in turnkey type
studio installation including design,
4RZ, UK. Tel: 01- 953 0091.
construction and equipment supply.
They are located at Cuxhavener
Literature received
An 8 -page brochure from Ernest Strasse 36, D -2104 Hamburg 92,
Turner Instruments illustrating the West Germany. Tel: (040) 7 96 67 01.
wide range of panel meters and
accessories as well as the new elec- Name change
tronic ancillary equipment. Ernest As from January 1, 1984 BAN
Turner Instruments, Totteridge Electromusic, UK distributors of
Avenue, High Wycombe, Bucks, Yamaha professional equipment and
PA hire company, have undergone a
KP13 6XG, UK.
from slight change in their trading name.
Two
new catalogues
Carlsbro: Music Instrument Ampli- The initials BAN have been dropped
fiers and PA Systems for 1984. The and the company is now simply
first catalogue gives details of their known as Electromusic. All other
remain as before
Studio range of instrument ampli- particulars
fiers while the PA catalogue covers although they have become a
the full live sound range from power manufacturing member of the
separate driver APRS.
amplifiers to
cabinets. Carlsbro (Sales) Ltd, Cross
Drive, Kirby -in-Ashfield, Notts, Contracts
Elliott Brothers have recently
NG17 7LD, UK.
supplied DDA M Series and D Series
mixing consoles to Metro Radio,
Agencies
C -Tape Developments Ltd have Newcastle;
Audio International
incorporated a wholly -owned sub- Studios, London; Pullman Video,
sidiary company in the USA. London and freelance recording
C -Tape Developments Inc will be engineer Tony Faulkner.
Neve Electronics has just installed
run by executive vice-president

Tannoy have appointed FWO Bauch
as sole UK distributor for the
complete range of Tannoy studio
monitors. Bauch have recently

four 5322 consoles and one 16 -track
5104 console in the Dubai Centre as

Address changes

part of a turnkey project where they
had total responsibility for the audio
aspect. The new centre is part of the
Dubai Radio and Television system.

a

Philips Electro- Acoustics division
have designed and installed a
Reverberation
Multiple- Channel
(MCR) system in Studio One of the
Limehouse Studios TV complex in
East London. The studio in 6000 ft'
and the installation uses 81 mics and
79 speakers. It is possible to control
the reverberation time to suit the
production being recorded.

Technical Projects Ltd, following
de- merger from the original
mother company, have moved.
Their new permanent home on the
Isle of Wight has allowed them to set
up new enlarged production and
engineering facilities. A mainland
office in London continues to
provide back -up. Technical Projects
Ltd, Unit 2 Samuel White's
Industrial Estate, Medina Road,
Cowes, Isle of Wight P031 7LP,
UK. Tel: 0983 291553. Telex: 869335
TECPRO G.

Hardware House has moved and
now situated at West Works,
we Chalgrove Road, London E9 6PB,
issue
In
the
January
inadvertently gave an incorrect UK. Tel: 01 -986 6111.
telephone number for Marquee
The Infra Noise Laboratory Co
Electronics. It should have read
01-439 8421. Our apologies for any Inc has moved and their new address
is Azuma Building, 7 -21 Hiroshibaconvenience this may have caused.
cho, Suita City, Osaka 564, Japan.

Correction

is

People

Tel: (06) 338 -1587.

Sony
Broadcast Ltd
have
announced the appointment of Jeff
Meadows as managing director
designate. Previously he was vice
president engineering and technical
services for the NBC Network based
in New York.

In

brief

Criteria Studios, Miami have
acquired a second Mitsubishi X -80

PCM 2- channel digital recorder and
for mixdown and disc mastering
use...Compass Point Studio B has
been fitted with SSL console with
David G Kennedy has been Total Recall, a Studer A800 24 -track
appointed president of dbx Inc. He and UREI 813B nionitors while
was formerly vice president of Studio A has had an MCI JH 536
finance for Instrumentation Labora- 36- channel console installed...
tory Inc.
Britannia Row, London have
recently added valve Fairchild comMichael Stevens & Partners have pressor limiters, valve Pultec
appointed Steve Watkin as sales equalisers and valve Neumann mics
executive for their studio monitor to their hire stock. Also now availand PA speaker range of products. able for hire is a Soundcraft 2400
He was previously with Bose UK console and a 762 24-track tape
machine package.
Ltd.

APRS tightens up membership requirements
The APRS has recently tightened up
its requirements for membership.
Comparing the 1982 application
form with last year's, one notes a
number of changes. The previous
form simply asked for names and
addresses, how long the studio has
been around, and details of the sizes
of the rooms, in addition to asking
for specs on the major equipment,
how many engineers employed, plus
maintenance arrangements and
available test gear.
The new form adds places for data
on mobile facilities, including radius
of business, and whether the gear
can be taken out of the truck or not.
Details of the console(s) are required
for all types of studio, including how
many channels and groups there are;
what the monitoring systems are,
with what amps; what the tape
machines and their formats are; the
make and number of mics and
effects and EQ gear. Test equipment
alignment tapes and frequency of
machine alignment details are also
with
what
along
requested,
arrangements exist to line up the
50

monitors. Indeed, maintenance is
covered very thoroughly. You are
asked to tell APRS whether or not
studio
continuous
the
has
maintenance staff available during
operating hours, and how many
maintenance engineers are on the
staff. The form does not say whether
you pass or fail if you say 'no' and
'none' respectively,
to
these
questions.
The form goes on to ask for
details of important recordings
made in the past year, and whether
or not there are restrictions on
operating hours, plus details of
and
catering
accommodation
facilities if available. Finally, there is
a section in which studios can supply
details of other services offered,
including video and film facilities.
At the bottom of the 4 -page
application is a section for the
studio's Top Person to sign which
includes an undertaking 'not to
invoke the Association's name or
support' without asking first. So you
do not stand facing North in front of
the console and intone the words 'I
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invoke thee, O APRS' on difficult
sessions or during the recording of
the soundtrack to Omen VI unless
allowed to in writing by an Initiate
of the Association's Second Order.
Clairvoyant appeals to the Secret
Chiefs of the Association on the
Higher Planes are presumably out of
the question.
But seriously, folks, there is
another interesting comment in the
second section of the application, It
says: 'Full Members are required to
use the following minimum tape
standard: 24 -16 track 2 in; 8 track
1 in; 4 track % in; 2 track and mono
%a in and equivalent tape standards
for digital recording.' (We'd hate to
hazard a guess at what 'equivalent
tape standards for digital recording'
are.) This ruling might concern some
of the many studios with a goodly
number of hits under their belts who
use 16 -track 1 in if they think of
applying for membership. Any
comments from you 8 -track 1/2 in
and 16 -track I in users?
The Association of Professional
Recording Studios is an organisation

that we would recommend to any
respectable studio. Now 30 years
old, the APRS has contributed a
great deal to the British recording
industry, not only via obvious
activities like the annual Exhibition,
but in more subtle ways too,
establishing guidelines on contracts
and the like. The introduction of
stricter standards is probably a good
thing: there are certainly a number
of pretty nasty masters around from
studios who should know better, and
maintenance levels present a definite
problem. Studio Sound would like
to congratulate the APRS on its 30
years of success, and wish it even
greater success in the coming years.
Britain has some of the best
studios in the world, and the APRS'
attitude to standards is definitely a
contributory factor. If you think
your studio would benefit from
APRS membership, you can get the
form from the Secretary, Mr E L
Masek, 23 Chestnut Avenue,
Rickmansworth,
Chorleywood,
Herts WD3 4HA. Telephone 0923
772907.
Richard Elen

Advice, instruction, back-up support.
These are the key words in HHB's digital
service philosophy.
We feel that with technology this
advanced and innovative, these factors

are more important than ever before.
We keep a full range of Sony digital
audio products, from the low -cost
PCMFI processor to the DAE1100 editor
and PCM1610 processor needed to
make your CD compatible masters,
and of course the CDP101 Compact Disc

in -house editing and transfer facility.
So whether you need to buy or rent,
or just find out what all the excitement
is about, surely it makes sound sense to

contact us -HHB the Number One Name
in digital service.

player.
Additionally, we can supply the video
recorders you need, in both U-matic
and Betamax formats, and advise you on
which machines suit your needs best.
Our comprehensive rental service
now includes all these products,
delivered and installed, and with full instruction on their operation from trained,

experienced personnel.

We can also offer a fully- equipped
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and Sales, Unit F New Crescent Works,
Nicoll Road, London NW10 9AX. Tel: 01- 9613295.
Telex: 923393.
HHB Hire
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Bee Jay Recording

Studios, Florida
Visits to studios for Studiofile are

arranged from such diverse sources
as press releases, word -of-mouth
reputation -or by simply opening
up a phone book and ringing the
first name that catches the eye.
Finding myself with a day to spare
in Orlando, Florida, it seemed a
good idea to check out the local
recording scene, so, after a quick
phone call, a visit to Bee Jay
Recording Studios was arranged.
Though not a typical `music
industry' big city -or a getaway
from etc.- Orlando has a lot to
offer as a place to record. Easy to
get to and small enough not to have
the big -city syndrome, it is also in
the heart of Florida's holiday attraction area, so when you want to relax
or take a day off there is a wide
choice of amusements to choose
from. Whether your leanings are
toward Disney World, Sea World,
Cape Canaveral or others -you
name it, they got it! However, if you
just want to laze around there is
always that Florida sunshine.
The beginnings of Bee Jay go back
to the '60s when president and
founder Eric Schabacker was running a booking agency for bands and
groups. Faced with demands for
demos of their acts, it soon seemed
logical to build a small demo studio
in order to economise on time and
expense spent going elsewhere.
By 1967 the studio had a Crown
(Amcron) VI in 4 -track recorder,
thus showing a willingness to be at
the forefront of things even though
officially a `demo' studio. This
attitude was carried through with the
purchase of an early Ampex 8 -track
machine. During these early years
the studio was located in various
premises around Orlando and in
1975 Bee Jay had to make a
decision -whether to expand into a
full -blown professional studio or
downgrade to the original idea of an
artists' demo studio. Experience up
to this point had shown that the
studio had been successful with
people coming back to make records
on the strength of the sound produced on the demos and that also,
there was at this time, no big studio
in Orlando.

After the usual financial consultations, Bee Jay decided to become the
`first big studio in Orlando' and
open their doors in December, 1977.
And in no small way, either, as they
are the country's first 32 -track
automated studio, with a Stephens
32 -track machine and Sphere Super
Eclipse C 40/32 console with Allison
automation. Acoustic design and
installation was by Valley Audio
Services in Nashville.
Since the opening of the new
studio, Bee Jay have never looked
back and recent up -dates have
included the acquisition of a Studer
52

Bee Jay studio A

-pre Studer installation

A800 24 -track recorder for Studio A
and the subsequent upgrading of
their smaller Studio B. The latter
was a reminder of their earlier days
and served for clients who, for
various reasons, were not ready for
Studio A. With the arrival of the
Studer, the Stephens was moved to
Studio B, with Valley Audio being
called in again to do the acoustics.
This meant that Bee Jay could now
offer two multitrack facilities under
the same roof to different budget
levels whilst maintaining a first-class
service.
Bee Jay Recording Studios are
situated in a Tudor -style house in a
little backwater just off a main road
in the Winter Park Area of Orlando,
with Interstate 4 a few minutes
away. The foyer gives the lie to the
atmosphere of Bee Jay; 'olde
worlde' furnishings and a homely
atmosphere make you feel you are
visiting a secluded place in the
country and in fact the whole tone of
the building is that of a country
house. As well as the foyer /drawing
room, there is also a lounge area
with hanging plantpots, large sofas
and armchairs plus a separate room
with TV and games. This way you
can just put your feet up for a
moment and relax without necessarily being zapped by Klingons!
My host for the visit was vicepresident Jim Katt (pronounced
`Cot'). Jim was originally a musician
in one of the bands booked by Mr
Schabacker and just started coming
into the studio `to give a hand'.
From there it was only a short step
to engineering sessions up until the
big decision. It was clear that if the
studio expanded it would have to
run along solid business lines and as
Mr Katt's college studies were in
business and management, it was
logical that he take this side of the
studio operation into his hands.
However, he naturally retains a close
interest in the latest developments on
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the recording scene and has some
definite views on the subject.
A session was in progress in
Studio A so I was able to get a good
idea of the basic sound. The Valley
Audio acoustics are very much in the
Westlake /Eastlake tradition but
more `rough hewn' in the finishes of
some of the woodwork. The room
itself is quite large and there is plenty
of space to move around in, always
an advantage for efficient working.
The monitoring is Westlake TM-1
cabinets but these have been fairly
heavily modified, having the midrange drivers replaced by TAD units
and being changed from triamplified to bi- amplified. Another
modification has been to invert the
cabinets, ie: turn them upside down,
and this has resulted in better stereo
imaging. With the changes in taste
and conceptions on monitoring, Bee
Jay wanted to get away from the
original idea of dispersing the sound
from the compression ceiling -`the
sound swirling around' -and this
resulted in the monitors being
inverted. As far as they are concerned, there has been a definite
improvement in imaging and
accuracy.
The Sphere console is a 40 input
in -line with 24 -track routing and
quad /stereo buses, eight auxiliary
sends with eight effects returns and
nine VCA controlled subgroups.
The equalisation is a little unusual
being a nine-band graphic per
channel and though different, I was
told that it is very effective. In order
to obtain a much more transparent
sound, both the automation and the
VCAs in the console have been
upgraded and Bee Jay feel that the
Sphere now holds its own with the
best of them.
As well as the Studer A800, there
are Studer B67 and Ampex ATR100
master recorders plus additional
Electrosound and Ampex 2- and
4 -track recorders for copies, tape

echo, etc. Secondary monitoring is
via Auratones (surprise, surprise!)
and JBL 43/1 /UREI 811 speakers
that can be set up as required. Power
for the monitors is provided by
BGW and Crown amplifiers with
the main speakers being equalised
with UREI 539 graphics. Thirty -two
channels of dbx noise reduction are
available as well as a respectable
amount of signal processing.
Bee Jay have made attractive
mobile wooden racks in order that
effects equipment can be moved
between Studios A and B as required
and thus add to flexibility of
working. Effects available include
Audio & Design Vocal Stressors and
well stocked Scamp rack, dbx and
UREI compressors. Eventide Harmonizers, DDL and Instant Flanger,
Marshall Time Modulator, Orban
parametric EQ, de -esser and stereo
synth, Pultec EQP-1A3, EMT and
MicMix reverb and Lexicon 224 and
Prime Time digital units.
The session in progress was a local
band, very much into the Southern
rock idiom, who were laying down
some ideas for a forthcoming
album. The sound was certainly very
clear and open with lots of punch, as
well as having a very 'live' feel to it.
In fact the overall impression was
very much that of being in the studio
with the band and not the other side
of the glass in the control room.
The studio itself is 30 x 50 ft with
quite a high apparent ceiling, the
actual ceiling height taking up a
further 4 ft of trapping. The finishes
are similar to those of the control
room with rough and smooth wood
panelling, carpets and drape fronted
traps. Various booths are available
for drums and vocals plus a larger
booth that is used for strings, this
latter booth featuring a slate floor
and glass ceiling thus making for a
very bright sound.
For rock sessions it is often
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NEW CANS FOR OLD
Introducing headphones the professional
can rely on, the all new Technical Projects
Series 200.
Isn't it time to replace your old cans?

Very robust construction.
Full range of spares available.
High performance sensitive voice units.
Steel core cable for extra durability.
Soft, comfortable cushions providing
excellent isolation.
Wide, smooth response for reduced
listening fatigue.
Manufacturers and distributors of Audio and Acoustic
Measuring Equipment and products for the Broadcasting
and Professional Entertainments Industries

DMH 205 Studio Headphones

Technical
Projects Ltd.

Available with microphone for
communications applications

Unit 2 Samuel White's Industrial Estate
Medina Road, Cowes
Isle of Wight P031 7LP

Also available from
Can ford Audio, Ryton (091) 413 7171

Tel: 0983 291553
Telex: 869335 TECPROG

The next step

irrdigital delay-434 m sec.
Introducing the DN700 from
Klark'l'eknik Research. This is the
first of a new series of innowrit ive
microprocessor- cxnirtlled Digital
Delay Lines with new and better
price:performance ratio
bringing true professional
perfornumce in delay circuitry
within reach of more users than
ever before.
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I)N700 is a rack mot nILd
-in 3 -out unit giving easily at t ji lsted
delays up to 434 milliseconds,
1

primarily for souml reinforcement
applications Features include nun volatile memory, art solo-diagnosti
facility, and tamperprnf lockout
with a minimum resolution of

The Klark- Teknik promise
bigger investment in
the future with:

26.5 microseconds.

with
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I. Greater R&1) investment,
12 % of all company

personnel directly involved in
new product development.
2. Consistent altntion to
production ecOnnmies for
profess' al pelfi)rmance at
'breakthrough' prices.
3. Effective 'Reliability Control'
during manufacture.

Specificatio -t includes:

Frequency response +0.5

-
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2011z -1 5kLLr

Dynamic range 20112-20kHz
lunweighty I). Better than S5cIR

Distortion 1'1'111)) Q 1kHz + 10dBm
<0.059i, for any delay length.
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SELECT

Klark- Teknik Research Limited

Cepppice'Ibading Estate, Kidderminster DY 11 711.1,
England. Telephone: (0562) 741515 Telex: 339821
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Klark- Teknik Electronics Inc.
262e Eastern Parkway, Farmingdale,
NY 11735, USA. 'Telephone: (516) 249-3660
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Distributed in the UK by Autograph Sales Limited
11, British Rail Camden Depot, Chalk Farm Road,
London NW 8Aí1. Telephone: 01.267 6677

Stable
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Bee Jay cont'd
desirable to obtain a 'liver' feel to
the sound and this has been achieved
after some experimentation by
making removable hardwood panels
that can cover up to 75% of the
ceiling. This in effect increases the
resonance of the middle and high
frequencies while turning the ceiling
into a half-trap and lowering its
tuning, meaning that the `mud' gets
eaten up. For most rock sessions the
drums are out in the studio with the
bass amplifier in the drum booth
and everyone just cranking it out!
The studio has a good roster of
instruments including a Kawai grand
piano, Hammond C3 with Leslie,
Clavinet, Rhodes, upright tack
piano, Mini-Moog, EML synthesiser
system, Pearl and Rogers drum kits,
Music Man amplifiers and bass plus
various effects that musicians like to
play around with.
Microphones available are a
broad selection from Neumann,
AKG, Sony, E -V, RCA Sennheiser,
Shure, Beyer, Studer (Schoeps) and
some Wahrenbrock PZMs.
Foldback is provided via various
varieties of Koss and Fostex headphones or Electro -Voice Sentry III
monitors.
Things were starting to get a bit
hectic in the control room so it was
time to move on and have a look at
Studio B. Formerly a demo studio,
this is now a small mastering studio
in its own right with recording
centring around the Stephens multitrack and a Studer B67 master
recorder. Though 16- and 32-track
headblocks are available,
the
Stephens is used most of the time as
a 24 -track machine and to this end
there are 24 channels of dbx noise
reduction available. The console is
an Auditronics 501 with 26 1/0
channels and 16 -track routing.
Acting upon the advice of the manufacturers, Bee Jay have 'opened up'
the bandwidth of the desk from
around 20 kHz to 40 kHz, with very
noticeable results. The circuit
changes have often been a matter of
different R -C values or new
components and thus the actual
modifications have been very
simple. However, the end result has
been a far greater transparency in
the sound and the equalisers sound
'far more musical'. It all goes to
show, or at least suggest, that there
are components in the audio spectrum that, while we may not be consciously hearing them, must make a
difference to the overall sound.
The control room is quite small
without being cramped or oppressive
and is built into the middle corner of
the L- shaped studio, thus having
good visual contact between the two
rooms. Monitoring is UREI 81Is
and Auratones with BGW amplifiers
and White graphics, and JBL 4310s
are also available as secondary
monitors. The acoustics for the
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engineer /producers are the easiest to
get along with. If a certain piece of
equipment is not available they can
generally get the same effect they are
after with something similar. However, a lot of producers just come in
with a `grocer's list' of equipment
and they must have exactly that if
they are going to get that sound they
got on their last record and nothing
else will do. There is often an
unwillingness to accept that other
makes of equipment can produce as
good an effect as the make that they
are used to. The tried and tested
path is always the right one and why
bother to experiment. (One might
add at this point that successful
Bee Jay studio B control room
producers are often successful
because they experiment!) Up to a
is
understandable,
point
this
especially if the last record was a
success, though it does seem to
indicate a greater reliance on black
boxes than in the music.
Jim also finds that the way trends
tend to change every six months
keeps things interesting. People take
something as gospel for a while and
then it's on to something new. Er,
what was really it, is, er, no longer
it! This led on to a discussion on the
modifications to the monitoring
system in Studio A and how they felt
that it was more important to have
accurate information rather than
just have a sound `swirling around
Studio area B showing foldback system
everywhere'. More accuracy has
studio and control room are again
After the visit I was able to have a helped them create a better sound on
by Valley Audio and feature smooth talk with Jim Katt (thanks for your tape and that's what it's all about.
wood panelling for the front of the time, Jim) and get some of his views
Speaking about current developcontrol room with rear ceiling trap- on the recording scene and how they ments in control design, Jim Katt
ping and carpeting, while the studio applied to Bee Jay.
personally felt that there would be
The studio's first gold record was no real advance until "you get that
retains more of a `frontier style'
with a Canadian release for Long big, flat 3 x 8 ft board out of there
rough hewn finish.
The studio itself has two corner John Baldry and this set the ball that is messing everything up!" Cerrolling for a series of golds with tainly a valid point! He tends to
booths -rather like log cabins!
with the rest of the room a mixture groups and artists such as Krokus, think that consoles will end up as a
of carpet, large trap with drape and Blackfoot, Judas Priest, Molly keypad or typewriter keyboard with
wooden panels that have been Hatchet, Cameo Productions and so faders controlling a computer, but
arranged in a vertical `sawtooth' the list goes on. Considering the also thinks this type of mixer will
pattern for additional dispersion. number of rock bands one is encounter a lot of resistance. To
The ceiling is also open trapped. The tempted to think that the studio illustrate this point of view he cited
only instrument kept here in perma- wanted to specialise in this field. the case of an engineer who did not
However, this was not the case and want to use automation as he felt it
nence is a Steinway baby grand.
The foldback is mainly stereo and Jim told me that the rock sound just would interfere with his being able
this is distributed through either E -V came by a bit of an accident! I to act on the spur of the moment or
Sentry IA monitors or headphones. remember that I had been struck by go with his reaction to the music at a
The latter are plugged into the open, driving sound of the certain point. "There is a tradition
Tennessee
Instrumentation cue Blackfoot records and it wasn't until of live mixing that is hard to
boxes where each musician can I saw the records on the wall that I overcome. Today, things are often
balance the output between the two made the connection. Jim commen- more clinical."
Clinical or not, Bee Jay do tend to
channels. The boxes can be clipped ted, "Yes, there is a definite
onto solid hexagonal wood bases transparency in the sound, it go for a good, together rhythm
that also serve as ashtrays and thus breathes." Of course, a successful sound in order to have a solid
keep a bit of order about the place! sound is a combination of many musical base to build upon, rather
Lighting in the studio is controlled things such as musicians, engineers, than the disco -style build- it -upby variacs -as it is in Studio A- equipment, atmosphere, etc, but it is from-a- click -track approach.
The motto of Bee Jay Recording
and can be adjusted to taste in both probably the results obtained at Bee
Jay that brought Molly Hatchet in Studios reads, `The difference is
control room and studio.
how you're handled'. The gold
Though small, the studio can for three albums in a row.
Though Bee Jay have two house records on the walls indicate that
easily accommodate five or six
musicians comfortably and it is engineers, there are often `visitors' their customers like the way they are
56
often also used as an overdub studio and I asked Jim how this worked out handled. Terry Nelson
thus freeing up Studio A for full usually. Apart from the fact that one Bee Jay Recording Studios, 5000
sessions and giving further flexibility can never have enough reverbs, Eggleston Avenue, Orlando, FL
today, it would appear that the 32810, USA. Phone: (305) 293 -1781.
to the complex as a whole.
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Introducing The Compellor,
the most revolutionary audio
processor in the world. It thinks,
adapts and delivers three separate
functions - simultaneously.
Its control circuits are actually an analog computer which has a single VCA for minimal signal path to give you simultaneous
compression, leveling and peak limiting.
You just set The Compellor" once and its
three separate functions work together harmoniously to deliver a loud and clean sound. The
kind that audio engineers have always wanted
The Compelbut which wasn't available before.
lor provides complete dynamics control, smooth

inaudible compression, increased loudness, freedom
from constant gain riding and
the desired density - all automatiThis smart, versatile audio
cally.
processor is extremely cost effective
and thoroughly functional for broadcast
pre - processing, microphone control, audio
production, tape duplicating, live sound and
What's more, you'll find
even film dubbing.
The Compellor° works perfectly with the Aphex
With The Compellor° working
Aural Exciter.
for you, everyone will feel compelled to call you
Experience The Comwhat we call it. Genius.
pellor today. Contact your nearest Aphex dealer.
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The Fallout Shelter,
London
Island records established the St
Peters Square studio back in the mid
'70s; it was a Sandy Brown design
equipped with Helios, Lockwoods
and Studer. In those days it was
simply known as Island Studio, but
since then there have been a number
of fairly major changes, the first of
which was the replacement of the
original Helios with a new, custom
designed console from the same
manufacturer.
Soon after that, John Wood, who
had worked as both an engineer and
producer at Island, completely redesigned the acoustics, replaced the
Studer 24-track with a 3M M79, and
installed UREI 815 monitors.
Up to this point, the control room
designs had placed the communications window side-on to the console
but when Doug Hopkins took over
responsibility for the studio in 1980,
he, together with newly appointed
technical engineer Peter Jones,
restructured the room so that the
desk faced the window. At the same
time the Helios was replaced with a
36- channel, MCI 500 series desk,
and UREI 813s were installed in
place of the 815s.
But the story doesn't end there,
for there is one more metamorphosis
to bring us up to date. At the end of
Spring 1982, Paul Jarvis, then the
technical manager of Island's Compass Point studios in Nassau, put
into practice a set of designs which
he had drawn up, based loosely on
what he'd learnt at a couple of SynAud -Con courses in the USA run by
Don Davis. The courses included a
detailed introduction to the techniques involved in the construction
of 'Live End, Dead End' (LEDE)
control rooms, and whilst Paul's
design couldn't accurately be
described as an LEDE construction,
he did apply some of the techniques
he had learnt to St Peters Square.
The first thing he did was create a
symmetrical control room using
plasterboard and blockboard stud
work, filling in all the gaps and holes
with high mass ballast. There was no
room to create a room- within-aroom construction, and so it was not
possible to form a second set of low
frequency boundaries as would have
been ideal.
Before coming over to England,
Paul had been supplied with all the
necessary data on the studio to
enable him to prepare a list of room
modes for both the control room
and the studio floor area. He found
them to be closely and evenly
spaced, and decided it was unnecessary to provide any specially tuned
absorbers. Therefore the treatment
in both rooms is very simple, and
doesn't include any form of
purpose -built bass trapping.
Every inch of the front half of the
control room, with the exception of
56

Control room

Studio

He was aiming for a very flat
curve which, in my experience, never
provided a subjectively very pleasing
sound. In this case, however, it
sounded exceptionally good. At the
time of my visit there was no tape
available which had been recorded
and mixed there. I listened to a copy
of a Grace Jones master produced at
Compass Point. The bass end was
very full and punchy and, despite the
lack of bass traps, very tight. The
imaging and clarity in the middle
and upper frequency bands was also
notably excellent.
In the mixing position, then, just
in front of the console, there was an
extraordinary clarity, and as I
moved back towards the rear of the
room, the recorded sounds and their
stereo positions became less distinct.
Paul's view is that it is more important to design a room which will
sound excellent at the monitoring
position than one that will sound OK
over a wider area.
The studio area itself had previously been dominated by a large
and rather oppressive air conditioning duct running across the centre of
the ceiling, and so this had to be
disguised within the acoustic treatment. The duct included various
traps and a Rockwool lining so it
wasn't too much of a problem
acoustically. The ceiling is simply a
4 x 2 in framework covered with
cloth.
The room measures approximately 20 x 30 ft and down its length
the treatment goes from live, splayed
board, similar to that at the rear of
the control room, through open or
spaced boarding to a broadly absorbent covering of cloth over
Rockwool. The live end has a lino
floor with optional carpet, whilst the
deader end has a permanent covering of carpet.
The 24 -track is Studer A80, whilst
mastering facilities include three
Ampex ATR 100s with a couple of
optional '/ in stereo headblocks,
and Dolby A noise reduction is
available throughout. A good selection of processors includes two EMT
140 valve plates, an AMS 15-80S
stereo DDL with a pitch change
card, an AMS RMX 16 digital
reverb system, a Lexicon 224, Ursa
Major 8X32 and a large range of
expander/
compressors /limiters,
gates, equalisers and effects.
Since the console update, Island,
or to use its new name, The Fallout
Shelter, has been at some pains to
dispense with the old Helios model.
Any offers?
Hot food is available at a very
reasonable price together with
various drink and snack dispensing
machines. There is also a domestic
video system to look at, but happily
James Francis
no video games.
The Fallout Shelter, 6 St Peters
Square, London W6. Phone: 01 -741

Fallout Shelter cutting room (not covered in article)
the carpeted floor, has been covered has a channel cut down its length,
with a straightforward treatment of and the contours of the walls follow
a series of splays. Either side of the
2 in, tissue -faced Rockwool slabs,
applied directly to the walls with a window, concrete shelves have been
cosmetic covering of cloth. The cast to support the 8I3s which are
other exception to this is, of course, enclosed by brick walls to ensure
the 8 x 21/2 ft control room window, that a high proportion of the bass
although directly below it is a pad- energy is sent forward. The speakers
ded seat which faces a couch of simi- themselves rest on wedge shaped
lar design, positioned up against the wooded frameworks giving the slight
back of the mixing console. This downward tilt necessary for correct
very functional furniture has been HF focus at the monitoring position.
designed to prevent reflections from The cabinets are isolated from the
the rear face of the desk and to wedges by Neoprene strips.
Paul used TDS techniques in conabsorb those from the control room
junction with an FFT analyser using
window.
Frequency
The rear half of the room, which the Time, Energy,
starts at the front edge of the measurement system, under licence
console, has been treated with a 2 in from the Californian Institute
layer of Rockwool followed by two Research Foundation, and although
layers of '/2 in plasterboard, with a a pair of 2- octave White graphics
tongue and groove 4 in boarding are in circuit, the correction is
1511.
finish. To aid diffusion, each board minimal.
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BULK AUDIO CASSETTES...
SPECIAL OXIDE FORMULATION FOR HIGH SPEED COPYING

SUITABLE FOR ALL GENERAL PURPOSE AUDIO WORK
Length

50-249 pcs
21p
22p
24p
26p
29p
33p
36p
38p
6p
2p

C2 -C10
C11 -C19

C20 -C29
C30 -C44

C45 -059
C60 -C74
C75 -C89
C90 -C94
Library Cases (extra)
Labels (each) (extra)

TERMS. Nett, Cash with order

250-999 pcs
19p
20p
22p
24p
27p
30p
34p
37p

1000

Er

over

17p
18p

20p
22p
25p
28p
33p
36p
4p
2p

5p

2p

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT

All cassettes feature 5 -screw
high grade shells. Guaranteed
for life against defects and
breakdown in normal use.

*

The special Magnex highspeed cassette tape is also
ask for
available on pancake
prices!

-

Magnex is distributed exclusively by Pangbourne Musical Distributors, Britain's largest specialist distributor of
Audio Mastering Tape, Editing Sundries, Bulk Cassettes, Videotape.

.9 Ltd., P.O. Box 19, STRATFORD- UPON -AVON, WARWICKSHIRE
TEL: (0789) 68579

Matchless skill in e
Klark-Teknik Research is
setting a new standard for
equaliser stability and now the
company's diverse experience of
orli nuukets has produced eery
different c e lions for very different
needs, all using the same 1k ( -year
warranted, state-of -the -art thick fim- engineered microcircuit filters.
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Typical is the D \360 with
Vi octave filters to each
channel for the most exacting
applications, while the D \332, with
sixteen 2/3 octave filters per
channel. is a perfect match for
many good modern sound systems
without outstretching most
budgets.

thirty
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ation
Both are built to the same
high standard with features such
as electronically balanced inputs
and subsonic filters as standard.

Frequency response ±0.5dß
20Hz -20kHz

Equivalent noise < - 90dBm

Distortion <0.01% THD Cg 1kHz
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Klark- Teknik Electronics Inc.
262a Eastern Parkway, Farmingdale,
NY 11735, USA. Telephone: (516) 249-3660

'The reliabilirvrof SIEI.T microelectronic filters gains a 5 -rear
solid-state party warrant' for all
Series 300 equalisers.

For full colour brochure
contact Klark-Teknik or your
nearest distributor (list
available on mines!).

Distributed in the UK by Autograph Sales Limited
Stable I I, British Rail Camden Depot, Chalk Farm Road,
London NW I SAH. Telephone: 0l -267 6677

Noise Reduction

Keith Spencer -Allen
With digital electronics and digital recording
taking greater chunks of the editorial space of
this and other audio -orientated magazines, it is
easy to forget that the bulk of all professional
recordings are still made in the analogue domain
with all its attendant problems. I would not be
surprised to find that at the present time, less
than a couple of per cent of current professional
recordings involve some form of digital
recording in their completion. If my supposition
is correct it means that the majority of engineers
are not yet able to avail themselves of one of the
major advantages of digital recording -the low
noise floor and potentially wide available
dynamic range -and that recording levels, tape
noise and noise reduction are still very much real
life problems.
Noise reduction as a topic seems a whole lot
less contentious these days than it was, say, 10
years ago. Working patterns have evolved and
there are now accepted norms with regard to
when noise reduction is used, not used, not
needed and which type used for what
application. In my experience it is less likely to be
considered a hot topic for discussion. If Dr Ray
Dolby had not produced the Dolby system when
he did, the next generation of higher level studio
audio tapes would have negated a lot of its
advantages for many applications. On a cost
versus practical improvement basis, the system
might not have been deemed necessary for
professional 2- tracks/ %4 in standard and its
track multiples. Current practice appears to have
led us to a situation where some studios use noise
reduction, some don't, some use it occasionally
dependent on the type of recording and some
don't use it occasionally depending on the client.
There are a fair number of studios running with
no noise reduction systems at all and some who
run multitracks without but encode mixes
(usually for financial reasons) and rather more
who encode multitracks but not mixes.
Although it's difficult to be totally sure, it is
generally accepted that Dolby has the most noise
reduction channels in professional operation
throughout the world with dbx rather fewer.
Dolby has become accepted as the noise
reduction system for use with master mixes and
most studios and cutting rooms need to own a
pair at least for compatibility reasons.
With both Dolby and dbx becoming, in
various ways, heavily involved in digital R & D
and products; with new tape formulations
increasing maximum recording levels; and with
the day approaching (if still rather distant) that
analogue recording becomes the exception rather
than the rule, there have not been any startling
events in the area of professional noise
reduction. What has happened though, and this
could be described as a trend, is to modification,
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presentation in more suitable packages and
development of existing systems for new
applications.
Dolby's new products in the last year have
been typical of this. The Model 372 portable
2- channel is the first portable system from Dolby
although other manufacturers had produced
portable Dolby systems based around the
standard cat 22 card. The 372 is very compact
being 8%z x 7'/a x 13/4 in and weighs only 3 lb.
It can be powered from internal batteries or from
an external source. The other main features of
the unit include electronically balanced inputs,
switchable preset /variable input levels, LED
level metering and remote switching capability.
Although Dolby C is a domestic standard
system, the use of the system by Fostex has
brought a lot of studios into contact with it and I
have found that studios who refrained from
using Dolby B for clients' cassette copies are
often now buying Dolby C equipped cassette
machines and using them. For those who wish to
use Dolby C with a non -equipped deck, the most
convenient unit to buy is the Nakamichi NR -200
which is a simultaneous record /play unit with
both the B and C systems, level oscillator and
LED metering in a standard 19 in rack mount
chassis.
The Dolby HX system, though not of course a
noise reduction system, is often used in
conjunction with domestic Dolby systems. Two
recent applications are to be found in its
incorporation in the Otani and Electro Sound
latest generation of high speed duplication
systems and as a retrofit module, the Dolby
CN248, for the Otani MTR10 -4 mastering
machine used for the preparation of duplication
masters. With the HX system providing up to
6 dB improvement in HF output at 10 kHz and
more in typical application, this is bound to have
implications in associated noise reduction fields
but I'm not sure where and how.
Dolby are also continuing with the development of noise reduction cards for video recorders
demanded as the video industry becomes aware
of the need for better quality sound. The latest
are the cat 226 for the Ampex VPR2B and
Marconi MR2B, and the cat 234 for the Sony
BVH2000. These join cards such as the cat 221
and 255 already available for specific machines.
There has been little new from dbx in the
professional line although they now have a
system available for satellite links. There has also
been a resurgence of interest in dbx encoding of
discs largely prompted by the marketing of the
CBS CX system but this market is controlled by
the `software' and has therefore not reached a
level of much commercial significance despite the
fact that in some cases, the dbx encoded results
were quite stunning.

Telefunken, or as that part of the company is
now known following the restructuring ANT
Nachrichtentechnik, has replaced the C4D
telcom noise reduction board with the C4DM.
This has the advantages of smaller size and also a
reduced power consumption when used in noise
reduction frames designed to take the Dolby cat
22 card. According to recent advertisements, it
appears that ANT are looking to find
applications for telcom in video tape recorders
and line satellite transmission as well although
we have not had direct information on that.
Originating from the same parent company as
telcom, is Hi -Corn, a simpler system aimed at the
more budget conscious studio which has also
found a certain amount of application in very
top end cassette systems. Nakamichi, who had a
hand in the development of Hi -Corn II, have a
19 in rack mount simultaneous encode system.
In the studio field, manufacturers such as Rebis
and D &R Electronica have used Hi-Corn as part
of their noise reduction systems. Both manufacturers produce modules that fit their rack frames
and in the case of the Rebis model, 17 modules of
RA220 simultaneous encode /decode can be
fitted in the 19 in RA17R frame. If the
simultaneous encode /decode facility is not
required, the track capacity can be doubled by
the addition of plug -in relays.
manufacturers
producing
noise
Other
reduction systems include Bel and ACES. The
Bel BC3 system has been available for a couple
of years but has recently been redesigned in a
slimline version to fit 16 channels of
simultaneous encode /decode in a 19 in frame.
To achieve this size reduction, the output level
pot has been changed to a preset accessible
through the front panel with a screwdriver
although it remains fully modular. The 8-channel
and stereo versions are still available.
ACES have recently launched a 12- channel
and a 16- channel noise reduction rack.
Developed largely for use with their own tape
machines, it is modular in both formats,
simultaneous encode /decode and when the
system was first available figures of 50 dB noise
reduction were being claimed although it doesn't
form part of the written specification.
Both Bel and ACES are aiming at a very
specific market as their systems are not totally
compatible with the more established noise
reduction systems and are generally used in
applications where this is not a problem. Bel BC3
will actually make quite a good job of decoding
dbx encoded material.
A development of recent years that is gaining
popularity as the systems improve, is the single ended noise reduction system. These are units
that operate on an already recorded signal or any
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"We do use a lot of Shure mics... l think
to great advantage. There are a lot of
their mics I tend to use for fairly specific
things. I've got good tom mics, good
overhead mics. And there are certain
Shure models -like the SM7 -if we had
only SM7 mics it wouldn't be the end
of the world because you can actually
use them on anything.... Actually, the
SM7 is a great bass m ic, tha is the

particular function I use it for"

From an interview with Mick McKenna - engineer with The Rolling Stones Mobile Studio.
Reproduced by kind permission of 'Studio Sound.'

For the address of your nearest dealer together with full details of the Shure Microphone range, write to
HW international Dept. SS 3 -5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ or telephone: 01- 607 2717.

e Reduction
er source, and do not require previous
encoding of the signal. The best known is the
MicMix Dynafex system that was reviewed in
August 1982. This system is now available in
modules to mount in a card frame and therefore
make multichannel applications easier. Recently
MicMix have developed a Dynafex IC in
conjunction with Solid State Micro Technology
For Music Inc and this should have some
interesting implications as this becomes available
to other manufacturers.

A more recent single -ended system has been
announced by Symetrix, the Model 511. This is a
stereo rack mount unit using a `soft -knee' VCF
in series with a `soft-knee' downward expander
and these may be used at once or separately. The
degree of noise reduction is controlled by a
variable threshold control and visual indication
of filter and expander circuits operation is
provided.
Lastly, it is interesting to note that the
Fabec TTM noise reduction frames are still
available. The major reason for their purchase
used to be that the M Series multitrack Dolby

racks would only hold 16 channels and for use
with a 24-track machine you needed the
8- channel rack which was just a half full
16- channel rack. This took up a lot of space. The
TTM frame was designed to take 24 channels in
the standard 19 in rack width. Two years ago
Dolby launched the SP Series of multichannel
racks that accept 24 channels in 19 in and I had
assumed that the multichannel version of the
TTM frame would disappear. As Dolby will not
sell you an SP frame without the cat 22 cards and
the TTM frame is still available I can only
assume that you still enjoy playing cards.

Dynamic Range Control

Keith SpencerAIIen
Trends in the area of dynamic range control are
very difficult to pinpoint. The quality of low cost
compressors has increased; there has been an
increase in the number of units using
programme- dependent parameters rather than
manual controls; an increase in the number of
complex multifunction units; the increasing
sophistication of noise gates; the entry of
multiband compression into the recording studio
and the continuing popularity of some of the old
favourites.
Symetrix CL -150 is a good example of the
increasing sophistication of lower priced designs.
It is a single channel compressor /limiter with
manual control of threshold, attack, release and
ratio but with a switchable manual mode,
allowing attack and release to be programmecontrolled. The unit also incorporates what
Symetrix refer to as Fast RMS, a circuit that they
claim combines the advantages of peak and RMS
limiters. This means that you have standard
RMS limiting and the `soft-knee' entry into
compression or limiting is gradual but the
transients are still 'grabbed' by the peak limiter.
Fostex introduced a new channel compressor/
limiter, the 3070 as part of their increasing range
of ancillary equipment to bridge the gap between
top end semi -pro and studio equipment. It
incorporates, as well as standard compressor
features, a noise gate with independent threshold
settings and mono /stereo linked modes.
The Aphex Compe/1or is an interesting piece of
equipment combining three functions in the one
box -limiting, compression and levelling. The
compressor section works over a 30 dB range of
input levels with a self- adjusting range of ratios
and programme -controlled attack and release.
Apparently this allows the use of heavy
compression while maintaining a natural sound.
The levelling section will maintain gain within
dB for a 20 dB change with a slow enough
action to have little effect on transients and other
short term dynamics. There is also a peak limiter
feature that will hold an absolute level of 12 dB
above average level. In addition to all this there is
a Silence Gate that will prevent the gain
reduction release from returning to normal
should the input level fall below an adjustable
1
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point- useful

when this would otherwise
increase noise levels. Finally, there is provision
for certain stereo image widening enhancement
when the side -chain is triggered by certain
programme information.
dbx modified the very successful 160
compressor to make the 160X. The areas of
improvement included the addition of stereo
linking, selectable compression ratios and
improved metering.
Drawmer introduced their long awaited compressor, the DL221. This is a stereo unit
compressor/limiter with manual control of
threshold, ratio, attack, release and gain. The
interesting points about the unit are the addition
of a separate peak limiter that can be switched in
to remove any transients that gentle compression
might not touch, and a switchable output select
that allows normal processed output, bypass and
a side -chain listen facility that allows the user to
monitor any EQ applied to the side -chain.
Usefully the gain functions are operative in the
bypass mode and the DL221 can make a good
line amp should the need arise. There is also
another version of this unit, the 231, that also
has a noise gate included.
A more complex unit recently made available
was the Valley People 610. This a dual channel
compressor that operates in three sections
compressor, expander and VCA. The compressor
can be used as a standard variable slope cornpressor with fully adjustable threshold and ratio
and switchable attack or as a voiceover gate. The
expander section has a switchable expander slope
and adjustable threshold. The VCA section may
be controlled by the compressor or expander
sections or from an external source with
provision for the insertion of FM pre- emphasis
for use with FM transmitters. The VCA release
time may be switched to manual or auto. Valley
People also introduced the 430 Series of the
Dyna-Mite multi -function signal processors to
replace the 410/420 Series. The 430 consists of
two channels of Dyna -Mite; the 431 is a combination of a Dyna -Mite channel and a Dyna -Mic
channel and the 432 is just two Dyna -Mic
channels. These units are standard 19 in rack
mounting.

-a

Recent changes in musical styles have
increased the demand for noise gates and
expanders. This demand has been met by manufacturers increasing the flexibility of their units.
The Drawmer DS201 stereo noise gate has an
internal frequency- conscious keying facility that
can be easily monitored by a single switch. It is
possible to adjust high and low filters
individually and the manual control section
allows adjustment of threshold, attack, hold,
decay and a range control with up to 80 dB at
max position. The unit can also be operated in an
inverse mode as a ducker. In DS100 singlechannel form it is available to fit a standard
Scamp rack.
The French company SCV have a similar type
of unit known as the NGS 2 dual channel
frequency noise gate.
Audio & Design added an expander /gate, the
530, to their Scamp rack and this was
accompanied by the S31 compressor /limiter.
These units are improved versions of units that
were previously available.
An interesting new type of unit that two
manufacturers have made available is the multichannel noise gate. Both units are mainly
intended for live sound applications although
there is no reason why they should be exclusively
so. The Psionics NG4 quad noise gate has four
channels each with gain, threshold, attack,
release and depth (range) adjustable controls,
provision for mic inputs with 30 dB gain boost,
provision for external keying, LED indication of
gating and a bypass switch. All four channels are
in standard 19 in 1 U rack and it represents one
of the best examples of compressing large
numbers of controls into a small area, while still
retaining clarity, that I have seen.
The other 4- channel unit comes from Loft in
the form of the Model 400. This is a feed forward limiter /noise gate. Each channel has
controls for noise gate threshold, limiter
threshold and limiter attack /release time. To aid
adjustment of the thresholds, both have LED
indication. Each channel also has a phase reverse
switch. This is also a U 19 in unit and there are
a number of options available such as recessed
controls and different connectors.
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Zuccarelli in print
Hugo Zuccarelli has finally published his
hypothesis on hearing. I'll admit that when I
heard publication was nigh I was surprised. It's
far easier to talk about wanting to publish and
be taken seriously, than actually to publish and
risk not being taken seriously. Zuccarelli finally
came out in New Scientist (November 10, 1983)
with an article written by himself, but
alongside a blunt editorial reminder that his
theory of hearing is only an unproven idea.
There is also a reminder that the article is not
an explanation of his dummy head. This was
prompted because in his article Zuccarelli
writes "I have built a recording device that
makes a reference sound that creates an
acoustic hologram. I do not wish to reveal the
basics of the device for commercial reasons,
but it provides monaural, stereo sound ".
Fortunately for Mr Zuccarelli your average
record company executive will never read the
article or the editorial disclaimer. He will just
be impressed by the fact that a welter of words
were published in New Scientist under
Zuccarelli's name. To set the record straight,
although I write for New Scientist, it was
agreed all round that I should not see the
Zuccarelli opus until it appeared in print.
In his own words, Zuccarelli's hypothesis is
that "the human ear is an active organ, not a
passive one; it does not simply receive sound,
like a microphone, it emits sound as well and
so behaves as an interferometer ".
There is nothing wrong with having an
armchair hypothesis. Tonight, if you wish, you
can sit down and postulate that the human eye
sees by emitting an invisible laser beam and so
behaves as an interferometer. If you make
enough noise about your theory, you can then
put the burden of disproof on everyone else.
Prove me wrong, you say. That's far easier
than getting out of your armchair and doing
some hard work to prove the theory right. And
working towards proof doesn't generate half as
many headlines, half as quickly.
In a published letter to New Scientist
(November 24, 1983) Dr David Kemp says it
with academic clout: "Not since April (April
Fool's Day) have I read a 'scientific' article so
devoid of scientific understanding, logic and
rational thought as that by Hugo Zuccarelli...
many of his ideas are contrary to the laws of
physics and make mockery of his attempts to
stick together fragments of auditory physiology
just to add credence to a sound -recording
technique."
Dr Kemp is entitled to talk bluntly. He and
his colleagues at the Institute of Laryngology
and Otology at the University of London, have
for many years worked on recording and
reporting sounds emitted by the human ear.
(Journal of the Acoustical Society of America,
November 1978 and Hearing Research, 2
(1980), pages 213 -232.) These emitted sounds,
says Kemp "...are a seepage of biological
energy from the very active sensory cells in the
ear which react physically to the vibrations they
detect ". But again, fortunately for Mr
Zuccarelli, record company executives are
unlikely to read the New Scientist letters page.
Significantly, perhaps, Dr Martin Rosenberg of
St Bartholomew's Hospital in London, whom
Zuccarelli originally cited as an academic who
took his ideas seriously, will now say for
publication only that he is glad that
Zuccarelli's ideas have been published.
In the meantime, the music magazine E and
1
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MM (December 1983) contains a muddled
article on the pop group Psychic TV, which
have always loved something odd and took to
Zuccarelli's recording mumbo jumbo like a
duck to water. According to the Psychics:
"Like radar, or a bat, Ringo (Zuccarelli's
dummy head) sends out a frequency, at seven
cycles per second, and that fills up the space
that it is in. It bounces off the room itself, the
furniture, the people and the instruments...
that goes through a box, the interference with
the sound, and it transfers the sound that it is
presented with to the tape." Although
muddled, this ties in with Zuccarelli's own
November New Scientist statement that his
dummy head "makes a reference tone ".
Let's nail this once and for all. Although
Zuccarelli won't let Ringo out of his sight,
perhaps for fear of someone finding out that
there's nothing worth finding out, there's a
dead simple way of analysing how the head
works. All a recording engineer need do is
record a sound effect, that just happens to be a
controlled pulse of the type used to test
loudspeakers by digital analysis. Once that
pulse has gone through Ringo's ears and onto
tape it becomes a telltale of all the processing
circuitry encountered en route.
While someone is rigging this test, I'll leave
you with a passing thought. Optical holograms
can be captured on a small photographic plate
because the wavelength of light is
microscopically short. But the wavelength of
sound in the air is often larger than a normal

human head. Although Zuccarelli either
doesn't know or care, that's the basis of how
we hear the direction of sound. The head acts
as a baffle so a soundwave arriving at one ear
arrives later at the other ear and with a phase
difference that the brain computes. When the
wavelength gets smaller than the size of a
human head, so that a soundwave can go
through several full cycles as it travels from ear
to ear, phase difference becomes useless. So the
brain starts using pressure or intensity
differences instead of phase to locate direction.
That's why small animals listen by turning their
heads. Their head baffle is smaller. It is
possible to use sound for holography. An
ultrasonic wave is used, to make the
wavelengths as small as possible. The
interference pattern is created either on a
matrix of pressure probes, like very small
microphones, or on the surface of water in a
tank. The vibrations on the water surface are
then photographed, and the picture reduced by
the opposite process of photographic enlarging,
ie like looking through the wrong end of a
telescope. For Zuccarelli's hypothesis of a real
time hologram in the ear to hold water, the
listener would need an enormous ear, and
therefore a big head. Is there a moral there?
PS. Dr. Hero Wit of the Institute of
Audiology, in Holland, continues the
demolition job in a letter published in New
Scientist, Jan 12, pp 46, 47.

True or false?
A recent issue of the Institute of Broadcast
Sound newsletter pursues the old scare story
that tube trains can wipe tapes or floppy discs.
A bunch of BBC engineers put it to the test.
They reckoned that the hot spot for danger was
over the drive motor. It develops 1500 horse
power under load and when the train crosses
points, the power is suddenly shut off and

switched back on again. If anything erases

BARRY FOX
tapes it should be a seat over the motor when
passing points. But despite all the folklore
about lost programmes and data, none of the
engineers could prove any damage after tests
running over several weeks of tube travel.
As a check they recorded a set of test tones
on one batch of cassettes that was left in a
BBC locker. The same tones were on the tapes
that travelled on the tubes. There was no
detectable deterioration, even at 12 kHz. So
how to explain the folklore? In reply the IBS
editor puts another question. How can you
separate tube travel from all other activites?
Can you be sure that the tape you think has
been blitzed by the tube, hasn't actually been
blitzed by heat, a loudspeaker magnet or
physical shock?
IBS also quotes another piece of folklore.
The new Victoria Line in London can run
automatically. Drivers and guards are there
only to keep the unions happy. The recording
bias on an old Uher matches the high
frequency signal used by the trains to check the
signal status. So if you sit at the front of the
first carriage and switch your Uher to record,
you'll fool the train into making an emergency
stop at each signal.

Limehouse Sound
After one year and £8.5 million, an old banana
warehouse in London's decaying dockland is
now the new Limehouse Studios complex. The
main studio has a controllable acoustic
commissioned by Sandy Brown Associates,
using equipment made by Philips in
Eindhoven. But it isn't an assisted resonance
system like the one used in London's Royal
Festival Hall. Assisted resonance uses a large
number of discrete mic- amp -EQ loudspeaker
channels which work in parallel, each operating
over a narrow frequency band at high gain.
For the Limehouse system which cost £160,000,
there are 79 discrete channels, each operating
over a broad band at very low gain. So the
system is very stable, no one channel ever
approaching howlround level. Limehouse uses
79 AKG omnidirectional miss high in the roof
and 79 12 in Philips speakers. Gain control for
all the amplifiers is ganged and although there
is a filter in each channel which allows a little
equalisation, each channel is essentially full
range. By altering the amplifier gains all
together, reverberation time can be swung
between 0.8 s for speech and drama to 1.5 s
for music. So it should be possible to record
large bands and orchestras live inside
Limehouse, under something approaching
concert hall conditions.
At the opening ceremony the sound of
speech was far better when they turned off the
horrid house PA and used assisted resonance
instead. But clips from the first TV
programme, Celebration, made at Limehouse
were pretty disappointing for sound, although
visually impressive. A comedy sequence was
ruined by canned laughter so bad that it may
even have intended as satirical; in which case
it's a dangerous in -joke. The music sequence
looked distinctly uncomfortable. Flute and two
guitars standing lonely on a large stage do not
look right if heavy electric bass and drums are
featured on the soundtrack but missing from
the picture. Significantly, when Celebration
was broadcast on Channel Four a week later,
someone had the good sense to edit out the
appalling canned laughter.
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Eardley House 182 -184 Campden Hill Road
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Telephone: 01 -221 0606 Telex: 23894
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STUDER A800 24T with autolocate and

remote, 3000 hours
STUDER A800 24T with autolocate and
remote, 2000 hours
STUDER A80 16T MkI
STUDER A80 8T Mkl
3M M79 24T
3M M56 16T
M.C.I. JH24, 24T, current model
LYREC TR532, 24T, with 16 mem. autolocate
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13,000.00
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3,200.00
7,000.00
M.C.I. JH 100, 16T
3,000.00
M.C.I. JH 10B, stereo, mint condition
900.00
FERROGRAPH STUDIO 8 Stereo on console
750.00
FERROGRAPH STUDIO 8 Stereo
900.00
AMPEX AG440 Stereo, on console, as new
350.00
AMPEX AG350 Stereo, on console
250.00
AMPEX AG351 Stereo, on console, valve
NEVE 36 input, 4 stereo groups,
14,000.00
master group
6,000.00
NEVE 30 -8 -16
9,200.00
SOUNDCRAFT 16 -24, 24 input, 24 mon.
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RAINDIRK 28- 24 -24, new
4,000.00
CADAC 24 -16
3,850.00
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RAINDIRK Series II, 12 -4 -8
1,500.00
AUDIO DEVELOPMENTS 007, 8 -4, portable
1.000.00
EVENTIDE Harmonizer H910, new
600.00
BEL 16T Noise Reduction
300.00
DBX 155, 4 channel
175.00
each
DBX K9 cards
2,000.00
EMT 140TS Transistor plate, remote
300.00
CROWN DC300 Amps
185.00
QUAD 405/2 Amps, new
112.00
QUAD 303 Amps, new
600.00
MARSHALL Time Modulator
250.00
DRAWMER Dual Gates
295.00
DRAWMER Dual Comp /Lims
Large selection of Scamp modules and low prices
58 .00
AURATONE 5C Loudspeakers, new per pair
325 .00
KLARK TEKNIK DN22 Graphic
27 .00
each
BEYER DT100 Headphones, new
Large selection of Webber Test Tapes, Best Prices
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Watford, Herts, WD2 5BB, England
149b. St. Albans Road,
Tel: Watford 47988/9
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PPG deceiving your eyes, not your ears
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Born in Germany, bred in Britain. The PPG's no
ordinary synthesier. Don't befooled by its blue hue
and its elegant looks Don't be misled by being told
it'sjust another musical instrument. Under its
placid blue exteriorlurks a beast capable ofsounds
you'llfindfrighteningly fierce.
The PPG innovation includes eight voices,
24dB/Octfilters, 32 wavetables each with
64 waveforms, afive octave pressure sensitive
keyboard It contains an 8 track olyphonic
sequencer. Each track may be edited after recording
and with the use ofthe highly sophisticated digital
front panel, the sequence may then be mixed and
storedfor instant recall.

It is a combination ofthe soundsfrom the
razor sharp highs to a deep powerful bass, that has
been responsiblefor establishingthePPG's
outstanding reputation amongst many o today s
top musicians. Its versatility together with the
facility to expand to afull computer system at an
affordable price makes the PPG the new sensation.
Uncover the secrets ofthe blue box.

Syco.We are today.
Syco Systems Ltd. 20 Conduit Place London W2
telephone 01 -724 2451 telex 22278 SYCO G
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The Bose

direct /reflecting
loudspeaker system

Barry Fox
There are a few subjects in the audio
business guaranteed to raise the
temperatures of anyone discussing
them. Surround sound, Pressure
Zone microphones, digital-versusanalogue and transistors- versusvalves; take a room full of engineers,
tip in one of these topics and you are
bound to start an argument. If all
else fails, you only have to stir in one
word and dispute is guaranteed. The
magic word is Bose.
Everything beginning with Bose
seems different. The man who runs
the company, Dr Amar Bose, is also
a Professor of Engineering at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. His firm makes loudspeakers based on his individual
approach to sound reproduction.
Every product stems from the same
train of thought. Bose loudspeakers
have been praised, derided, hailed,
heralded and hated. But they sell
extremely well and the company is
hugely successful. Anyone who
works for Bose subscribes to the
boss's theory. If they don't subscribe they don't work for the company. Commitment is total. Since
the first Bose 901 loudspeaker was
introduced in 1968, there have been
several product updates. But the
original design criteria, based on Dr
Bose's direct/reflecting approach to
reproduction,
are
still
sound
unchanged. The loudspeaker has
nine small drivers, eight firing one
way, and one firing in the opposite
direction. Each driver is the same
and handles a full range audio
signal. For this reason the audio
input to the 901 must be heavily
equalized. This compensates for the
frequency
inherently
bumpy
response of such a small driver, in a
small cabinet, working across the
whole audio frequency spectrum.
66

The nine drivers in the 901 are each
of 0.9 SZ impedance but strung in
series, so the overall impedance is
8 R. This incidentally is why drivers
used singly, ie in a car system, need
an amplifier which delivers high
current into the low impedance.
Bose claim that the use of nine
drivers, each with its own hefty
magnet, gives a very large total flux
which creates a low back EMF and
makes the 901 easy to drive. But this
article isn't about the argument
which rages over whether the sound
you get from a 901 system is or is not
an accurate transduction of the
input signal. As a matter of longstanding policy Studio Sound has
not yet reviewed loudspeakers,
either by subjective listening tests or
objective measurement. This article
is
about Dr Bose's decidedly
unorthodox theory of sound reproduction, which leads to the use of
more speaker units firing away from
the listeners than towards them. As I
threw in as a passing comment in a
previous article, the theory is not
widely understood, largely because
the Bose company treats it tritely in
advertising literature and Dr Bose
the designer has never put it down
on paper in simple terms.
I met recently with Dr Bose, and
he let me ride a hobby-horse. This is
that any theory can be explained
without recourse to mathematical
formulae. When an article sinks into
formulae, I switch off. Often it is
because the writer doesn't understand what he or she is writing
about, and is passing the buck to the
reader. The classic example of an
author not passing the buck, is
Lewis Epstein's recent book on
Visualised,
relativity (Relativity
Insight Press, 614 Vermont Street,
San Francisco). In this book Epstein
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achieves the impossible; he explains
Einstein's theory of relativity
any
without
recourse
to
mathematical formulae. If he can do
that with something as inscrutably
complex as relativity, surely we can
do the same with Bose's theory of

loudspeaker reproduction...
When Dr Bose first bought a loudspeaker, in 1956, he didn't like what
he heard. For the next 10 years he
spent time at MIT, often working
with Professor Tom Stockham (now
best known for his Soundstream
connection) on a way of improving
the image produced by a loudspeaker. By 1965, Bose still didn't
have any answers. In 1966 he got
what he saw as a first clue. Two
years later the first 901 was born.
Consider first what happens when
we listen to live music from an
orchestra, playing in the open air.
The sound from every instrument in
the orchestra is radiated in every
direction. So this direct energy falls
off sharply as the sound moves away
from the instrument. In fact it falls
off by the square of the distance
travelled, the so- called inverse
square law. Without any surfaces to
reflect the sound, a listener hears
only the sound that comes direct
from the instrument. This is why an
orchestra in a field sounds surprisingly quiet and quickly gets progressively quieter as you move further
away.
We pinpoint direction of the
arriving sound partly by sight and
partly by a clever trick played by the
ears and brain. All the sound coming
from the orchestra reaches both
ears. But unless the sound is coming
from front dead centre, it will reach
one ear slightly earlier than the other
ear. Because the human head is a
solid lump of bone and flesh, it acts
as a baffle. By and large, the spacing
between a pair of human ears is
always the same. So the extra
distance travelled by the sound from
ear to ear around the head puts a
fixed delay or phase shift in the
signal. The brain uses this as a clue
to direction. At higher frequencies,
when the wavelength is shorter than
the distance travelled, the phase
clues become meaningless. A wave
delayed by a whole cycle will appear
to arrive at each ear simultaneously.
So at higher frequencies the ears and
brain start to sense any difference in
intensity. A sound arriving from the
left will be stronger at the left ear
than at the right because the right
ear is shielded by the head baffle. By
balancing phase and intensity clues
picked up from our two ears, the
brain comes up with a consensus
decision on where the sound is
coming from. If the listener can see
the sound source, this very powerful
clue is added to the mix.
The Ambisonics sound system is
able to create a better illusion of the
original surround sound field than
the old 'quadrophonic' systems,
because it takes both phase and
intensity clues into account. The
most disillusioning aspect of the
whole Hugo Zuccarelli farrago is
that this young Argentinian -Italian

rejecting the ear -brain direction
decoding process in the most
patronising manner, without offering anything more than a colourful
armchair hypothesis of inner ear
holograms to replace it. Incidentally, and contrary to what Hugo
Zuccarelli maintains, people with
hearing in only one ear do find it
difficult to locate the source of
sound. There are two record producers who are deaf in one ear, (one of
them an original Beach Boy) and
they most certainly find it difficult
to hear and mix in stereo. Listen
with one headphone to any dummy head recording, Zuccarelli's or
otherwise, and the stereo effect is
contradicts
This directly
lost.
Zuccarelli's recently published claim
to have provided 'monaural stereo
is

sound'.
When an orchestra plays inside a
hall sound arrives at the listener's
ears both direct from the instruments and as reflections from the
walls, floor and ceiling. As you
move away from the orchestra it
remains fairly constantly loud, once
the direct sound field has become
swamped by reflected sound. Unless
the hall is gigantic, and the reflection
time very long, the ear does not
register the reflections as discrete
echoes. Instead there is an effect of
ambient warmth. There is good
reason to believe that this ambient
warmth provides more clues for the
ear and brain to use in locating the
direction of a sound source. A
genuine mono recording, made with
an omnidirectional microphone in a
live acoustic, does contain some
clues to directionality even though
there is only a single channel of

sound information available for
reproduction (whether through one
loudspeaker or several). In halls
where there is a marked absence of
reflection, for instance the Barbican
in London, it is far more difficult to
pinpoint the direction of sound. We
shall return to the fascinating story
of the Barbican at a later stage. As
things currently stand, the consultant responsible for trying to improve
the acoustics there refuses to talk to
the press unless he can vet anything
written before it is published.
Obviously this is unacceptable. We
will either write the story without his
co- operation, or without his vetting.
Watch this space.
On the face of things it might
seem impossible for the ear to detect
direction from phase and intensity
clues, when they are confused by the
reflected sound. But by another
clever trick, the brain gathers its
clues from the first arriving wave
only. The replica waves that follow
later as reflections, are largely
ignored as phase and intensity clues.
This is the so- called 'precedence
effect'. The visual clues are of
course still important. Try closing
your eyes at a concert and you may
be surprised at how difficult it is to
pinpoint a sound source. Try also, if
you can cope with the embarrassment, of slumping down in your seat
so that the direct sound is largely
blocked by people sitting in front of
.

you. You are now hearing mainly
reflected sound, which is the
difference between the soundfield in
a field and the soundfield in a hall.
In both cases the direct sound is
identical. Try turning your back on
the orchestra so that again you are
hearing mainly reflected sound. In
both cases, 'slump low' and `back to
orchestra', the indirect soundfield is
surprisingly strong. That is why the
sound level from an orchestra in a
hall falls off only a little once you
move out of the predominantly
direct field at the front and into the
indirect field further back.
Now let's think about what
happens when sound is recorded,
either with a stereo pair of microphones or a mix of mono mics
panpotted into stereo. Essentially
the two channels contain information on sound waves picked up from
two directions. When these signals
are played back through a pair of
loudspeakers spaced apart and
pointing in towards the listener, a
remarkable thing happens. There is
a phantom spread of sound between
the two loudspeakers. We now take
this for granted and overlook just
how remarkable it is.
In the early 30's, when Bell Labs
were making their first experiments
with stereo, audio engineers already
knew full well that the easy way to
reproduce a spread of sound from
two channels of information is to
record with a dummy head and listen
on headphones. The dummy head
has a microphone in each ear and
'hears' what a human head would
hear. When signals transmitted or
recorded from the two microphones
are reproduced through headphones, the listener's left ear hears
what the left ear microphone heard
and the right ear hears what the right
ear microphone heard. So there is a
reasonable recreation of the sound field at each ear which the brain
decodes as a reasonable, but by no
means perfect, recreation of the
total soundfield around the dummy
head. But of course as everyone who
re- invents the 100- year-old dummy
head recording technique finds out
sooner or later, headphones are
antisocial and it is very difficult to
create the same effect with
loudspeakers. Unless the loudspeakers are arranged one on each
side of the ear, like giant headphones (as Zuccarelli uses for his
demonstrations to the gullible) the
left ear hears sound from both the
left and right loudspeakers and
the right ear hears sound from both
the right and left loudspeakers. This
completely destroys the dummy
head effect.
Bell Labs tried to solve the
problem with the 'curtain of sound'
approach. A string of microphones
in front of the orchestra was used to
record or transmit sound for a string

of loudspeakers.
The system works tolerably well,
despite confusion from the sound
emitted from the backs of the loudspeakers, but is impractical for
domestic use. At least three
transmission or recording channels,

FIG.1 THE 901 IS INTENDED FOR USE

WITH THE EIGHT ANGLED DRIVERS
FIRING BACKWARDS AGAINST
A REFLECTIVE SURFACE

/11/"
FIG.2 IF THERE IS NO REFLECTIVE
SURFACE THE SAME EFFECT
CAN BE ACHIEVED USING
TWO UNITS BACK TO BACK

and three loudspeakers are needed.
The conceptual breakthrough on
two channel, two speaker stereo was
made over 50 years ago, by Alan
Blumlein, working in the EMI
Laboratories, Hayes, Middlesex. He
stopped fighting the problem that
sound from each loudspeaker
reaches both ears, and instead
capitalised on it. He abandoned all
hope of recreating the original phase
clues at the ears, knowing that this
was only possible with headphones
or loudspeakers arranged like headphones alongside the head of a
listener forbidden to move. Any
change of position means a change
of relative phase. Instead he built
'shuffling circuits' which took the
low frequency phase differences in
the signals picked up by two microphones, and converted them into
amplitude or intensity differences.
Exactly the same trick is played by a
cardioid microphone, without any
additional circuitry, by virtue of its
directional pickup pattern.
When the resultant signals are
replayed through a stereo pair of
loudspeakers, positioned as we now
expect them to be positioned, the
brain is fooled into thinking that
what the ears hear is a spread of
sound, not two separate sound
sources reproducing two perspective
sound views of the original acoustic

field. Sound from the left loudspeaker hits the left ear first and
then reaches the right ear a fraction
of a second later; sound from the
right speaker hits the right ear first
and then after an equally short delay
reaches the left ear. So an artificial
phase clue is introduced at low and
mid frequencies and we register
source direction. When the same
sound is reproduced from each loudspeaker, each ear hears it at the same
time which replicates the situation of
live sound arriving from centre
front. At high frequencies, over
around 1 kHz, the loudspeakers reproduce the original intensity clues.

The precedence effect, also known
as the Haas effect (after the Dutch
researcher who evaluated it) can be
over -ridden by changes in sound
level. When sound of the same level

arrives at one ear earlier than the
other, the brain takes the first arrival
as the direction of the source. But if
the level or intensity of the later
arrival is increased, the brain is
fooled into downgrading the importance of the first arrival and taking
the louder, late arrival as the main
clue to source .direction. This, of
course, is how the balance control
on a stereo amplifier works. If you
sit too close to one loudspeaker,
then the sound from that speaker
will arrive first and the image will

swing lopsidedly towards the nearest
speaker. But if the gain of the signal
fed to the more distant loudspeaker
is increased, the louder signal will
pull the image back again towards
the more distant loudspeaker.
Back in the fifties when Dr Bose
decided that he did not like the
sound of conventional loudspeakers
he concluded that it was because
they were producing too much direct
sound. What he wanted was a loudspeaker that radiated sound in all

directions to take advantage of the
reflective characteristic of the room,
and so throw a mix of both direct
and reflected sound at the listener's
ears. With most conventional
loudspeakers, of course, the sound
heard is beaming direct from the
loudspeaker cone, in a fairly tightly
defined cone of mid and high
frequencies. In his own words, he
and his colleagues at MIT believed
'that many of the harsh and shrill
sounds encountered in loudspeaker
music reproduction may be due to
the fact that loudspeakers have been
designed to beam the sound directly
at the listener, as opposed to
delivering it from a wide distribution
of incident angles'. This led him to
try to 'design a speaker that radiates
only a small portion of its energy
directly towards the listener and
grazes the larger portion of its
radiation off the walls of the
listening room to create spatial
patterns in that room comparable to
the spatial patterns one receives in
the audience of a live performance'.
His first experiments were aimed at
recreating a pulsating sphere. He
built an array of 22 radiators
arranged in an eighth -part sphere
and positioned it in the corner of a
room so that the walls and floor
produced reflections that simulated
a full sphere. But the sound was
poor. He went back to using a small
cabinet, but with an unusual driver
pattern. "We found that excellent
results were obtained by employing
about 10% direct radiation toward
the listener and about 90% of the
radiation at 30° angles towards the
wall behind the listener" says Bose.
This was how the Bose 901 was
born.
The 901 has one driver in the front
face and eight in the rear face, split
four and four between two angled
sides. Although some theatres
deliberately use these speakers the
wrong way round, with the eight
drivers firing forwards, they are
intended to be used with the eight
angled drivers firing backwards onto
a hard reflecting surface like a home
wall (Fig 1). Where there is no
reflecting surface, for instance in a
futuristic home or outdoors, the
same effect can be achieved using a
pair of 901 units mounted back to
back. The drivers then behave as a
mirror image to each other, exactly
as if there were a single driver in
front of a reflecting surface (Fig 2).
With either arrangement the listener
hears sound direct from the front of
the loudspeaker, and reflected sound
from the rear coming off all the
walls.
68
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The Bose direct /reflecting loudspeaker system
Surely, you may well argue, this
cannot improve on the image
produced by two directional loudspeakers. After all, whether there
are extra reflections or not, there are
still only two source loudspeakers
fed from two source channels of
information. All that is happening is
that the sound information generated from each loudspeaker is being
spread wider and made more
diffuse, by reflection. Will this not
make the stereo image worse?
Here the important point to
remember is that the brain still gives

albeit with changing perspective (Fig
3). But if you move across the
listening area in front of a pair of
stereo loudspeakers (Fig 4) you first
hear mono in front of one loudspeaker, then hear stereo as you pass
into the ideal listening area halfway
between the two speakers and then
hear mono again as you pass the
other loudspeaker. According to
Bose's theory, if the loudspeakers
are producing a high level of

reflective sound (see Fig 5) there is a
compensatory effect that preserves a
stereo image over a relatively wide
area. The key point here is the
angling of the rear - facing loudspeaker units.
As you stand at one side of the
listening area, you hear direct sound
from the closest loudspeaker and indirect sound bounced from one set
of four rear facing units on the far
loudspeaker. In the middle there is a

precedence to the first arriving
sound. Although only around 10%
of the sound from the speaker is
direct, and 90% reflected, the 10%
direct sound arrives ahead of the
reflections. So it is this sound that
the ear uses to decode the sound
image picture.
Bose claims that a pair of 901s will
not only produce a good stereo
image, but produce it over a much
wider listening area than is acceptable for conventional loudspeakers
that fire only direct sound. The logic
here is persuasive. When you listen
to a live orchestra, and move from
one side of the hall to the other, the
sound remains as a stereo picture,

FIG.3 LISTENER HEARS STEREO IN ANY POSITION
I

N

FRONT OF THE LIVE ORCHESTRA

FIG.4 MOVING ACROSS THE PATH OFA PAIR OF
STEREO LOUDSPEAKERS THE LISTENER
HEARS STEREO BETWEEN THE TWO
BUT MONO IN OTHER POSITIONS

LIVE ORCHESTRA

le

FIG .5 LISTENERS IN THESE POSITIONS RECEIVE SOME
SOUND FROM DISTANT SPEAKERS SO HEAR STEREO

O
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symmetrical mix and at the far side a
dose of compensation from the
angled drivers again.
With obvious qualifications (tonal
quality of voice or musical
instrument) the ear and brain tend to
interpret amplitude or intensity as
equating to nearness. Since reflected
sound contributes to amplitude, the
quantity or dose of reflected sound
will affect the perceived proximity or
intimacy of a performance. A small
musical group performing in a large
dead hall will not sound intimate.
This, argues Bose, makes the 8:1
speaker layout of the 901, with its
high dose of reflected sound, better
able to produce a realistic balance in
the room.
Let me repeat, this article is not
intended as a paeon of praise for the
901
loudspeaker, or editorial
blessing for Dr Bose's theories. It is
simply a sincere attempt at putting
those theories into plain words so
that a few more people may be able
to understand them and then listen
for themselves to see if they hold
good in practice. The exercise seems
worthwhile if only because, whether
you like it or not, Dr Bose, his
theories and his loudspeakers, are
not going to go away.
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letters
Digital misconceptions

Dear Sir, I was greatly heartened to read the
splendid article `Digital Misconceptions' by
Keith Armstrong (Studio Sound January) where,
in spite of his obvious mathematical ability, he
treated the subject in a most lucid and informative way. His explanation of the necessity for
`dither', and the examples of the horrors of
ultra -high order filters produced real enlightenment in a dark and alien world.
However,
will take issue with him on two
minor points (and why not ?)
snakey little
reference to the misconception of `96 dB
dynamic range in a 16 -bit system', and references
to `expected' overload margin in an analogue

i

-a

system.

Keith states that the achievable dynamic range
of a 16 -bit linear is about 90 dB. To argue for the
opposition, my own tests have shown it to be a
good bit (!) better than that; a recent system
giving 93 dB measured carefully using IBA Code
of Practice methods. One must admit that the
subjective difference between 90 and 93 dB is
hardly going to set the world on fire, but was I
doing it all wrong?
He further states `An analogue mixing system
of any merit will have a dynamic range of 110 dB
at least'. Here again,

I

am perhaps arguing

myself out of a job, but 110 dB dynamic range is
by no means easy to achieve in any reliable
production mixer; indeed, this figure is VERY
close to physical limits even with the balanced
throughout philosophy of our own `Silk' series
mixers. Statements about 32 -bit arithmetic (and
100 A power supplies!) call into question the real
world requirements of future sound processors.
Yours faithfully, Ted Fletcher, Joint Managing
Director, Alice (Stancoil Ltd), Alexandra Road,
Windsor, Berks, UK.
Keith Armstrong replies: I am pleased that Ted
Fletcher was heartened by my article `Digital

Misconceptions'.
His 16 -bit system measured 93 dB dynamic
range, but was it dithered correctly? I am not
aware of any standard measurement technique to
quantify dither performance and rely on listening
tests. There is clearly a lot of room for the `spec man' here, and although I will allow that 93 dB
may be achievable in a properly dithered convertor 90 dB is closer to the current state of the art.
I actually said that an analogue mixing CIRCUIT of any merit would have a dynamic range
of over 110 dB, and was not referring to mixing
systems (ie, desks). Interestingly, the misconception that digital mixing would have only 96 dB
range is one that Ted himself has perpetrated in
the past (Studio Sound May 1983 -Page 64).
In addition to the above, Ted raises some other
points I would like to comment on: his `horrors
of ultra -high order filters' are all avoidable as
described in my article; and although I did not
mention 100 A power supplies it is worth noting
that a 100 A logic supply is only 500 W.

Compact Disc
Dear Sir, I am indebted

to Van Webster
(December 1983) firstly for his compliments and
secondly for providing me with an excuse to reply and to qualify one or two important points.
Mr Webster is quite correct in his statement
about PCM -1600 being compatible for Compact
Disc masters, provided the 44.1 kHz crystal is
fitted. However, it must be realised that the
sampling rate flag bit is not encoded by the
PCM -1600 and therefore, when replayed on a
PCM -1610 the wrong sampling rate indicator il70

luminates. There is a way to modify the
PCM -1600 to encode the extra data but this is
not necessary provided the cassette box is marked with a clear explanation of the sampling rate
used and that it is of PCM -1600 format, and that
the wrong sampling rate indicator will show.
Failure to do so, will result in the rejection of the
tape by the Compact Disc plant.
Mr Webster's second point about analogue
and digital masters proves that my powers of expression on paper are not as good as they should
be. When I spoke of an analogue production
master, I meant the production master for
analogue disc cutting. Of course, the recording
of the production master should be digital. The
point I was trying to make, was that some extreme dynamics might have to be removed to obtain a sensible cut on `black disc' but it has
already been proved that it is considerably easier
to cut from digital masters. The main reason appears to have the improvement phase linearity at
lower frequencies which take up less `land' on
the lacquer which in turn, may allow for a higher
level cut.
Yours faithfully, Chris Hollebone, Sony Broadcast Ltd, City Wall House, Basing View, Basingstoke, Hants RG21 2LA, UK.
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Us and Them

Dear Sir, I was shocked to read your editorial
(Us and Them) in the November issue. You are
doing just what you are accusing `them' of.
I agree that digital is in its early stages and
shouldn't be judged so sharply right now. But it
is the manufacturers who are telling us that it is
perfect `Now'! They're the ones who are
spreading myths. And you add to the fire by
stating outright that in a generation or two there
`won't be a contest'. Do you have an open mind
or have you decided that digital is it... now and
then? As for Ivor. ..yes, he speaks rather
sharply... as do Sony and Philips and the rest.
His sing -along technique is the best technique I
have encountered for judging the merits of music
reproduction equipment and source. (The key
word is music.) Unfortunately, the name makes
it a joke, but when properly demonstrated, even
you could recognise how rational it is, and that in
fact digital has severe musical problems. A
looney? Maybe an outspoken genius. Everyone
laughed at Ivor when he said that the turntable
can be heard and really makes a difference.
They're not laughing now, and every turntable
made compares itself to the Linn.
And by the way, the direction of wire can and
does make a difference, if it is not masked by
other faults in the system. I grant you that not
very many people will recognise or care about the
difference, but leave those of us who want the
most of the musical listening experience alone.
Sound
Yours sincerely, Michael Tapes,
Workshop, Professional Audio Products Inc,
1324 Motor Parkway, Hauppage, NY 11767,
USA.

Who reads the small print?
Dear Sir, Yes I'm sure that in future we will have
to state somewhere on the packaging exactly how
a master is derived -be it analogue or digital;
and this will have to include everything from
mics through to actual monitoring speakers and
outboard gear: there will always be enthusiasts
who will find this info a gas. But let's make it
small print!
Can you imagine the sort of comments people
will be making in 20 years time about this sen-

sitive era of digital birth: `Do you remember
when we had to read the sleeve to tell us what to
believe about the quality of recordings ?'
We all know as technicians and as artists that
the order of merit of a particular recording is not
in direct proportion to the pureness of its digital
breeding. So although we do not wish the consumer to be tricked by such label flashes as
'Digital Mastered' when actually it was recorded
analogue but slapped on to a Sony F1 just to
satisfy the law -we should not however encourage a preoccupation in this area: we would
be educating the consumer to focus at the wrong
area when attempting to assess the quality of a
tape or disc.

I think that the importance of creating a standard identification code for analogue and digital
packaging is for the industry only: so that record
companies are not ripped off; so that there is a
validity check possible at street level; so that the
artists themselves are not conned -in fact at
every level, more information can only be helpful
to those who seek and understand it... But for us
to headline the differentials as being an important factor in record buying for the consumer
think it becomes counterproductive in attempting to assess the actual quality of goods: namely
the quality of production /musicians/engineering
/recording environment, etc.!
Yours faithfully, Steve Hall, Hallmark Studios
Ltd, 32B Fouberts Place, London WIV IHF,
UK.
Richard Elen replies: I think you've got it the
wrong way round: the problem is that the hi -fi
magazines by and large have managed to confuse
the man in the street into thinking that `digital'
means `quality' by definition, and that if
something says `digital' on it, it must be in some
obvious technical way superior. Such `digital
festishism' has to answer for the consternation
that someone will feel when he buys a record he
already owns because the new version says
`digitally mastered' on it -and finds it identical
to the old. Or the disappointment in finding that
the new CD has no pops and crackles, but has a
load of hiss on it! Certainly a labelling scheme
would provide information for those inside the
industry, but much more important, it would tell
the consumer what he was getting: if the CD was
labelled `AAD', for example, he would know
that although the recording was analogue all the
way down the line to the final transfer for CD
mastering, it would be the closest possible approach to what people heard in the studio. A CD
labelled 'DDD' would indicate to the consumer
that here was a recording made to the highest
possible technical standards available today.
That coding would help the consumer -in the
sense that even if he just feels that `more Ds are
better', he will know exactly what he is getting -but of course such a coding would not indicate anything about the performance, mic
technique, production quality... such things are
often subjective and not amenable to coding; nor
would it be desirable to try. The SPARS coding
scheme gives the consumer the same kind of
reference as in the old days he would have got
from a record labelled `electronically reprocessed
mono' as opposed to `stereo'.
Despite all this, though, I would not expect the
coding to be writ large on the cover ...but it
would be there if the consumer wanted to know,
and it would stop record companies being taken
to court under the Trades Descriptions Act by an
irate consumer who didn't feel he got what he
paid for. That on its own would be a good reason
for adopting a `Digital Audio Reference Code'.
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Quietly successful with dbx
you're committed to making it in the pro world, give yourself
some professional advantages - like dbx noise reduction.
The new dbx 150 gives your tape machine the dynamic range
of digital perfect drop -ins and de -coded monitor output
without special switching. Rack mounting 13/4 inch slimline
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Also in this format the new dbx 140 provides two channels of
type II encoding and decoding, usable separately or
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This article (or set of articles) is a somewhat unusual
departure for us, as it represents neither an objective
or subjective review, prepared by our own reviewers,
nor is it the normal type of article we ask a
manufacturer to write, providing an insight into a
product: it is somewhere in between. Aphex worked
closely with a number of top industry names during
the period before the Compellor was released, and

ensured that it received a good deal of field testing.
Aphex asked some of their users (some who had seen
the Compellor at the prototype stage, and others who
had not) to write down their comments and
experiences with the unit for us to publish. At the very
least they represent a useful insight into the
applications and operation of what appears to be a
unique and highly useful dynamic control system.

Aphex Compellor
overdriven so as not to cause
distortion and also not to be too low
in average level so as to maximise
signal to noise ratio of the STL.
Most radio stations are run in a
"combo" operation where the disc
jockey controls the audio levels as
CBS Television, KNXT & CBS
well as produces and announces the
TV CITY. Asst production
show. As most DJs are not techdirector, Drake Chenault Ent
nically inclined, levels from an on air
Inc.
console can range from -20 dB to
Areas that can benefit by using gain +20 dB. An automatic gain control
reduction are:
device or AGC is employed to
(1) Main programme channel(s) correct for the wide discrepancies in
before studio transmitter links; level.
(2) Microphone pre -processing
Microphone pre -processing is very
(levelling);
desirable at many times due to the
(3) Production studio levelling wide dynamic range of human voice.
Again, as DJs are more concerned
(tape headroom).
Main programme channels that with the programming aspect of
are before the STL (studio their shows, a compressor on the mic
transmitter) link need to have the channel can be very helpful for
levels kept within certain parameters keeping levels constant and the
to protect the STL from being programming intelligible. When

Barry Victor, radio station
KROQ -FM, director of technical
operations. Previously chief
engineer, radio station KMET.
Technician, technical services
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interviewing guests mic levels can be
kept from causing undesirable feedback on open mics from headphones
by a noise gate.
Production studio levelling can
prevent audio tape from over
saturation causing distortion. Again
air talent producing commercial
spots are more concerned with the
end produce than with technical
concerns. Audio tape headroom can
be extended by employing a peak
limiter to prevent unwanted transients from saturating the tape. An
AGC unit can be used to provide a
consistent level to maximise signal to
noise during recording.
Up until the early 70's the most
prevalent AGC unit was the
Audimax and its companion limiter,
the Volumax. These units and the
many others of their type were quite
good for their day. In fact you can
still find many of them around in

use. The main problem with this

type of limiter and compressor is
that they can cause pumping or
bring up a lot of background hiss
during quiet passages when used to
excess. Peak limiters like the UREI
LA -2 and the later model 1176 have
been used to protect sources from
transients but they can cause
pumping when used to control more
than peaks.
There is then the problem of FM
broadcasting in which you have a
75 ps pre- emphasis curve to
overcome signal to noise problems in
the transmission. This brought out
products like the FM Volumax
which inserted a 75 ps pre- emphasis
curve in front of the limiter to cause
the high frequency information to
create more limiting so as not to
overmodulate the transmitter with
high frequency peaks. This works
74

Many options are available with the MXT -1200 they
include pre or post fade balanced insertion points; a full
cue /remote start switching

-

system with two independent
external drive circuits for all
microphone channels to operate
on air lamps and loudspeaker
mute circuits; balanced independent channel outputs; PFL /AFL
options on faders and push
buttons. Auxiliary modules are
options on the MXT -1200 too they include compressor /limiter,
oscillator /talkback and a selection of monitor modules, some
with monitor mixdown for 4 and
8 group systems.
For OB and mobile applications smaller verions of the
MXT -1200 contain an integral
mains power supply and an
external 24 volt d.c. input
facility. For permanent installations the MXT-1200 is designed
for 'drop through' mounting into
a working surface - the lower
sections of the timber side
cheeks and front buffer being
detachable.
To speed installation all

programme inputs and outputs,
which are balanced and floating,
are via XLR and multiway
connectors.

As a professional you
are more than anyone
aware of the need for
total comprehensive production facilities, a greater
efficiency in studio usage
with improved 'audio quality'. You also need to
specify equipment very
accurately in order to meet
your requirements.
To achieve that 'edge',
we at Audix have designed
the MXT -1200 to contain
most of the options and
flexibility you will need

-

the result is a remarkable
mixing system which can
be quickly assembled to
your design, from stock
at sensible manufacturing
costs.

-

In

broadcasting it is

virtually impossible to
produce one typical mix-

-

ing desk thats why we
designed the MXT -1200 in
either 2, 4 or 8 group
versions as well as radio
studio 'self -op' operator
annouce configurations.
You can choose from
range of 7 frame sizes
and 14 different modules
so that mixers from 4
inputs /2 outputs to 36
inputs /8 outputs can be
built up to suit your
applications and budgets.
a

-

The MXT -1200 can be

easily built up for announcer- operated studios combining stereo high level
input modules and optional wrap round free standing
consoles.

The MXT-1200
Designed to meet the
exacting needs of
the Broadcast industry
Audix Limited,
Wenden, Saffron Walden,
Essex CB11 4LG, England
Telephone: Saffron Walden
(0799) 40888
Telex: 817444
Cables: Audix Walden'
'

AUDIX

MXT -1200
FOR

PROFESSIONALS

Aphex Compellor
fine when you don't have to have a
"loud ", competitive sound.
This was partly solved in the
introduction of two types of peak
limiters /levellers. The three -band
DAP-310 and similar units which
allowed individual compression/
limiting of three separate audio
bands helped in being able to limit
the high frequencies without causing
unnatural-sounding loss of low
frequencies. The other was Optimod
8000 which took a 2 -band limiter
compressor and matched it with a
stereo generator. This allowed closer
attention to prevention of overshoots and peaks which cause unwanted over -modulation products.
A large problem with audio gain
reduction products is that some can
cause rather large amounts of
harmonic distortion when they are
operating. Some have built in overshoot problems due to faulty transformer designs or large amounts of
IM distortion products caused by
phase shifts or similar problems.
Some multi -band processors will
cause phase shift, ringing and
distortion due to the splitting of the
frequencies by very sharp filter
networks and then the resumming
network which can cause cancellations in the audio source.
The problem with overshoot and
distortion products in the broadcast
facility is that these products tend to
overmodulate the broadcast transmitter causing the station to have to
lower its average level of modulation
to compensate for them. Of course
distortion is not pleasant to listen to
and will cause the listener to fatigue
and possibly tune out.
Lately with the introduction of
superior audio performance stereo
generators, FM exciters and new
high performance STL microwave
radio, the gain reduction units show
up as the weak link in the broadcast
chain.
Long a problem in many US radio
markets is the need to be as "loud"
as or "louder" than the competition. This involves a large trade off,
one of apparent loudness and that of
audio quality. The reason behind
this is that you only can modulate so
much before you exceed set standards and risk being fined by the
FCC. Several means have been
developed to allow maximum modu-
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TABLE 1
All measurements made with 0 dB reference at

+4 dBV.

Output control full clockwise. Input adjusted to achieve output level.
Stereo enhance circuit out.
All tests performed with Sound Technology 1710A.
Frequency response
Process control at full compress 10 dB gain reduction
10

-0.0 +1.0dB

Hzto20kHz

50 kHz

+13.0 dB

Process control at full levelling 10 dB gain reduction
10

-0.0 +1.0dB

Hzto20kHz

50 kHz + 13.0 dB

Total Harmonic Distortion
Process control at full compress 10
700 Hz
0.065%
700 Hz
0.087%
700 Hz
0.097%
10 kHz
0.070%
10 kHz
0.090%

dB gain reduction
with 30 kHz bandpass
with 80 kHz bandpass
with no filters
with 80 kHz bandpass
with no filters

Process control at full levelling 10 dB gain reduction
700 Hz
with 30 kHz bandpass
0.055%
700 Hz
0.070%
with 80 kHz bandpass
700 Hz
with no filters
0.090%
10 kHz
0.060%
with 80 kHz bandpass
10 kHz
0.080%
with no filters

Clip level at 700 Hz +20.0 dB +24.0 dBV
Noise floor

700 Hz tone at reference silence gate engaged

-65.5 dB

-61.5dBV

Absolute noise floor. Output control full clockwise input shorted

- 74.0 dB - 70.0 dBV

Smpte -IM distortion
4:1 Ratio

Process control full compress
0.056%

-c'C-- c_.... G/
5

i.

dB gain reduction

Process control full levelling 5 dB gain reduction
0.25%

lation of audio programming -eg
large amounts of compression to
keep the average level at its highest
possible level and then to use
clipping to keep the peaks from over
modulating. There are several
clippers in various final limiters and
several clipper products made to be
inserted after the stereo generator to
prevent overmodulation and to
maximize the average loudness. The
problems with these, of course, are
if you use them to excess you make a
very hard sound, one that can tire
the listener out. Face it, square
waves are not pleasant to listen to.
So the engineer has a fine line to
tread to have a signal that is loud
enough to cover the intended area
and please the programme director
(who wants to keep a competitive
edge of loudness) while still trying to
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maintain a quality signal that won't
tire the listener, or worse yet drive
him or her away completely.
I was made aware of a possible
new product from Aphex Systems
called the Compellor some time ago.
I was invited to see and hear a
prototype and asked for my ideas.
The product sounded very good and
I offered the suggestion that it be
made with minimum of user controls
and the cleanest audio path. Transformerless balanced floating input
stages were designed so that it could
be used in any environment with any
type of equipment and not have side
effects of transformers.
The Compellor can be used single
ended. Either leg of the input or the
3
pin XLR connector can be
grounded and no change of level
occurs as compared to normal

balanced output. Input and output
can be 0 dB referenced at +8, +4,
0, or -10 dB. The heart of the
Compellor is the DVG and the DRC
which control the attack, release and
length of compression or levelling
depending on where the process mix
pot is set. Either full compression or
full levelling or any mix in between is
possible. The actual attenuator is the
Aphex VCA which offers excellent
performance. Refer to table 1 for
actual measured performance.
The Compellor also has a built in
fast peak limiter riding 12 dB above
the 0 reference, it prevents transients
above 12 dB from passing.
Referring to Fig 1 we have a
1 kHz
square wave at 22 V
amplitude. Top trace is input to
Compellor, bottom trace is output.
Both traces are vertical 10 V/div,
the horizontal is 500 µs /div and the
expanded horizontal is 20 Ns /div.
the Compellor is set for 10 dB gain
reduction. As you can see the input
and output traces are almost identical showing no ringing or overshoot.
Fig 2 is a 100 Hz square wave at
22 V amplitude. The top trace is the
input to the Compellor, the bottom
is the output of the Compellor. Both
traces are vertical 10 V /div the horizontal is 2 ms /div. The Compellor is
again doing 10 dB gain reduction.
The picture shows very little tilt of
the low frequency components and
no ringing or overshoot whatsoever.
Fig 3 is a IO kHz square wave with
input of 22 V amplitude and output
of 13 V amplitude. The Compel /or
seems to think of a square wave of
this frequency a little harder as the
gain reduction settled in at 20 dB.
The top trace is the input at
10 V /div and the bottom trace is the
output of the Compellor at 2 V/div.
Horizontal was 50 µs /div and the
expanded was 5 µs/div. This shows
a very slight rounding of the edge of
the output but once again no ringing
and no overshoot.
As evident by these square wave
response pictures the Compellor is a
very transparent device exhibiting no
real degradation to the audio source.
Due to the Compellor's unique
control circuit a stereo enhancement
circuit can be derived from control
voltage only to cause the compressor
to increase the apparent separation
of the two channels enabling an
increase of the stereo effect. This
comes in real handy as in conven-

tional compression, the more compression that is done the less
apparent the stereo effect is. The
silence gate will freeze the level of
the Compellor when audio drops to

using limiting on vocals; I) The
'squashed' dull sound, 2) The pumping effect, and 3) The accentuated
sibilance. Using the Compellor,
however, none of these undesirable
effects were noticed even with
extreme settings, ie greater than
20 dB of gain reduction. I found it
hard to believe that I was using that
much gain reduction and had to flip
it in and out of by -pass to make sure
that it was indeed in circuit.
Prior to receiving the Compellor,
was mixing cuts on the new
I
Coyotes album. On one cut I was
confronted by a female's breathy,
soft vocal which was at the same
time, very peaky. The music tracks
were heavier Rock & Roll. Using
another device the peaks were
squashed, words dropped out, the
sibilance came up necessitating the
use of a de-esser, and then EQ had
to be used to correct for the de-esser.
I worked like hell to make the vocal
sit in the track and was really
frustrated when the record company
wanted a re -mix.
By that time I had installed the
Compellor. I sat down at the console
and by the end of the first verse I
knew my job would be much, much
easier.
On another cut off the same
album I had a problem with the bass
not 'sitting' in the track. I tried every
compressor /limiter in the room (12
different types from old to new) but
I could not get what I wanted. When
I used the Compellor with approximately 14 dB of gain reduction the
bass was even, sitting where I
wanted to put it, and free from any

predetermined point to avoid
increasing background noise. Also
you can see the silence gate detector
does not control the audio directly.
It controls the sidechain which
instructs the VCA thereby giving a
very clean yet stable command.
I was finally able to get one of the
first Compel /ors off the assembly
line and actually try it out. The unit
was bench tested with the results in
Table 1, and was put into service a
short time later. The Compellor was
put into the broadcast chain at the
studio just before the STL. Depending on the programme material and
who was running the air console the
gain reduction was anywhere from
5 dB to around 18 dB. The Corn pe//or was able to handle this with
no problem and the silence gate
made times of low or no modulation
very quiet with no hint of pumping
or apparent squashing effect as
evidenced by other compressors.
was able to let my final limiter at the
transmitter do barely any work at all
except for high frequency protection
due to the 75 µs pre- emphasis.
One of the next two units went
into the production room to be
inserted between the production
console and the input of the tape
recorders. The Compellor has aided
our production team in the production of taped spots and especially in
the carting of music. We put a few
songs on cart that are hard to find or
only one copy is available due to colouration.
During a recent recording session
limited release and the difference
between playing from cart or from for Cindy Landis, the signal chain
disc can be quite a problem from a consisted of microphone, pre-amp,
quality standpoint. The Compel /or fader, Compellor, to tape. Before
was able to help cut a hotter tape had the Compellor, I always had to
EQ her voice. Even with the Comwithout tape saturation.
The third unit was put in the mic pellor I am sure that I will have to
channels for two of our on air use the EQ to record many tracks,
microphones in the air studio. They but it does give me greater opporinterfaced very easily and have made tunity to eliminate a stage in the
recording process.
a major difference in the sound
I should say that I use compresquality of our announcers.
As a final note the Compel/or will sors and limiters as creative devices
work very well as a pre -limiter for in that each has its own "sound ".
any final broadcast limiter on the For example, acoustic guitars gain
market and able to provide a punch- sustain and vitality with compresier sound with excellent clarity and sion. The Compellor does not do
new dimensions of openness. The this. Simply put, if you are looking
Compellor operates with an intelli- for level correction without any
gence depending on the music other sonic effect, the Compellor is
content. ie If the source doesn't need the only device I know that does the
processing the Compellor doesn't job.
process. The best thing I can say
about the Compellor is that you
producer /engineer
Joe Klein
can't hear it work.
L.A. Trax 1982 Winner of Clio
International
award,
three
David J. Holman- independent
Broadcast awards, sixteen Clio
producer /engineer. Engineering
award finalist. Produced over
credits include platinum albums
500 commercials since 1976 for
by Olivia Newton -John, Grease
the top acts for major labels
including
Donna
Summer,
and
Xanadu (albums and
credits
movies).
Producing
Kenny Rogers, Fleetwood Mac,
The Doobie Brothers, David
include Cindy Landis (Allegiance), Coyotes (Lorimar), King
Bowie, Sheena Easton and
Bees, Mary MacGregor (RSO/
Lionel Ritchie.
a

I

find three main problems when

-

I have had is due to
the attention I pay to detail. One
very important detail is dynamic

me. The success

range control.
I make commercials which play on
radio (AM and FM) and TV. Every
broadcaster uses some form of
compression /limiting. If I were to
send out tapes with levels all over the
place, there would be no way to
predict what effects the stations
processing would have. In order to
avoid, or at least minimize, changes
at the broadcast stage my spots all
have tightly controlled dynamics.
Aside from level and peak control I
use compressor /limiters for another,
perhaps not so obvious, reason.
I was always a radio freak. More
often than not records sounded
better to me played on the radio than
on a stereo. These records apparently made the broadcast processors
"pump" in such a way that the
sound was actually enhanced. I set
the attack and release of the
compressors so that the pumping
gives a more rhythmic feel to the
music as well as the announcer. This
technique is especially effective for
R &B spots.
I use the UREI 1178, and when I

want a less noticeable effect, I use
either the dbx 165 or the Orban 424.
I get the effects that I want with
these devices, but they all have
shortcomings.
am going
I should qualify what
to say next because have had the
Compellor for a relatively short
time, but I am impressed enough to
be writing this report.
The Compellor does not have the
shortcomings of the other devices in
that it has no 'effect'. It makes a
spot sound as though I had recorded
and mixed very well, instead of
recorded and mixed and then ran
everything through a compressor.
That is an amazing thing for me.
The combination of levelling and
compression is a new experience for
me. Although there have been other
types of levelling devices, I felt that
they degraded the signal too much to
be of any use. The Compellor,
without colouration, smoothes out
my mixes making them easier and, at
the same time, better.
I recently completed the winter
campaign for ON -TV (subscription
TV). Since this was all dialogue, I
definitely did not want any of the
compression 'effects' I mentioned
before. I needed clear, clean, punchy
tracks. I found that using the Compellor, even with over 14 dB of gain
A record commercial is the only reduction, clarity was not lost.
After the Compellor, I used the
commercial except for a movie or a

-

Polygram).

TV trailer in which the listener or
viewer gets a sample of what is being
sold. My job is to make a record
sound bigger than life plus get a sales
message across all within a span of
10 to 60 seconds. Some might think
that my mixes are simple in that
typically have only three tracks
stereo programme and an announcer -and sometimes two or three
more for sound effects. Given that
have as little as 10 seconds to achieve
maximum impact; every millisecond, each nuance is important to

1

1

Aphex II Studio Exciter. This gave
the tracks even greater intelligibility
and punch. The Aural Exciter is a
very important part of my sound,
there is nothing that I have produced
in almost 3 years which did not run
through the unit. The combination
of the Compellor and the Aural
consistent,
Exciter is powerful
tight mix with a very dynamic feel.
Another spot I 'Compelled' was
for Kenny Rogers "Greatest Hits"
LP. The problem in that one was
had to connect 10 songs, each with a
different texture, together with an
announcer. The Compellor smoothed the transitions beautifully.
A client typically does not know
what equipment was used, nor
should he care. When I delivered the
new spots to ON -TV, the response
was "God, that sounds fantastic ".
That is, for me, the bottom line.

-a

Frank Kejmar- manager /Recording
Services /MCA /Whitney
Studio Engineering for over 20
years. Credits include platinum
albums for Barry White and
Aretha Franklin, audio for
Hanna- Barbera animation and
Disneyland exhibit "America
Sings ".

used the Compellor on the
mixdown of the opera Bells of
I

Bethlehem. The orchestra had been
already mixed in London, the six
soloists were recorded with AKG
C12, and the twenty -five voice
chorus was recorded with overhead
AKG C24 mics in stereo-M /S.
With pop music you can get away
with using a variety of limiters.
Classical dynamics, however, are
much more varied and critical. I had
at least 20 dB of dynamic changes in
this project and only the Compellor
kept the levels inaudibly controlled.
The vocalists thus appeared to
have excellent mic technique without
any conscious effort on their part.
Chances are I could have achieved
the same results by riding the gain
manually for five or six takes, but
the Compellor did it perfectly the
first time. Another way of achieving
the effect would be to program level
changes via automation, but that
would be time wasted if you have a
Compellor available.
One does have to recognise that
high level and low level balances will
change depending on the amount of
mixed
processing. The already
orchestral track was fine for the
album master. I had to make a
special mix for cassette duplication
which was going to be played back
during live performances. I wanted
to avoid any need for gain riding
during a performance so I ran the
orchestra mix through the Compellor. Again, it did the job without
any colouration.
The Compellor is very simple to
use, after five minutes of playing
with it, I had complete confidence in
its function. The metering was
useful in that I had a good indication
of what the unit was doing dynamically at any particular time.
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Vesta Fire RV -1 & RV -2
Cutec CD-425- user reports
Keith Spencer-Allen
REV EQUALIZATION
EPIRMAIEV
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These two user reviews form the start of an occasional series in which we will be looking at items that would
not generally be reviewed in depth within these pages. This may be because of cost or application and the
reasons for covering them will generally be that they fulfil some application that is relatively unique or that
they are of general interest.
Shiino Musical Instrument Corporation, 37 -1,
2-Chome, Kamiuma, Setagaya -Ku, Tokyo 154,

Japan.
UK: MTR Ltd, Ford House, 58 Cross Road,
Bushey, Herts.

THE RV-1 and RV-2 are low cost spring line
reverb units. The RV-2 is a stereo unit with
two input channels and two output channels. It is
basically a 2- channel version of the RV-1
although they have several different features.
The RV-2 has its input and output sockets on
the rear panel with all the controls being on the
front panel except a slide switch that selects
between the mixed signal or reverb only for the
output. The two channels can be operated
independently of each other and both channels
have a % in square yellow illuminated pushbutton switch in the top left side of the front
panel whose size leaves no doubt as to which
channels are on or not. There is then provision
for separate foot switches to remotely switch
both channels. To the right of this is the input
mode switch allowing the two channels to
operate independently or from a common mono
input. Each of the two channels then has a low
cut filter that removes most of the input signal
below 100 Hz to prevent the low end upsetting
the springs. This is followed by input and output
controls for both channels with a tri- colour LED
indicating overload /limiting. The correct operating level is apparently when this LED flashes
green only on the peaks but it will go through
yellow to red when limiting occurs although
distortion is not obvious when running higher
levels than this. The limiter is situated before the
springs and the design intention appears to be
only to remove the very troublesome peaks and
let the rest pass.
Aside from the illuminated power button, the
final control is the output mode select which will
76
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either leave the unit to operate as a straight two
channel unit or will reverse channels on the
output so that the dry output of channel 1 is
mixed with the reverb of channel 2, and vice
versa.
Each channel has four springs with excitation
times of 43, 37, 27 and 19 ms and an overall
decay time of 2.5 s. The unit is slightly better
than the average for its resistance to external
knocks and vibration although only average on
its 'ping' resistance to transients in the input
signal. It is however quiet in operation and the
reverb is very good for a spring unit in this price
range with the decay quality being very
respectable.
The RV-1 model is a mono unit with only a
single channel of reverb. The unit is standard
19 in rack mount but only 1 U high. The rear
panel has a single jack input and two outputs
with provision for a foot switch control. There is
also a -20 dB input jack socket on the front
panel. The front panel controls consist of an
effect bypass switch with LED followed by a
reverb send level control. There then follows an
EQ section acting upon the reverb signal. This
has parametric controls and offers a frequency
sweep of 100 Hz to 5 kHz, a gain of ±18 dB and
octave. This
an adjustable bandwidth of V3 to
offers plenty of scope for colouration of the
signal or correction of any minor nastier. There
then follows a reverse phase switch that reverses
the polarity of one of the mono paralleled
outputs and gives an excellent stereo effect-but
don't be fooled -sum the outputs in mono on
the console and suddenly all the glorious stereo
effect disappears and the signal is as dry as the
input -truly just a polarity change.
There then follows the heart of the RV-1 and
really the reason for this whole review. Unlike
the RV -2 where the limiter was before the spring
line, the RV-1 has its limiter after the spring and

/

so this then acts as a decay control. The `Rev
Limiter' control sets the limiter level and the
decay time is 2 % s in the minimum position and
5 s in the maximum position (with max reverb
send level). Now of course the limiter responds to
changes in signal level and what we have here in

effect is dynamic decay control. The effect of the
limiter set high is to exaggerate the dynamic of
the input signal and make the reverb sound larger
than life. A little care has to be taken to not let
the signal become too noisy with badly set input
levels and too long a decay time but the results
can be very effective. The actual reverb sound is
very different from the RV-2. Although the RV-1
has four springs, two are straight and two are
tapered. It is about averagely susceptible to
external knocks. Reverb is probably not quite of
the clean quality coming from the RV-2 but the
RV-1 is far more suited to adding reverb on
single instruments than the RV-2 and less prone
to 'pinging'. When mixing I always like to have
access to a spring reverb as it often seems the
type of echo most suited to guitar solos and any
non -percussive instrument that needs a lot of
depth, needing to go back into the stereo picture
beyond what can be normally achieved with
other mechanical devices and who can afford to
tie up a digital reverb on just one extreme effect
during a mix. I am a firm believer in having as
many reverb sources as possible at one's
fingertips when mixing so that you can separate
out instruments and place them all in the right
depth position in the stereo image particularly if
it was not possible to achieve the required sound
when recording. The RV-1 would make a useful
addition to such a collection of reverb devices. If
however you are looking at a unit such as this
your sole source of reverb, you would be far
better off with RV-2 with its less extreme effects
and more even performance.
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MIXING MASTERS?
Console Automation used to be considered a luxury. With
the introduction of the MasterMix system, automation
becomes not only accessible, it becomes so economical,
simple, efficient and accurate as to be essential.
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MasterMix can automate your existing console.
Interfaces are available for most automation -ready
consoles, and the MasterMix VCA fader package
permits a complete update of virtually any console.
MasterMix records the Mix data on floppy disc. The
traditional disadvantages of contemporary tape based
systems, which introduced cumulative errors on
repeated passes and were subject to dropouts, noise and
distortion interference are eliminated.
Only one track of standard SMPTE /EBU timecode is required
for synchronisation and a code generator is included as part
of the main computer unit. Automation of level and mute decisions
are stored independently and accurately to a single time code frame.

MasterMix is simple to use, and the increase in speed and quality of production
will ensure that the system rapidly justifies its installation.
MasterMix is the new standard for automation systems.

MASTER j\.1iX - the obvious choice

0

U.K.: AUDIO KINETICS (U.K.) LIMITED, Kinetic
Hertfordshire WD6 4PJ England. Tel. 01 -953 8118

Centre, Theobald Street, Borehamwood.
Telex 299951 (Kintek G)
U.S.A.: AUDIO KINETICS INC., Suite 209, 4721 Laurel Canyon Boulevard, North Hollywood,
California 91607, U.S.A. Tel. 980 5717 Telex 230 194 781
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AUSTRALIA: Ma a- Techtrotucs Ltd., Artarmon Tel 438 3377. AUSTRIA: Studer Revox Wien, Wien, Tel (0222) 47 33 09. CANADA Cers
Electro Acoustics Ltd., Toronto, Tel. 868 0528. DENMARK: S.L.T. Copenhagen, Tel. 34 1284. FINLAND: Studìotec Recording Equip. Espoc 60, Tel. 814133. FRANCE:
3M FRANCE, Pane, Tel. 6161. GERMANY: 3M GERMANY, Neuss, Tel. 2101141. ITALY: Audio International, Milan, Tel. 7384751. JAPAN: General Traders Ltd., Tokyo,
Tel. 291 2761. NETHERLANDS: Heynen BV, Gennep, Tel. 8851 1956. NORWAY: Siv. Ing. Benum, Oslo, Tel. 442255. SINGAPORE: Studer Revox Audio Pte Ltd.,
Singapore, Tel. 250 7222. SOUTH AFRICA: Eltron Ltd., Johannesburg, Tel. 29 3066. SPAIN: TELCO, Madrid, Tel. 231 7840. SWEDEN: Ercotron AB, Stockholm, Tel. 756
7385. SWITZERLAND: EMT, Wettingen, Tel. 26 05 50
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THE CD -425 is a very low cost digital delay
line with no modulation facilities -purely
delay. It is fairly unique though in having two
delays, both independently adjustable in delay
time.
The unit is standard 19 in rack mounting and
13/4 in high. All input and output sockets are
situated at the rear of the unit and the majority
of the controls are on the front panel. The top of
the case has an excellent block schematic
diagram of the circuitry and signal paths that I
found very helpful as the supplied literature does
not really amount to very much. The overall construction is lightweight although strong enough
while mounted in a rack. On the subject of construction, the internal layout has the electronics
on two separate boards with a strengthening strut
running front to back. Although the boards are
beautifully laid out, there are no component
identification details on the boards and the interboard wiring could be tidier.
The front panel controls contain very little
mystery and are all very clearly labelled in cream
lettering on a semi -matt black finish. The
controls begin logically at the left hand side with
the input level pot. This controls the level of
everything that will appear at the mixed or
delayed outputs although not the straight
through direct output. Next along are two
controls labelled high and low EQ. These
controls are graduated + and 5 although what
units if any these figures correspond to is not
quite clear. They are only operative on the
original delayed signal (not on the feedback

chain) and are quite useful for tweaking the delay
at some of the more extreme settings that we will
come to later. To the right of these EQ controls
lies a five LED level indicator. Calibrated from
15 to +2 (dB presumably) this displays the
level at the lowpass filter just prior to the A/D
converter so this includes the to-be- delayed
signal and any feedback signal but not the dry
signal component of the mixed output.
Heading right again there is the delay level
output that sets the delay level in the mixed
output and the delay only output. To the right of
this there are the delay select pushbuttons. The
CD -425 has two delays known as the main and
sub delays. There is really no difference between
these two delays except that there is a separate
sub delay level control on the rear panel. This is a
little bit inconvenient when the unit has been
rack mounted although there must have been a
real difficulty in finding a space for it on the
front panel. The delays are selected by pushbuttons with indicator LEDs and this means that for
some effects the delay can be immediately
switched in rather than having to turn up a level
control. A third button with LED selects the
feedback control. This control recycles the signal
from both delays at the relative levels at which
they appear after the delay section. The range on
the control is such that at the top end of the
control range it is possible to go into an ever increasing level spiral. I find this beneficial as
there are occasions where it can make very
interesting effects.
Just to the right of the feedback control is

another level LED meter, the same as the
previous meter. This displays the level at the
output of the delay section just before it passes to
the delay only out or is mixed with the dry signal
for the mixed output.
Both delays can be individually adjusted in
I ms steps from
ms to 1024 ms and as I
mentioned earlier, there are no differences
between the quality of the delays and nothing to
stop the sub -delay being longer than the main
1

delay. A 4- figure display registers the delay time
in milliseconds of the sub or main delay, whichever is selected by the switch to the right of the
display. When the unit is first turned on both
delays read 400 ms. There are three switches to
the right of the display which alter the delay time
of displayed delay. Holding down the `up' or
`down' buttons shifts the delay in ms steps in the
required direction. The centre button is labelled
`fast' and if this is held down as well as one of the
other two, time travel is much quicker.
There are three buttons remaining to the right
of the already mentioned controls. The hold
button is a latching pushbutton with LED that
continuously repeats the contents of the memory
until released. The output button and LED
indicator select either 0 dB or 20 dB output
levels. The final button is the power on /off
switch.
Rear panel sockets are from right to left,
standard jack socket input with switch for
dB operation; jack
selection of 0 dB or
socket outputs for delay only or mixed outputs;
three jack sockets for foot switch control of

20
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OUT OF THE BLACKNESS
AVAILABLE D4 THE
FOLLOWING COUNTRIES:-

-

Faster wiring no braiding to prepare
II High -visibility Colours
Tough, flexible P.V.C. jacket
* Conductive thermo- plastic shielded
e For: Microphones, Data Transmission, etc.

*

*

HOLLAND

*

WEST GERMANY

FRANCE
SOUTH AFRICA

JAPAN
AUSTRALIA
NEW ZEALAND
CANADA

J199J41S1;S
Available in 1 and 8 pairs, other configurations
to order
Conductive Thermo-plastic Shield
* Fast Preparation Time
e Fully colour coded
high visibility colours
* For: Studios, Audio, TV, Control etc.
*
*

0.19,1!,1Z
..117f11.1:-:>.:

-

..;.a

..

High flexibility
Capacitance
Musical Instrument Cable
* Conductive Thermo- plastic Shield
* High Speed Assembly
a Many bright colours
* Ibr: Guitars, keyboards,
effects, patching etc.

,r

* Low

-

0,19.»,.1J
Extra -low capacitance audio cable,

*

Phonoflex)
Conductive Thermo- plastic Shield
High -speed preparation
For Audio sends and returns, Hi -Fi,
effects rack feeds, etc.
(9 x

a
a
*

Extra -low capacitance audio cable
Conductive Thermo- plastic Shield
a High -speed preparation
a For: Audio, Hi -Fi, HiZ Mica, effects
racks patching etc.
*

*

Conductive Thermo -plastic shielded

multicore

Sends and returns separately shielded
(36 sends and 1 returns)
a For: P.A. Cable Systems ('Snakes')

*

2.41
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Aluminium foil- shielded mylar wrapped, melinex taped
* High -flexibilty soft PVC jacket
a Fully colour -coded jacket to determine number of pairs
a Available in many configurations 1,6,11,15,19,27,31 and
others on request.
a For Audio, Data, Control, Switching, Light control, P.A.,
Snakes, Installation etc.
*
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Connecronics

CONNECTRONICS LIMITED
20 Victoria Road
New Barnet Hertfordshire
EN4 9Pr England
Telephone 01.4493663
Telex 8955127 SGAL C

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
CONNECTRONICS CORPORATION
652 Glenbrook Road
Stamford CT 06906 U.S.A.
Telephone (2031324 2889
Telex 643678

reviews
hold, feedback and delay switching; direct
output; and VCO input for remote delay time
control. Apart from the previously mentioned
sub delay level control there is a two core
attached mains lead, an earthing post and a fuse
holder. This power cable arrangement should be
modified to a standard IEC socket or a correctly
colour coded three core mains lead (for the UK).
The CD -425 digital section is 14 -bit with a
16 kB memory. Up until a delay time of 400 ms
there is a delay bandwidth of 15 kHz ±3 dB; and
from 401 ms to 1024 ms it reduces to 7 kHz
±3 dB. Both ranges are available at the same
time, there being an automatic switch over when
the 400 ms 'barrier' is crossed with a slight
mechanical relay click being audible from within
the unit. In practice this means that the sound
quality on delays on single instruments under
400 ms is pretty good but of course it becomes
rather band limited over 400 ms. Aside from a
fairly severe top loss the sound quality is usable for
effects and can be helped by appropriate adjustment of the EQ section. It is obvious that at price
levels such as those of this unit, you cannot expect
performance of units costing far more.
The interesting side of the CD -425 though is its
effects capability. With sub delay level turned up
to maximum so that it was the same level and the
main delay, I set up a delay of about 35 ms on

echo of a Binson Echorec or WEM Copycat but
without the noise that those systems usually
generated to accompany the signal. There are
some settings where it is possible to have a thick
multiple repeat carpet going underneath and then
using a fairly short delay as well, have the same
musical figure heard quite clearly over the top of
it producing a beautiful thick sound. Sometimes,
if the relationship between the times becomes an
'uncomfortable' setting it can sound unpleasant.
I pinned this down to the relationship between
the two delays. If the longest delay was set at
1024 ms, the shorter delay should be kept away
from any multiple related delay eg 256 ms. Any
time closer than 10 ms to this figure sounded
unpleasant with multiple delay, with the odd
delay times sounding far worse-they got out of
time and became very discordant on sustaining
type sounds such as guitars.
On the tested unit there was a slight repeat
echo (one time) on all settings even without the
feedback control turned up or selected but this
didn't prove a problem at all as it was easily
masked by any other sound present.
As you may be able to tell, I had a lot of fun
with this unit and I'm a little reluctant to let it go
because of that echo capability. As with all units
that you delve into quite deeply, you end up
thinking 'Why didn't they do that as well ?' In the
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A -5020 Salzburg
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Benelux:
Trans European Music N.V.
Koeivijverstraat 105
1710 Dilbeek Belgium
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Canada:
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New Zealand:
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-t8 Ellice Road

the main delay and then raised the sub delay in
ms steps up from 10 ms. At about 20 ms the
delays are almost indistinguishable from each
other on non -percussive material and they act
together to produce a very natural sounding
short ambient echo. This effect gets even
stronger for the next few ms and then when they
are about 10 ms apart cancellations start
occurring. These cancellations can be used to
produce some interesting tone colours with each
ms distance between the delays sounding
different. If feedback is now added, this effect is
further enhanced as the delayed signals also
become progressively more filtered.
When using longer delays it is possible to
create the density of repeat echoes that are
normally associated with musical instrument
echo units.
This takes a little practice as the relationships
between the delays effect the type of achieved
echo as much as the overall delay time selected.
If one of the delays is beyoned the 400 ms point
the multiple repeats on the shorter delay will
mask the frequency response deficiencies and
you can end up with an echo repeat that doesn't
sound so far distant (no pun intended) from the
80
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case of the CD -425 it is the obvious point -why
didn't they bring the two delays out separately

instead of recombining them internally. Cost
may be the answer but the schematic diagram on
top of the case shows both main and sub delays
are separate paths after the memory each shown
as having their own D/A converter, low pass
filter and buffer before they are recombined at
the mixing point. Somewhere there must be an
answer. The possibilities with separate outputs
would be enormous particularly for mixdown
where it would be possible to locate items in the
stereo picture using Haas effect techniques rather
than level panning and with the low cost of these
units, more than one might not be outside the
reach of bigger studios -but I must stop
supposing. But give it some thought Cutec.
So this is a very low cost delay line with no
modulation section and a good value for money
performance and within those requirements can
be recommended for those looking for such a
unit. It can also be recommended to those users
who don't want a low cost delay line but are keen
to try a piece of equipment that is capable of
some quite unique effects at a price that is quite
acceptable.
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Phone: 444 -6085
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Box 2493, Solli, Oslo -2
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THE NEW OTARI MTR -90 SERIES

:thoiï

Series II Mastering Multichannel machines are the
logical result; microprocessor- controlled recorders
specifically designed to
easily interface with any
SMPTE -based video editing
system, machine controller

or synchronizer.

-
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-

hly recommendecl7

Hugh Ford, Studio Sound, November 1982

`:r

engineers who demand the
extra measure of technology and commitment. The

=:_

II

"The Otani MTR-90 Series II is a very well-built
machine with the tape transport having many of
the features of the premier recorders of European
manufacture ...°
"Both the remote control and autolocator are highly
practical with excellent layouts. Full and foolproof
interlocking is provided for all functions with clear
displays of the machine's status."
"This machine is to be thoroughly recommended,
particularly when comparing its price
with the competition."
We have refined the features and extended the per
formance and capabilities
of the new, second generation MM-90 by working
closely with recording and

film /video post- production

_

_

-r

The complete text of Hugh Ford's review, plus a
comprehensive technical brochure and price details
are available now. Further, should you desire your
own "hands-on" review on the MTR -90, ring us
directly at 0753 822381.
From our hands to yours, the new MTR -90 Series II
recorders are engineered like no other tape machine
in the world, with quality you can hear and feel -with
affordability that makes Otani the Technology You
Can Touch.
Otani electric (UK) Ltd., Herschel Industrial
Centre, 22 Church Street, Slough SL1 1PT,
Berkshire, Tel: 0753 822381
Telex: 849453 OTARI G
In Germany: Otani Electric,
Deutschland GmbH, Gielen
Strasse 9, 4040 Neuss 1 ER.
Germany, Tel: 02101 -274011
Telex: 41 8517691 OTEL D
Authorised Dealers:
ITA 1 Felgate Mews
Studland Street, London W6 9JT
Tel: 01 -748 9009
Telex: 21879

TURNKEY

Brent View Road,
London NW9 TEL
Tel: 01 -202 4366 Telex: 25769

0000

Technology You Can Touch

8, 16 & 24 channel versions available with
Remote Session Controller & Autolocator.
© 1983 Otani

Electric(LK) Ltd.

Otani Corporation, Belmont, California (415) 592 -8311 Telex: 910- 376 -4890. Otani Electric Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan (03) 333 -9631 Telex: OTRDENKI J26604.
Otani Singapore Pte., Ltd., 294 -5370 Telex: R5 36935. Otani Electric Deutschland GmbH, Neuss, F.R. Germany 02101- 274011 Telex: 41 8517691 OTEL D.
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Down at Dolby Labs
Richard Elen

Dolby Laboratories is certainly the best -known name
in noise reduction, but that is only one of the aspects
of audio quality which has been tackled by the
company. Presently the organisation is involved in
video and film sound as well as professional and
consumer applications of noise reduction, and their
latest development on the audio front, Dolby HX, has
nothing much to do with noise reduction at all!
applications. Decca Dolby's main concern has always been with improving
the system very quality in general. But before we look at these new
and finally responded areas, let's remember how it all started, with the
nine A301 units which history of the company.

Dolby Laboratories was founded, in
May 1965, with a staff of four, in
London SW6, and immediately
began to produce prototype noise
reduction systems, moving to larger
premises in September. The following month they demonstrated a
prototype noise reduction system to
Decca for professional music

recording

evaluated

thoroughly,
by ordering
were delivered in April 1966. At that
time, these well -known and well loved units sold at £700 each. By the
end of the year, Dolby recordings
had been released -by Decca-the
first album being Mahler's 2nd
Symphony, catalogue number SET
3256. Dolby NR systems were also
introduced to the USA and sold to
major record companies -CBS,
RCA, MCA, Vanguard, and a
number of independent studios. The
system began to take off and a
number of articles appeared in the
audio and music press.
It was a natural step to liaise with
the hi -fi industry on possible
applications of the Dolby system for
domestic uses, and work with KLH
in Cambridge, Massachusetts,
resulted in a simplified Dolby
system -to become known as Dolby
B -and a distinction was made
between A and B -type systems.
By October 1967, further A -type
production facilities had been
introduced in London SW8, and the
following month a New York import
and distribution operation had been
set up. During the following
months, work was done on the
consumer system, culminating in the
introduction of the first B -typeequipped machine by KLH. It was
the Model 40 reel -to -reel machine,
which ran at 33/4 and 7' in /s. This
was the first tape deck licence
agreement, exclusive until 1970.
By the end of 1968 it was
necessary to move to newer, bigger
London premises, and this move
prompted a flood of new orders into
the premises at 346 Clapham Road,
London SW9 -where they still are
today. Better facilities led to more
efficient production techniques,
enabling a reduction in the price of
noise reduction, and the price of the
A301 dropped to £560.
82

Mixing soundtrack for Apocalypse Now

Dolby was rapidly accepted in
studios as they progressed to multitrack techniques, and by the end of
1969 the majority of London studios
had multitrack recorders equipped
with Dolby -A on every track.
Dolby also continued work during
this period on the Dolby cassette
recorder, resulting in the demonstration of a B- type- equipped cassette
machine at the AES Convention in
New York, October 1969. Advent
produced an add -on B -type unit in
February 1970, and several cornpanies had released cassette recorders with Dolby -B by the middle of
that year.
Dolby began to take an interest in
other fields, examining noise
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problems on 35 mm optical film
soundtrack formats, but a major
development at the time was the
introduction of the 360 Series as a
replacement for the 301, which made
more
installations
multitrack
practical in terms of physical size.
These units are, of course, still in
production, although they are today
used primarily for stereo applications, two subsequent series of
units for multitrack having been
introduced. Also, in June 1970, the
first professional B -type system was
introduced for tape- duplication
applications, and a great deal of
work was carried out with Ampex
and Decca on the application of NR
systems to this purpose. Later in the

year, Revox joined the 'Dolby-B
club', becoming a licensee. By the
end of the year Dolby was in a
position to experiment with filmsound NR techniques, using excerpts
of the film Jane Eyre.
A major advance on the consumer
front was a deal with Signetics in
mid -1971 to produce B -type ICs, but
Dolby was already looking at a new
field -FM radio noise reduction.
Experiments took place with a
B -type encoder, the Model 320. It
was rapidly discovered that Dolby
NR gave excellent results; in some
cases the effective service area of a
station was increased by up to 50 %.
Back on the film front, the first
commercial release of a movie which
used Dolby NR in the sound
production stages came at the end of
1971, with the release of Kubrick's A
Clockwork Orange, now sadly
withdrawn. Noise reduction was
used on all the pre -mixes and
masters, although it was released
with a conventional optical soundtrack. But by February 1972, the
Model 364 A -type unit was
introduced to handle optical
soundtracks. It was distributed
through Rank Film Equipment.
Kodak later in the year began
experiments with a 16 mm film
format with stereo sound and
Dolby, but by that time New York
radio station WQXR had already
begun full -time Dolby -B transmissions: Dolby's activities were expanding on many fronts, in all the
areas to which they thought their
noise reduction system would offer
quality advantages.
Back in the professional recording
world, a major development was
announced at the September 1972
New York AES, in the shape of the
M Series multitrack noise reduction
system. Using the A -type system, of
course, this unit featured a rackmounting frame about the same size
as the old A301 units had been, but
holding up to 16 cat 22 noise
reduction cards and switching
modules in the same space.
The year 1973 began with the
shipping of Signetics NE545 Dolby
chips to licensees, and was followed
by an agreement with Philips later in
the year to use the system in their
audio gear. Dolby FM broadcasting
84
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The AD145
Pico mixer
for people who
are going places
The new AD145 is mixingbusiness with pleasure
and sport and current affairs and news ec.etc.

Audio
DEVELOPMENTS
SOUNDS PERFECT EVERY TIME

For personal attention contact Antony Levesley on Brownhills (0543)37 53 31 or write to
Audio Developments Ltd., Hall La., Walsall Wood, Walsall, West Mid. 11V39 9AU
Telex No. Audev G 338224
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Down at Dolby Labs
proposals were published in the AES
Journal in June of that year, and
this system, utilising 25 µs pre emphasis, was demonstrated to the
FCC the following February. In
September 1973, the E2 equaliser
was introduced for cinema applications to complement the introduction of noise reduction in theatres.
The first Dolby- encoded movie (in
mono) was Callan, which was shown
at the Cannes Festival in May 1974,
and in July that year EMI was
commissioned to build a 35 mm
stereo optical recorder by Dolby
Laboratories. June 1974 saw the
acceptance of Dolby FM proposals
by the FCC, and the 334 FM
broadcast unit was introduced in
October, along with the 330 B -type
encoder for pre- recorded tapes.
November saw the demonstration of
the Dolby 35 mm variable -area
optical system at the SMPTE Convention in Toronto; this was
followed in February 1975 by the
release of the CP100 Cinema
Processor for Dolby Stereo optical
and magnetic soundtracks. The first
unit was sold the following month
for the London premiere of Tommy;
Ken Russell's Lisztomania was the
first feature film -released that
September-to have a Dolby Stereo
optical soundtrack for general
release. By August there were 100
US radio stations using Dolby FM,
and this was followed in October by
the approval of Dolby FM by the
Canadian Department of Communications.
A major development came in
January 1976 with the closing of the
New York office and a move to new
headquarters in San Francisco, only
a few months in advance of the 10th
anniversary of the sale of those first
San
units to Decca records.
Francisco took over head office
administration, R&D, new market
development, licensing and US sales,
while the UK factory and offices
continued to handle manufacturing
and international sales. Permanent
applications engineers were established in New York and Hollywood.
A second 35 mm optical recorder
was commissioned by RCA and
Dolby Labs, this time in Hollywood.
At the end of 1976 the CP50, a low cost Optical Sound Processor for
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Dolby Stereo was introduced.
An important year for Dolby on
the film sound front was 1977, with
the opening of Star Wars in 46
Dolby Stereo -equipped theatres in
the USA. Eleven other Dolby Stereo
movies were released that year,
bringing the total to 30. Also in
1977, the Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation was set up to be
responsible for all Dolby licensing
activities.
The following year saw the release
of Superman, the 50th Dolby movie.
It opened in over 200 theatres simultaneously. The film was also used
for the first experiments with 70 mm
stereo /surround, a subject we have
covered elsewhere in Studio Sound.
Apart from the introduction of
Dolby -B-equipped VHS recorders
and car cassette machines, 1979 saw
the first 70 mm Dolby movie
Apocalypse Now -released. This
was to become the third Dolby
Stereo release in a row to win an

-

Academy Award for 'best sound'.
But Dolby was once again looking to
other areas, and 1979 also saw the
introduction of the HX 'Headroom
Extension' system, which was not a
noise reduction system as such at
all... but more of that later. Also
introduced was the first NR unit for
video, the cat 155, which was
designed for inclusion in 1 in Type C
VTRs, in April 1980. Also in that
year the CP200 cinema system was
introduced, including Optical Bass
Extension and format programming
for larger theatres. Autumn saw the
introduction of the domestic C -type
system. The following year the first

364 cinema noise reduction unit and (below) E2 cinema equaliser

chips offering B- and C -type were
released. It was the most complex
linear IC ever developed, with over
750 equivalent components. 1981
also saw the SP Series on the market

for multitrack applications.

Dolby HX -a new
departure
recent
most
of
the
developments from Dolby is HX
Professional, a development of the
original HX system which was introduced in June 1979. Although the

One

original circuitry came out of the
inbuilt frequency- sensing capability
of the Dolby-B system, HX itself has
nothing, strictly, to do with noise
reduction. Instead, it concerns itself
with the bias level present during a
recording. It is a fact that the
presence of a signal affects the
effective bias for the recording,
although low frequencies have little
effect compared with what occurs at
the top end. Thus, if there is a large
HF content in the signal being
recorded,
that high frequency
information will contribute to th..
phenomenon known as
bias level
'self- biasing'. Dolby HX took the
fact that the Dolby -B processor acts
at HF to extract a signal related to
the top-end content to drive the
noise reduction system. With this
voltage being
frequency- related
present, it was moderately straightforward to use it to control the bias
itself in an effort to keep the true
bias level constant at the optimum
throughout a recording, and also, in
the original Dolby implementation

-a

of the technique, it could be used to
help to get the maximum possible
amount of HF accuracy on tape.
But while Dolby were working on
HX, Bang & Olufsen were experimenting with a similar technique,
but one whose primary application
was in maintaining a constant and
correct level of bias. Dolby became
involved in the finalisation of the
system, which became known as HX
Pro. The original idea sprang from
the mind of J Selmer Jensen of
B &O, and his work is explained in
detail in his AES paper presented at
the November 1981 New York Convention.
Dolby HX and HX Pro are similar
in that both modify the amplitude of
the bias oscillator signal, but the
method as well as the application is
different. Fig 1 shows the basic
principles of HX Pro. Unlike
standard HX, which measures the
audio signal and calculates the
required bias, HX Pro measures the
sum of the audio signal, pre emphasis, and the bias, at the tape
head. The signal to the record head
: simultaneously sent to a processor
which is simply an accurate passive
filter. The filter- modified signal is
rectified, the resulting control
voltage being an accurate representation of the total biasing effect of
the signal and the static bias level.
The filter's characteristics are dependent only on the record head and its
related record circuitry.
Measuring the signal at the record
head has the advantage that it
always represents the actual flux

Dolby Model 372 portable 2- channel

86*

A -type

noise reduction unit
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The 8X32 Digital Reverberation
Unit from Ursa Major.
Already recognised by many leading studio and
broadcast organisations as one of the most comprehensive
and most natural sounding digital reverberation devices
n the market today.

Specifications and Features:
Four programmes: Plate I Plate II Hall and Space.
Separate control of up to 96ms for both early reflections
and initial delay times.
Early reflections and initial delay levels variable: 8 steps.
Reverb time ranging from 0.2 -19.9 seconds depending
on programme selected.

*
*
*
*

r/UT

U.K.

* L.F. and H.F. decay: 3 values of L.F. decay -4 values of H.F. decay.
* 64 non -volatile storage registers.
* Microprocessor -based control and display of all programmable
reverberation parameters.
* Optional versions available with remote control.
* Size 3.5" high 19" rack mount 10" deep.

Distributors

Feldon Audio Ltd.
126

Great Portland Street. London W1N 5PH Tel:

01 -580

4314. Telex:

London 28668.

To give you more control,
we gave it more controls.
PSIONiCS - N.G.4. QUAD NOISE GATE

DEPTH

The N.G. 4. Quad Noise Gate is one of the most
versatile noise gates around. Anywhere.
To take a closer look at one, just contact
Kelsey Acoustics, or any of the international
distributors listed below.
Australia: Audio Mix Systems (Intl Pty Ltd, 5th Floor,
Haymarket, Sydney, NSW 2000. Tel:10212646816

21

Pier Street,

Finland: Studiosec K.Y., Sininarchentie 5, SF - 02600 Espoo 60 Tel: 80 514133
Norway: Lyd Rommel, St Olaysgate 27. Oslo 1. Tel: 2114085

Italy: Audio Equipment S.R.L., Via C. Rota 37. 20052 Monza Mi. MI: 836 767

^

....OE

.

France: Studio 38 Equipment. 6 bis, Ave Charles de Gaulle, 78800 Houilles.
Tel: 9686612

Japan: Otaritec Corporation, 4 -29-18 Minami Ogikubo,
Suginand -ku, Tokyo 167. MI: (03) 333 -3891
Sweden: Intersonic A.B., P.O. Box 42133, S-12612 Stockholm. Tel: 08 7445850

Switzerland: Audio Systems Pas A.G.. Munchensteinerstrasse 270.
4053 Basel Tel: 061 504151

West Germany: Thum Si Mahr Audio G.M.B.H., Langenfelder Strasse 150,
D-5090 Leverkusen. Tel: 2173 41003

Kelsey Acoustics Ltd, 28 Powis Terrace,
London W11 1JH. Tel: 01 -727 1046/01-727 0780
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Down at Dolby Labs
level across the head -gap, including
any processing that may have
occurred (eg Dolby -B and pre -

emphasis) along the way, and it
takes into account the static bias
level from the oscillator set for the
tape being used.
The control voltage is compared
to a reference voltage which can be
adjusted for the static bias required
by the tape in use, and a `correction'
voltage is generated. This is fed to a
VCA which is thus adjusted to alter
the bias signal from the oscillator to
the tape to maintain a constant
active bias for the signal being
recorded. Obviously, the effective
result is that the bias oscillator level
is adjusted so that a lower level of
static bias is produced in the
presence of a higher level of HF
content in the signal. As the
optimum bias is maintained as
closely as possible at all times, the
result is that better HF headroom is
achieved before tape saturation or
other forms of overload take place.
As there may well be differences
in HF level (and thus self-biasing
and 'mutual biasing') between the
two channels of a stereo signal, the
two channels of HX Pro operate
separately so as to achieve optimum
bias on both channels independent-

VPR-2 and the 221E for the Sony
about this system in a future issue.
Another important front for BVH 1000 /1100, plus the 234 for the
Dolby's noise reduction activities is Sony BVH 2000. All three of these
the video field, which has assumed a modules directly replace audio cards
greater importance as time has gone in the recorders, handling both the
by. It has been suggested that one of original functions of the card and
Ray Dolby's original intentions was the noise reduction. These are only a
to produce a system for reducing few of the VTRs which can currently
video noise levels, but this idea has be fitted with Dolby cards for better
not yet seen the light of day, no audio quality.
On the film front once again,
doubt because of the increasing use
of digital techniques in the video there has been a great deal of interest
field -it may no longer be so generated by the consumer -oriented
necessary. On the video sound front, decoders available in the USA to
however, Dolby have put a good decode surround information on
deal of work into NR systems for home videotapes where the original
video cameras and recording utilised the Dolby surround system.
systems. Based around the cat 55 This topic, and sources for the
A -type NR module, there are now decoders, were discussed in our
several cards for common VTRs, overview of surround -sound pubincluding the 226 for the Ampex lished in the February issue.
Audio noise reduction system A301

ly.

Other new developments
Another field that has been
occupying Dolby engineers in San
Francisco for the last few years (so
much so that they have not yet had
the time to write an article on the
subject for us!) is that of digital
audio. As with much of Dolby's
work, they have chosen a different
approach to the 'conventional'
linear PCM system used for
recording purposes. They have
experimented with the idea of Delta
Modulation -the same concept as
that on which the dbx 700 Series
digital audio processor is based, a
subject which was covered in depth
in the February 1983 issue of Studio
Sound. They have however taken
this different approach to the application of the DM technique -quite
simply because they are looking at
the satellite communication market
(amongst others) rather than the professional recording field. Satellite
audio transmission and reception
has a number of widely differing
criteria and limitations to the studio
environment, and this has necessitated a different way of utilising Delta
Modulation for optimum results.
Consequently it seems that the two
systems will not be in competition
with each other -at least, not
immediately

or

directly.

K

J

Gundry, D P Robinson and C C
Todd of Dolby Labs presented a
paper containing the principles of
the system in their AES paper
(preprint number 1956) at the 73rd
Convention held in March 1983 at
Eindhoven. We also hope to be
publishing an article specifically
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CP100 cinema processor

Dolby Laboratories will be 20
years old next year, 20 years which
have seen dramatic improvements in
the quality of recorded sound.
Dolby have had a great deal to do

with those improvements, despite a
few confusions which have arisen
from time to time, for example the
original suggestions on Dolby level
versus recorded level, which were
out. In today's
soon sorted
entertainment fields, where high
quality audio is more than ever
necessary, video people have
discovered that good sound really is
important, and digital techniques
have greater application almost
every day, Dolby quite obviously
have an important part to play both
today and in the future of top
quality audio.

.....tried,

trusted, TRIDENT

/

For the committed professional there is one word that represents
the highest standards in studio hardware - Trident.
The Series 70 /Series 80B consoles and TSR machine are production
engineered to the quality you associate with Trident, Off the shelf or
customized you've never been able to buy a Trident for less.
Using the TSR multitrack machine as the foundation of the
system, Trident packages cover advanced recording for the
producer's studio up to full industry standard.
The range consists of TSR 16 and 24 trac machines, supplied
with remote controls and full auto locator at a price that foreign
imports can't match.

TRIDENT

The Series 80B is a 32 input, 24 group /monitor console, and the
Series 70 is a 28 input, 16 group 24 monitor console. Both desks are
fitted with a fully professional patchbay, 4 echo returns with EQ,
and have the facility to use the monitor section as further inputs on

remix.
Your limit isn't 32 inputs, Trident's engineers will design you an
individual 56 input console at a price which will impress your bank

manager.
So don't mince words - say Trident.

Trident Audio Developments Ltd.
Shepperton Studio Centre Shepperton Middx. TW17 OQD, U.K.
Tel: Chertsey (09328) 60241. Telex: 88139282 (TRIMIX G)
Trident (U.S.A.) Inc. 652 Glenbrook Road, Stamford
Connecticut U.S.A. Tel: 203-357 8337

TRIDENT

review/
UREI 1176LN peak

limiter

Hugh Ford

Hugh Ford reviewed the UREI 1178 limiter, a stereo version of the 1176, in Studio Sound March 1981. Although
the review was fairly complimentary, a number of points were made with regard to improving performance and
the manufacturer stated that modifications would be made to future models. As the 1176 is still a popular unit,
we decided to look at a current model of this limiter.
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION
Input: balanced bridging, differential amplifier.
Input impedance: 20 k52, used as balanced input;
10 k12, used as unbalanced (single-ended) input.
Maximum input level: +20 dB maximum (ref 0.775
V RMS).

Maximum gain: 45 dB, +1 dB.
Frequency response: ±1 dB, 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
Output: floating, transformer isolated.
Output load: 150 S2 or greater.
Maximum output level: +24 dBm into 600 S2 load

(12.28V).

Distortion: less than 0.5% total harmonic
distortion, 50 Hz to 15 kHz with limiting, at 1.1 s
release setting (as with all limiting devices, distortion of low frequency peaks increases with faster
release time).
Signal to noise ratio: greater than 81 dB at
threshold of limiting, 30 Hz to 15 kHz.
Attack time: less than 201.1s for 100% recovery,
adjustable to 800µs with front panel control.
Release time: 50 ms minimum, 1.1 s maximum (for
63% recovery). Adjustable with front panel
control.
Threshold vs output level:
Compression
Input level at
Relative
ratio
minimum limiting
output at
setting
threshold ±2 dB
threshold*
20:1
12:1
8:1
4:1

-24 dB
-25 dB
-26 dB
-30 dB

+10dBm
+ 9dBm
+ 8dBm
+ 7dBm

with output gain control set to provide
of approximately 10 dB.

a reserve

Power requirements: 100 to 125 V AC, or 200 to
250 V AC, 50/60 Hz, switch selectable, less than
10 W.

Environment: operating, 0 °C to + 50°C; storage,
-20°C to + 60°C.
Input and output level: continuously adjustable.
Attack time: continuously adjustable, 201as to
800µs (fastest attack is in the maximum clockwise (CW) position).
Limiting ONIOFF: this switch is coupled with the
attack time control. In the full counterclockwise
position (CCW) the limiting function is disabled.
Release: continuously adjustable from 50 ms to
1.1 s (fastest release is obtained in the maximum
CW position).
Compression ratio: switch selectable with four

interlocking pushbuttons.
Meter function: three interlocked pushbuttons
switch the limiter on and switch the meter to read
either the amount of gain reduction or the output
signal level referenced to +4 dBm or +8 dBm.
The fourth pushbutton switches the AC power off.
Gain reduction '0' adjust: screwdriver adjustment
accessible through a hole in the front panel
(between the input and output level controls).
Power switch: any of the meter function buttons
switch the 1176LN on. The device is switched off
by depressing the red power switch button.
Connections: rear chassis barrier strip for input
and output; power through 3 wire IEC -style connector.
Stereo interconnection: phono jack at rear of
chassis; requires 1176SA stereo adapter to couple
two limiters.
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Dimensions: 483 x 89 mm rack panel, depth
behind panel 203 mm (19 x 31/2 x 8 in).
Finish: panel is 3.18 mm (' /e in) brushed clear
anodised aluminium in two shades, chassis is
cadmium plated steel.
Weight: 5 kg (11 lb).
Shipping weight: 6.6 kg (14.5 lb).
Accessories: model 1176SA stereo adapter, model
301XLR/QG adapter for signal input and output,
model SC -2 security cover.
Manufacturer: United Recording Electronics
Industries, 8460 San Fernando Road, Sun Valley,

interlocking pushbutton switches. One set allows
the compression ratio to be selected from 4:1,
8:1, 12:1 or 20:1 with the second set of switches
allowing 0 VU to be set to +4 dBm or +8 dBm,
indicating gain reduction on the VU meter and
switching the power off.
At the rear the audio input and output are on a
barrier strip with a single ground connection. A
special optional adaptor is available to convert
the unit for XLR connectors. A phono socket
provides a gain control output for linking units
in stereo via an adaptor with the mains input
being an IEC connector with the 115/230 V
selector and imperial size fuse nearby.
Within the unit all parts except the power
transformer and the front and rear panel features
are on a single good quality printed circuit board
with clear component identifications. The
integrated circuits are socketed as are some
transistors, the instruction manual including
good servicing information in addition to circuits
and operational information.

CA 91352, USA.
UK: FWO Bauch Limited, 49 Theobald Street,
Boreham Wood, Herts. WD6 4RZ.

THE UREI model 1176LN is a single -channel
peak limiter particularly intended for disc
cutting and broadcast applications but equally at
home in the studio. Accessories allow the limiters
to be ganged for stereo operation. Designed for
19 in rack mounting the brushed aluminium
front panel is equipped with suitable holes, the
limiter being two rack units in height. Only
straightforward functions are provided, resulting
in an uncluttered front panel to the left of which
large knobs with somewhat arbitarily calibrated
dials function as input and output gain controls.
There follow two further potentiometers
which control the attack and release times over a
wide range, the former potentiometer having a
switch which turns the limiter off in the fully
anticlockwise position.
To the right of the panel either side of an
illuminated VU meter are vertical rows of four

Inputs and outputs

The electronically balanced audio input had an
impedance of 20 k12 when operating balanced or
10 kfl single ended, both constant with control
settings. Input clipping occurred at +22 dBm
input irrespective of the input gain setting with
the common mode rejection as shown in Fig 1.
Maximum gain to the floating transformer
coupled output was 46.5 dB with the output
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The surprise is in the price.
The New Orban Model 412A Compressor /Limiter
The new 412A Compressor /Limiter is Orban's entry
into the general -purpose level control sweepdesigned to make you, the audio prostakes

-it's

fessional, the winner! Available in mono (412A)
and stereo (414A) versions, it's loaded with
features that most other low-cost units don't
offer -but the real proof is in the listening. We
invite you to compare its natural, transparent
sound to any other compressor /limiter you might
know or use. After you do, we feel confident you'll
make it your essential AGC. Contact your Orban
dealer for a demonstration, and find out how
affordable Orban -quality processing can be!

Performance Highlights
Streamlined, straightforward front panel offers
the most -demanded user controls, including
ATTACK TIME, RELEASE TIME, RATIO, and
THRESHOLD. These wide range controls permit
extremely natural sound or special effects.

Exclusive Orban feedback control circuitry
(adapted from our popular 424A Gated Compressor /Limiter/De- Esser) achieves remarkably
transparent sound.
User controls interact intelligently to simplify
and speed setup, and to prevent errors.
Peak limiting and compressor functions are
crosscoupled to eliminate potential pumping
and modulation effects.
THRESHOLD control with 20dB range allows
user to determine the level at which gain reduction first occurs, without changing below- threshold gain. Ideal for sound reinforcement applications.
Proprietary circuitry achieves optimum
headroom and signal -to -noise regardless of
THRESHOLD control setting.
Belgium
Finland
France
Germany

Trans European Music (Bruxelles)

Studiotec (Espoo)

3M France SA, Mincom Div (Paris)
Estemac (Hamburg)

Germany
Greece
Holland
Italy

Front -panel OUTPUT ATTENUATOR control with
OUTPUT CLIP LED to indicate line amplifier
clipping.
Illuminated, true peak- reading GAIN REDUCTION meter is more accurate and readable than
LED displays.
GAIN REDUCTION OVERLOAD lamp warns of
control circuit overload due to a demand for
G/R which exceeds the range of the VCA.
Hard -wired system bypass switch for fail -safe
protection.
Side -chain externally accessible for special
effects such as frequency -selective limiting.
Active-balanced, floating input and output interfaces easily to any system, balanced or
unbalanced.
Proprietary Class-A Orban VCA features very
low distortion and noise.
Stereo 414A has STEREO COUPLING switch to
permit either stereo or dual -mono operation; an
unlimited number of units can be wire -coupled
to track ±0.5dB.
All -metal chassis with RFI suppression on
input, output, and AC leads.

Scenic Sounds Equipment Limited
97-99 Dean Street, London W1V 5RA.
Telephone: 01 -734 2812/3/4/5
Telex: 27 039 Scenic G

Hausman Electronic (Berlin)
Audiolab Hellas (Athens)
Cadac Holland (Hilversum)
Audio Products International (Milano)

Norway

LydRommet (Oslo)
Mike Llewellyn -Jones (Madrid)
Tal & Ton (Gothenburg)
Switzerland Audio Bauer (Zurich)
Spain
Sweden
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a bit old fashioned!
ng the output voltage was
+24 dBm loaded into 60012 or +24.5 dB.7V
into a high impedance with the maximum output
when limiting being +20 dBm -these being fully
variable by means of the output level control.

FIG

2

UREI 1176 LN

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

GAIN REDUCTION OFF

Frequency response
Fig 2 shows the overall frequency response with
the gain reduction switched out and with 10 dB
gain reduction in action. In both cases the response is adequately flat within the audio
frequency band. The increase in high frequency
response when limiting is not thought sit-1üPi'CM,
no RFI problems being noted.
Noise
With the onset of limiting set to 0 dBm output
the noise in the output was measured with 0 dB
and 10 dB gain reduction and the results are
shown in Table 1. These results imply that little
noise breathing is possible under any conditions
and no other unwanted noise was found in the
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UREI 1176 LN

output.

HARMONIC DISTORTION

Distortion
Both individual harmonic distortion and inter modulation distortion to the CCIF twin tone
method were measured at unity gain at
+ 10 dBm output with no compression in action.
The harmonic distortion shown in Fig 3 was
quite good and fell at lower levels as did the
intermodulation distortion shown in Fig 4. The
third order component (F2 + (F2 FI)) and its
lower frequency counterpart were however on
the high side.
Under gain reduction conditions with the unit
set for + 10 dBm output and 10 dB gain reduction at maximum release and attack times the
harmonic distortion shown in Fig 5 varied very
little if the gain reduction, compression ratio or
input /output levels were altered.
The CCIF twin tone intermodulation
distortion shown in Fig 6 exhibited similar
characteristics. It should however be noted that
the higher frequencies in Fig 6 are not realistic
conditions because above 20 kHz the amount of
compression reduced with a consequent
significant increase in output level.
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Compression conditions
The static input /output characteristics under
compression conditions for the four different
ratios are shown in Fig 7 to follow the specified
ratios with a fairly slow entrance into
compression conditions.
The attack and release times appeared to be
independent of the compression ratio or the
amount of compression with the shortest attack
time for completing full compression being less
than 2 1.4s which is fine for protecting broadcast
transmitters. The mid point control setting was
ms with the maximum attack time being 2 ms
which is perhaps on the short side for some
applications. Release times ranged from 175 ms
to 4 s with a mid control time of 2.5 s
sensible
range here. Both the attack and the release were
exponential with no unpleasant results provided
sensible control settings were used.
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STEREO MICROPHONE AMPLIFIER

1

ICROPHONE AMPLIFIER

`50 or 200 Ohm balanced microphones to balanced lines

-a

Other matters
Whilst the VU meter had the correct rectifier
characteristic the rise time was too slow with the
indicator showing 0.5 dB on a 300 ms tone burst which sould overshoot the 0 VU mark.
Also the fall time was a little slow needing
500 ms to fall from 0 VU to rest.
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*Variety of low frequency characteristics for improving
the clarity of recordings

inputs filtered against radio interference
`Complete boxed unit or double mumetal screened
amplifier module alone

t,eerRCxaca eRRNLeicK sw:v,Nti

SURREY ELECTRONICS LTD, The

Forge, Lucks Green, Cranleigh, Surrey GU6 7BG

Tel. 0483 275997

audio
-technics
reasons
7
10

2
Acoustic
foam filter.

1

Three -layer
Precision
why you can't buy machined
body protective
grill.
of
materials
a better vocal
selected for
balance,
microphone! perfect
shaped for

3

-

comfort.
Aluminium

There's one other reason why
you'll put the ATM41 first in vocal
microphones. Listen. Our sound
blows them all away! Try it today
at your Audio -Technica sound
specialist.

High -output
moving coil

dynamic
cardioid capsule

Ar

Zinc Alloy.

4

4040",a,

8

Felt dust cover.

Acoustic phasing
chambers.

9

10

Grille screens soldered (not glued).

Armourized anti chip finish.

6

---

Two shock mounts.

connector
connects directly
to element.
3 -pin

FOR

FREE

LITERATURE, COMPLETE THE COUPON AND SEND WITH A STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE.

Name.

Address:

MODEL FEATURED:
ATM41 £75 RRP inc.VAT

U.K.

Trade Distributors

- --=I

John Hornby Skewes & Co. Ltd.

Salem House. Garforth. Leeds 1S25 1PX. England.

M

=11 =MI

MIMI

FOR PROFESSIONAL SOUND SYSTEMS

-TURNER-

STEREO POWER AMPLIFIERS

Model B302 Studio Price
Model B502 Studio Price

-

£297.50
£467.50

Turner Electronic Ind. Ltd.

Studio Effects Hire
01-708 0483

PO Box 49, Etchingham, E. Sussex TN19 7NZ

0435 882581

i

Audio Services

-

06632 4244

UK Distributors:
Michael Stevens

Et

Partners

-

01

-464 4157

PHASE
THE

MqSIC
AN EXCITING BRITISH INNOVATION

24 Hour Service

by

FOR THE WORLD OF RECORDING!

for further details telephone Milton Keynes (0908177710
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review/
Summary
This is a very well made unit with comprehensive
operating and service information. Providing
basic compression /limiting functions only the
TABLE

1

unit is easy to operate with the minimum of
clearly identified controls. Intended mainly for
broadcast and disc cutting this UREI unit fits the
bill.

Measurement method

0 dB GR

10 dB GR

-78.7dBm

22 Hz to 22 kHz RMS
A- weighted RMS

-83.0dBm
-88.3dBm
-78.0dBm
-74.0dBm
-86.0dBm

- 81.6 dBm
-73.0dBm
-69.5dBm
-80.0dBm

CCIR- weighted RMS
CCIR- weighted quasi peak
CCIR- weighted ARM ref 2 kHz
FIG 5
HARMONIC DISTORTION WITH
GAIN REDUCTION SET
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Klotz.
The best
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CCIF TWIN TONE IM DISTORTION
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2.5mm2 CO-AXIAL SPEAKER CABLE
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MULTIPAIR CABLE 8 -32 PAIRS

FIG 7
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The superbly engineered range of Klotz

INPUT/ OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS

121

E1

cables, are now available in England.
These cables combine excellent
electrical performance with remarkable
toughness, flexibility and ease of

,

20+1

preparation.
When quality and reliability are
essential specify Klotz.

4'1

For details and specification sheet call:
ÏOUTPUT

01 -388

5392

SOLE IMPORTERS AND MAIN DISTRIBUTORS
I

20d8

INPUT
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Cit
Cable

Technology
72 -74 Eversholt Street, London NW1

1

BY

KLOTZ CABLE DEALERS
Kelsey Accoustics: 01- 7271046 Turnkey: 01- 202 4366
Don Larking Audio: 0582 450066

CLASSIFIEDS

Advertisements for this section must be pre -paid. The rate is 43p per word, minimum £10.75. Box Nos. £2.50 extra. Semi -display rates on
The
application. Copy and remittance for advertisements in MAY issue must reach these offices by 14th MARCH addressed to:
Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA. Cheques made payable to Link House Publications
(Croydon) Ltd. Note: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the
Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No. indicates its locality. SEX DISCRIMINATION ACT 1975: No job
advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to discriminate on grounds of sex (e.g. by inviting
applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted, unless (T) the job is for the purpose of a private householder or (2) it is in a
business employing less than six persons or (3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act. A statement must be
made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.
The attention of advertisers is drawn to The Business Advertisements (Disclosure) Order 1977", which requires that, from 1st January
1978, all advertisements by persons who seek to sell goods in the course of business must make that fact clear. From the above date,
consumers therefore should know whether an advertisement relates to a sale by a trader or a private seller.

THE COMPLETE SERVICE
THE COMPLETE SERVICE. Disc cutting
(masters and demos), pressings, sleeves,
cassettes, labels. Fixed and mobile recording
studios. Free brochure. TAM STUDIO,
13a Hamilton Way, London N3. Tel. 01- 3460033
(F)

VIDEO DUBBING AND TIME code equipment
specified and installed. Recordists dubbing
mixers and video engineers available. Video
Techno Co. Ring Chris 0628 28202, 01 -263
(C)

2410.

includes:

GATEWAY CASSETTE COPYING
Real time cassette copying direct from '''A" or cassette
master tape. All work carried out on Nakamichi machines

to the highest standard.

GATEWAY STUDIO

BLANK CASSETTES IC I - C100 incl. Chrome )
HIGH - SPEED LOOP- BIN CASSETTE COPYING
OPEN - REEL COPYING
INLAY CARDS
CASSETTE LABELS &
TAPE
SPOOLS &
BOXES
EMPTY TAPE
TAPE
LEADER
TAPE &
SPLICING
MAGNETIC
TAPE
AMPEX

and is available from -

MEDIATAPE LIMITED
The Courtyard, 152-154 Ewell Road,
Surbiton, Surrey KT6 6HE England

01399
2476 7

1A SALCOTT ROAD, LONDON SW11 6130
TELEPHONE: 01 -223 8901

YOU NEED

IT...

WE HAVE IT!

Precision -wound cassettes (Ampex); high speed
duplication (R -C, C -C); reel-reel copying (NAB,
CCIR); cassette labels and inlays (plain or printed);
Ampex open reel tape. Leader, spools, boxes,
pencils, razors, splicing tape and blocks etc. etc.

RAINHILL TAPE SPECIALISTS
31 ECCLESTON ST., PRESCOT, MERSEYSIDE

TEL: 051 -430 9001

RED FOX RECORDING. Real time cassette
duplicating direct from 1/4" or cassette master.
Chris Spencer, 3 Priestthorpe Lane, Bingley,
West Yorkshire, Tel: 0274 564875.
(C)

SHAW SOUNDS. Speech studio facilities, V/O,
demos, etc. Specializing in 1/4" tape editing and
transfer work. Phone John Shaw 04023 42553,
5 Douglas Avenue, Harold Wood, Essex RM3
OUT

REVOX SERVICE
SAME -DAY SERVICE A SPECIALITY
We have an extensive stock of Revox spares;
Revox -trained engineers and offer prompt and
efficient service including delivery and collection.

ELLIOTT BROS. LTD.
WARREN STREET, LONDON W1
Tel: 01 -380 0511
9

jbs records
MUSIC -SPEECH -COMPUTER
REAL -TIME or (Slow) HIGH -SPEED Quality Cassette Duplication and Blanks from 1 to 500 +. Computer printed
Cassette Labels. Studio speech and solo recording /editing
etc.
jbs records -a division of FILTERBOND LTD,
19 Sadlers Way, Hertford SG14 2D2. 0992- 551188.

(C)

REAL -TIME Audio /A -V /computer -tape
duplicating service from 37p. Labels printed,
blank cassettes wound. Simon Stable, 46
Westend, Launton, Oxon OX6 ODG. 0869
A

252831.

(X)

SELL YOUR STUDIO and its facilities for
£99.00 with a professionally produced broadcast
quality VIDEO PROMOTION TAPE with
STEREO Sound. PLANIT VIDEO for everything video. 01 -943 0991/2/3.
(D)

REAL -TIME CASSETTE COPIES direct from
your 1/4" master or cassette -no minimum order.
Up to C62 l8p each, up to C92 28p each plus cost
of cassette. Selecta Sound, 5 Margaret Road,
Romford, Essex RM2 5SH. Ring 04024 53424.
(M)
cassettes beautifully copied in stereo
Just £59.50 (plus VAT)
We can copy from 100 to 5,000 high quality
cassettes on our high speed loop -bin system, load
them precisely into top -class shells. Price includes
library case and all production work from your Y4 in
edited master. Any length C -5 to C -90. NOW ALSO
cassettes in GOLD effect finish! Ring for price check.

DATABASE

&

Tf15TRUMEf1T

iSEPRIFIS
Studio
equipment, installation Et maintenance
West Country prices!
Call Database on Bath (0225) 316102

Sound
Communication
1974 1984
BLANK DUPLICATION
OPEN REEL DUPLICATION
BLANK CASSETTES
BLANK COMPUTER CASSETTES
PRINT SERVICE
VOICE OVERS
-

Quotations on request
FREEPOST:
DEWSBURY, WEST YORKSHIRE
WF13 1BR

47 High Street, Pinner

01.868 5555

('('/tt/(
dJL/LLVJ

Tel: 01.637 7554
High speed cassette duplication. Open reel copying.
Small quantities a speciality. 48 hour service (If not sooner).

'MUSICI

Nw SERVICE

Officially appointed

REVOX

TEAC/TASCAM
Service Agents

100 C -60

STUDIO REPUBLIC

&67a-mp9

22 Hanway Street

A fast, efficient repair service
SELF ADHESIVE CASSETTE LABELS
We are specialists in self adhesive cassette labels and can
supply them in a wide range of formats. Send or phone for
our price list and samples.
24 hour service.
107951 28425
INDUSTRIAL PROCESS Setf Adhesive Labels SUPERFAST
Unit A4, Smeed -Dean Centre, Sittingbourne,
Kent ME10 3RN

-

with collection and
delivery available
Contad Nikki Antoniou on

01

-388 5392

72 Eversholt Street, London

NW

1

1

BY

CLASSIFIEDS
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SPEECH RECORDING

& Service

(VOICE- OVERSILANGUAGES; AUDIO- VISUALS)

SPR

HIGH -SPEED CASSETTE COPYING
OPEN -REEL COPYING
(ANY SPEED

-ALSO

TO BROADCAST SPEC)

HIGH QUALITY BLANK CASSETTES
(C1 -C96)
LABEL (S, CARD PRINTING

-PLUS RECORDINGS LTD
SPEECH
UNIT32, NOI9,PAGES
WALK, LONDON, SEI 4SB.

Revox &Uher Salesopen reel and cassette

projectors,
35mm slide
and repaired.
16mm sound
Utter,
etc., serviced
Tandberg,

amplifiers,
Revolt,
recorders, amp
Elf Fetrograph,
Bell &Howell,
ents
Road, Watford,
255A St. Albans'Judgee Street.
Cagents.
S LTD
in
ACOUSTICS
Entrance
PHOTO

Herts. Tel:

58 J3igh Street,

L
Acoustics Ltd

Neva

photo

ortParnell.Tel:0908615

-231 0961

01

REAL-TIME CASSETTE DUPLICATION

CASSETTE PRODUCTION
A complete in -house service for your next production.
Duplicating, label and inlay card printing in three colours
(also available as blanks). Cassettes wound to any length.
59

AUDICORD RECORDS
MAYFIELD WAY, BARWELL

LEICESTER LE9 8BL

s TEL: 0455 47298

FAIRVIEW CASSETTE DUPLICATION
In addition to our high speed copying service we now offer:
Real Time Copying direct from Sony PCM -F1 IBetamax or
VHS) for the ultimate in cassette quality. Also full colour,
laminated inlay cards including all art-work and type -set
E90.00 per 1,000. For full details contact Keith Herd at
Fairview Studios, Willerby, Hull. Tel: 0482 653116

Reel to reel copying.
Comprehensive facilities.

The complete duplicating service from:
37

NRA RECORDING
West End, Launton, Oxon.
Telephone 08692 53986

SPEEDY

MAIN 3M WOLLENSAK DEALERS

Quality Pressing DIRECT
from our modem UK plant.

!/

Singles, E.P. 8r L.P.'s.
Cutting, Processing.
Test Pressing.
p/
Labels & Sleeves.
Cassette Duplication.
Minimum Records - 500.
Minimum Cassettes - 250.
Qualified Staff.
¡/
Sound Advice.

1/

Cassette Fast Copiers and Recorders
Meticulous alignment of all machines before sale.
Servicing to manufacturer's specification by 3M trained
engineers. Bulk supplies of SCS Cassettes C2 -C100.
Fast Copying Service. Prompt personal attention.

r

plus collection and delivery
34 Danbury Street, London N1 8JU
Telephone 01 -359 9342 (24 hours)

RAPER & WAYMAN

P.O. Box 2, South Chard, Somerset TA20 1LR
Tel: 0460 20988

¡/

LEADERS IN STEREO
RECORDS AND TAPES.

MARKET

~

/ alpfki

r

SERVICE

Plus TEAC, NAGRA, UHER. Large spares stock held
Approvec REVOX odifications undertaken
A personal service by experienced engineers,

SOUND CASSETTE SERVICES LTD.

!!/

R EVOX

TEST TAPES

NOW AVAILABLE FROM:

URSA MAJOR SPACE station for sale SST /282

01 -388

LONDON:

Music Labs
Turnkey
MIDLANDS: Protape
PMD Ltd
NORTH:
Audio Services

5392

as new. Price £950. Phone 01 -609 6001.

(C)

01- 2024366
021- 6434016
0789 68579

formats
Test Tape of Reliability

DISC CUTTING EQUIPMENT and systems
bought, sold, installed and manufactured (under
licence from ORTOFON). TAM /ENGLAND,
13a Hamilton Way, London, N3 IAN.
Telephone 01-346 0033.
(X)

COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE

IVIE IE30A SPECTRUM ANALYZER, IE17A
microprocessor analyser and noise generator new
6.5 K. This set is three years old and in excellent
condition £3,950 ono + vat. Phone 01 -340

A*14,6P)r

Y4

",

-The

066324244

h", ", 2"
1

01-446 3218
FOR DETAILS
OF

For super quality Master Discs, Demo Discs and
Pressings. Scully lathe with our latest CR 82/01

Stereo Cutting System.
Also half speed cutting for that very special disc.
Dolby 'A', Dolby '8' and DBX noise reduction.

London

HOW TO ADVERTISE

Rd.,

Binfield, Bracknell, Barks

RG12 5BS
Tel. BRACKNELL (0344) 54935

IN THIS

SECTION

TEAC 244/34/38 discounts and HP and leasing.
Erricks Bradford 309266 (Julian).
(X)

2772AV high speed stereo
cassette duplicator, in excellent condition, little
used, £950.00 ono. Cantoris Sound Productions,
46 Bailgate, Lincoln, Tel (0522) 36981.
(C)

TANNOY SERVICE

CONTACT
LINDA GUBBY
ext.

(C)

3M-WOLLENSAK

SUCCESSFUL

01.686 2599

4757.

567

We have an extensive stock of Tannoy spares and exchange
units and offer a prompt, efficient service including delivery
and collection. We perform 8 t3 K analysis on all units to
factory set specifications.
,For all repairs, contact the factory accredited service
agents: Elliott Bros. Ltd.
ELLIOTT BROS. (Audio Systems) Ltd., 9 Warren Street,
London W1. Tel. 380 -0511

STUDIO FOR SALE
established, fully equipped, professional
format, tin 16-track recording studio with office and
shop premises, situated in West Kensington.
Equipment includes Ampex, Studer, Raindirk and
comprehensive range of outboard gear.
For full details, phone 01 -385 0700.
Well

CLASSIFIEDS
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STUDIO SOUND, MARCH 1984

FOR SALE-PRIVATE
A RARE OPPORTUNITY TO ACQUIRE AN

"AMEK ANGELA"

months old, still under warranty. 28 input, in line console
with extra mit and effects patching. On sale due to studio
update. £14,000 o.n.o. Also Jh110A stereo ' /.in machine in
good condition. £2000.
Please phone Nick on 602 2881
10

MIXER 8/4 TASCAM 5, Teac 3440, RX9 little
used boxed; two U87's leads, power supply,
reasonable offers
please.
SME 3009/111
cartridge. All boxed like new. Tel: 01 -458 6604.

(C)

NACRA 4 -S with QGB and many extras. Excellent condition, light use, absolute bargain £2995
(C)
(no VAT). 01- 668 0066.
ROGERS AND TANNOY MONITORS
now available in powered versions. Telephone or write for details:

REVOX A77 excellent condition, little used,
twin track, 7%z/33/4 ips, including 18 reels high
quality tape (101/2"). Price £275 ono. Phone 0963

MICHAEL STEVENS

40722.

Et

PARTNERS The Homesdale

Centre, 216-218 Homesdale Road, Bromley, Kent BR1 202
Tel.

01 -464

(C)

4157

-

PEP MIXER 12/4/8 (on 16/8/8 frame)
PPM's, balanced I /P's & 0/P's, 3 band Eq,
sends, oscillator,

MAGNETIC TAPE /FILM HEADS
We manufacture to order, ''I. ", h ", 1" and 2" tape heads
and a wide variety of film heads at very competitive prices.
Please specify machine type for an early quotation.
We also offer a prompt RELAPPING service at standard
prices.

BRANCH & APPLEBY LTD.
Stonefield Way, Ruislip, Middx. HA4OYL
Tel. 01-8M 1577

N.S.F. REVERBERATION
The N.S.F. Mk Ill stereo reverb plate.
Size 3' x 3' x 5 ". Excellent transient response. Low noise.
Adjustable delay to 4 secs. Mobile /static, vert/horozontal
working mode.
Price: £799.

SOLE AGENTS: 748 9009

-

4

phantom powering, remotes

for Revox /Teac, C/P faders -many extras
cost new over £2500 -FOR QUICK SALE £995
ono. Simon

01 -969 3579.

(C)

RECORDING EQUIPMENT of all

ages and
vanity. Old microphones, outboard gear, etc.

Any condition. IMMEDIATE CASH AVAILABLE. Respond to: Dan Alexander 965 Hilldale,
Berkeley CA 94708 USA. Phone (415) 441 -8934.
(D)

MONITOR SPEAKERS (Gold,
Silver, Red). Old Western Electric equipment
(tubes, amps, mixers, consoles, tweeters, drivers,
horns, speakers). Tel: 213/576 -2642 David Yo
P.O.B. 832 Monetery -pk, Ca.91754 USA
(friends picking up in UK).
(F)
TANNOY

WANTED, PROFESSIONAL Engineer with
wide experience and willingness to teach for
cooperative studio starting March. Write with
details to Ravens, 10B Manor Park, Lewisham
(C)

SE13

YAMAHA R1000 digital reverb new £410. MCI
JH110B 3- speed, 2- track, immaculate £3,150.
Cutec CD424 digital delay £275. Juno 60, flight
case, new, £750. Nakamichi 581, just serviced,
£250. All inc. VAT. Phone 01 -286 0642.
(C)

2" TAPE MACHINE required, 16 or 24T.
Preferably in reasonable mechanical condition.
Would consider transport only. 031 -552 3549
after 2.00pm.
(C)

SCULLY 8 -TRACK tape machine. (1 inch.)
Good working condition. £1,000. Tel: Redhill
69893 or 65431 ext 287.
(C)
8 -track recorder 15/30 ips, good
condition, spare heads, test tape £1300. Apollo
modular 16/6 mixer, PG faders £300. Tel: 01 -788

3M M23 1"

STUDIO FACILITIES

(C)

3491.

GUERILLA RECORDING STUDIO

'RECORDING IN

SUSSEX?...
Contact us for REVOX, TASCAM, UHER, AHB,
TEAC, QUAD, AKG, SOUNDTRACS, FOSTEX.
Sales and hire. Huge range of discount tape,
AMPEX, AGFA etc.

vQt $_Op

BRIGHTON

672781

'

10

AUTOLOCATOR MODEL 40/50 *
Memory Autolocator /Remote Control for
TASCAM 40/50 SERIES
Tape Machines.

include elapsed time indicator, locate time/
memory number indicator and shuttle mode for repeat play.
This unique product is available for only £325.00 plus VAT.
Complete Tascam range also available from stock.
Michael Stevens & Partners, The Homesdale Centre,
216 -218 Homesdale Road, Bromley, Kent BR1 2QZ.
Features

Tel: 01.464 4157

is a new

control -room oriented Central London (Maida
Vale) Otani 24 -track studio especially designed
for the modern recording and electromusic artist.
Intrinsic to the control room is a Roland JP8,
Juno 60, TR808, MC4B -OP8, Linn Mkl, Movement Drum computer MkII with additional
ACOUSTIC DESIGNERS DO IT WITH HIGH FREQUENCY.
INDEED WE DO, MID AND LOW FREQUENCY TOO.
MEASUREMENT, CONSTRUCTION, DESIGN PACKAGES.

STUDIO INNOVATIONS
740 6060

*

Simmons Voice modules, and all conceivable
interfaces. Our rates are very competitive and yet
totally negotiable. For further details call
(X)
ABSON PLAY on: 01 -286 0642/289 9224.

661 9380

STUDIO BUILDING AND ACOUSTIC INSULATION

Undertaken. Brickwork, concreting, custom
joinery and cabinet making. Electrical and
Experienced
installation.
electronic
craftsmen. Reasonable rates.
Ring Recession Recordings, 01 -985 7573.

35 BRITANNIA ROW LONDON NI 8QH

KENNETH SHEARER AND ASSOCIATES
Consultants in acoustics

gRITAIVNIA.
ROW 226 3377
01

30 years' experience in the custom design of all kinds of

recording and TV studios, remix, dubbing and viewing suites
new and conversions. Down to 25 Hz.

-

Tel: 0442 54821

PfiVS 11-540 2i64

STUDIO REFERENCE
Professional audio test tapes at a
realistic price. All formats available, exstock from
DON LARKING AUDIO SALES
0582 450066

STUDIO MONITORING

We have solved monitoring problems with many studios such as CTS,
you are not happy with your
Majestic, The Mill and Complete Video
present arrangement, perhaps we could solve yours with consultancy,
design and/or package deal supply.

If

S.

Tel.

J. Court & Associates Ltd
01 -435 0532 Telex 268279

Video and audio equipment hire including Sony PCMF1
digital processors, SLF1 video recorders, high and loband U -matic recorders, profeel video monitors and a
range of cameras, AMS digital audio effects, digital
drum machines plus 8-4 and 2 -track analogue recorders,
mixers and monitors.
Repairs, modifications and maintenance services also
available. Design and prototype work carried out.

CLASSIFIEDS
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SITUATIONS WANTED
YEARS PROFESSIONAL experience -jingle
writing including A/V work -record production-song writer (gold discs)- engineered all
types of music production -until recently owned
multi track studio. Phone Maldon (0621) 783786.
12

flttrquu

(C)

SONY PCM1610
WITH 5630

U -MATIC

£200 PER
£120

DAY
AFTER 2 DAYS
[ PLUS VAT ]

The best digital effects hire service
around town!
Phone Andy on 01 -708 0483
10

SITUATIONS VACANT

Steedman Street, London SE17

OEctronlcz
014398421

Applications Engineering
(Dolby Stereo sound consultant)

ore studios
Are discovering a
Rental service that's
Quick with the
Ultimate in
Equipment and

Dolby Laboratories Inc. require a young
sound engineer with solid technical
background and the ability to deal with
people. Practical experience as a mixing
or recording engineer is essential, A
foreign language would be useful.
in
with
Based
London
some
international travelling.
salary
according
Competitive
to
experience and good general benefits.
Apply in writing to John Iles.

Expertise

01-4398421

/ius1ö

LAB

o*
35 BRITANNIA ROW LONDON NI8QH

AMS DMX- 15-80S Digital Delay
AMS RMX-16 Digital Reverb
Lexicon 224X Digital Reverb
Lexicon 224 Digital Reverb
Lexicon 200 Digital Reverb
Linn Drum Computers
We also have a comprehensive
range of Tape Machines, Mics,
Mixers, Amps, Speakers, EQ etc.
Immediate delivery and collection service

01 -387 9356
76 Eversholt Street, London NW1

ROW

With audio experience, probably City
and Guilds electronics or similar
education. Ability to work without day to -day supervision is important for this
in -house position within the marketing
department.
Competitive
salary
according
to
experience and good general benefits.
Apply in writing to David Watts.

01226 3377

Dolby Laboratories Inc.
346 Clapham Road
London SW9 9AP

HIRE

MULTITRACK

Tel No.

1

BY

Now available
for hire.
SONY

Technician

BRITANNIA

*ss

PCM1610 DIGITAL AUDIO PROCESSORS

5850D /A U -MATIC RECORDERS
DAE1I00 DIGITAL AUDIO EDITOR

PCMFI DIGITAL AUDIO PROCESSORS
SLFI BETAMAX RECORDERS

DIGITAL EDITING
AND TRANSFER FACILITY

And of course, Signal Processors,
Microphones, Monitors and Amplifiers

Illib

& Sales, Unit F,
New Crescent Works, Nicoll Road,
London NW 10 9AX.
Telephone: 01 -961 3295. Telex: 923393.

HHB Hire

r

Iv

DO Dolby

O

THEATRE
requires

a

SOUND TECHNICIAN

to work on all aspects of maintenance on audio control equipment, recording facility
and intercom systems.
Working under the Sound Engineer, the successful candidate will have a good
working knowledge of audio amplifiers, mixing consoles, balanced line systems and
audio wiring. Experience with CCTV would be an advantage.
Ideally candidates should have HND or City and Guilds and Electronics, but
appropriate industrial experience may be acceptable.
Please apply giving career and qualification details to Personnel Department,
National Theatre, South Bank, London SEl.

CLASSIFIEDS
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STUDIO SOUND, MARCH 1984

01 -720 1111

SITUATIONS VACANT

SALES AND MARKETING
MANAGER
We are the manufacturers of the Graff high speed
cassette duplicator and address this vacancy to the
person requiring the challenge of participating from
ground level in the promotion of the most
technically advanced machine of its type. Backed
already by a highly dedicated team of technologists
with ample financial support and now seeking to
further expand existing sales nationally and
internationally.
The successful candidate will be self- motivated and
have already proven experience in the managerial
aspects of running a Sales and Marketing
department in this particular field.
Remuneration is by negotiation and more
importantly there will be share equity available as
reward for results.
Write in the first instance

to..

The Chairman

Graff Electronic Machines Ltd.
Woodhill Road
Collingham
Newark
Notts. NG23 7NR

I

Solid State Logic)
Stonesfield Oxford England
Solid State Logic Limited manufactures a world beating range of computer assisted sound
mixing consoles for the record and broadcast industries. Our customers world wide
demand an efficient and flexible service which is provided with enthusiasm and is aided by
our computerised information systems
In line

with our continued expansion, we now have a vacancy for

a

SERVICE AND COMMISSIONING ENGINEER
He will be responsible for the installation and maintenance of SSL Studio
Systems in some of the world's leading audio facilities. This is a demanding job,
involving frequent travel in the UK and overseas.
Applicants will probably be 25 or under, with experience in audio techniques, a
developed interest in computer technology, and the ability to work in a self motivated environment.

company car will be provided. Full training will be
given.
For application form and /or further details please telephone Stonesfield 8282.
Salary negotiable, and

a

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ORDER FORM

Please use this coupon for all your sales and wants. Rates 43p per word. Minimum £10.75. Box Nos. £2.50 extra.
To: Studio Sound, Classified Advertisements Dept., Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA. Please publish
insertion /s under the heading
the advertisement below for

Name

made payable to Link
Cheque /P.O. enclosed £
House Publications (Croydon) Ltd.

Address
Box No. required Yes /No. If no, please include
remittance to cover name and address and /or tel. no.
Is a

Please write in block capitals.

CLASSIFIEDS
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AUDIO SERVICES
BEST PRICES

BEST AFTER SALES SERVICE

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS

24 HR. DELIVERY

PART EXCHANGE WELCOME
(Phone in your name & address for
COMPLETE STUDIO PACKAGES (NEW)

free comprehensive price list by mail)

Tascam 85-16B with Tascam M16 Mixer includes 16 Chans DBX noise reduction ..
Tascam 85 -168 with Bel 24.16.2 Mixer includes 16 Chans DBX noise reduction
Tascam 85.168 with Allen 8 Heath 1616 includes 16 Chans DBX noise reduction
Foster B16 with Soundtracs 16:8:16
_
Tascam 58 wdh latest Tascam model 50
Tascam 58 with Allen 8 Heath 128 latest pro -spec 8 track
Tascam 38 with Allen 8 Heath 128
Tascam 38 + Model 30
Fostex AB with Allen 8 Heath System 8 Model 164

_

£10,995
£9,950
£7,995
£4,375
£4,250
£3,295
C2.395

£2.100
£1,895

.

SECOND HAND PACKAGES
Soundcraft 24 track, remote/locate, with Soundcraft 24:1624 inc patch bay,
24 Chans, BEL N.R. and multicores
.._.
Tascam 85.168 + A0858 with Tascam Model 15B - patch bay, mint .._
Tascam 85 -16B -AQ85B with Allen 8 Heath System 8 Model 1616 with EX8 extender.
making 24 x 8 x 16 incl. patch bay and wiring loom, 5 months old, home use only
Tascam 85 -16 -A085 with Tascam Model 15 Mixer (24 e 8 x 16) inc patch bay and wiring loom
Tascam 58 + RC51 remote with M50 + patch bay and Tacam 52 all ex- showroom
Tascam 80-8 with DBX and Allen & Heath 8 128 _.
_.._
_. _.
Teac 80.8, DX8, mint
_.....
__
Tascam 34 with R.S. D 1642 _._
Fostex A8 with 350 Mixer and Meter Bridge

TAPE MACHINES (Multitrack)

£18,500
£8,995
£8,500
£7,995

£4,995
£2,500
C1,595
C1,450
£1,295

POWER AMPS

Otani MTR 90, Mk II. with remote, new
Tascam 85 -168, new ..
Tascam 85-168, only 6 moths old

Amcron, H /H, Yamaha Full range from stock
POA
Turner 8302, new
£280
Turner 13502. new
Fostex 600
C495
Quad 303 6 405 in stock
BEST PRICES
Revox A740, mint. only
C695
__
Fostex 300
_.
C345
Studiomaster Mostet 1000, new
£499
0.5 D 400C, 2 o 200w. new
£220

C24,980
£7448
£6900
£2925
£2295
£1695
£1295

Foster B16 _.
Tascam 58 (pro th" 8T) S/H
Teac 80.8, Van, DX8, mint
Tascam 38. new & S/H from
Fostex A8 Live Recording, new
Fostex A8, new & S'H from
Tascam 34. new & S/H from
Teac 3440. brand new re- issued
Tascam 22 -4. one only new
Teac 3440. S'H from

[1237
[895
£695
£695
£649
£550

EQUALISATION
Orban 6226. ex-showroom
Roland SEO 331 31, band mono
Audio 8 Design E900RS. new
Klarlk -Tekmk DN1 5 pre-amp graphic
MOR. 2 x 15 band. new
Ibanez 31 band. new product
Ibanez 2 x 15 band. new product

TAPE MACHINES (Stereo)
prices from C4460
Tascam 52 (Pro '/a- Stereo)
£1395
Tascam 52, only 6 months old
£1250
Revue PR99. new
£920
Revue PR99, ex. showroom
£895
Sony PCM F1
£795
Tascam's latest 2 track 32. new
£690
Revox B77, Mk II. new
£645
Teac X1000M (Inc DBX). new
£550
yr old. as new in box
Revox B77 Mk H,
£495
Otani MTR 12. full range

MOR Dual Limiter

Drawmer Dual-Gale. Freq -cons
Audio 6 Design Compex limiter. s'h
Audio 8 Design Express limiter. ex-demo
Drawmer Stereo Comp /im

MIXERS

Drawmer Stereo Comp/Lim 'Exp'Gate

Trident Fleximix, home use only 12.8 2
Tascam Model 50 (new model m stock(
AHB 1616 - EX 8. only 6 mnlhs old

Soundtracs 16816
Soundtracs 16 4 2 in F/C. new
16 16:2 (new product)
Soundtracs 16 4 2S, night case
R. S. D

R.S.D Studio Master 16.82. brand new
Allen 8 Heath System 8 (au formats) rom
Seck 168 2, fight case. mint
R S D 1642. ex demo
Alice 828S. ex- showroom
Tascam M30. S H
RSD. 621, new
Tascam Model 2a with M820. 'mint
Soundrrah series 200. 400. 800
Allen 8 Heath 21 series (all formats)

£275
£250
POA
POA

Rack 8 P S U (mint)
SO1 Compressors
S24 Timeshape
5100 Dual Gate

Dolby 360
Dolby 361
BEL 16 Chans. new
Teac DX8
Teac DX2B (NR for 32.281
Tascam 054D, 4-Chan. new

£425
£550
£650
£395
C250
£195

PORTASTUDIOS 8 CASSETTE MACHINES
Teat CI MKII pro machine. new

£550
£295
£260
only £99

Tascam 122 (high speed) ex -demo
Fostex X15
Teac V9 3 motor new
Tascam 244 Ponastudio mini'
Fostex 250. as new
Tascam 133 (Audio Visual) 'mint
Tascam 234. 4 channel. rackcassene
Tascam 144 Ponastudio S/H

£495
0450
£350
£495
£350

MONITORS
PHONE FOR
JBL Full range in stock
Tannoy Full range in stock. new
BEST PRICES
Auratones
pair, £63
Visonik 'Davids lull range
POA
Visonik Alpha Pyramids, 3 way. 120W,
special offer, pair
_..
£199
.

REVERBERATION
Eventide SP 2016 _.
Quantec, new (from stock)
AMS RMX 16. horn stock
EMT 140 Stereo Remote Plate (good tond
AKG 8020E _.
Dynacord DRS 78, Digital Reverb
Yahama R1000 Digital Reverb
Klark- Teknik DN50, new
Fostex 3180 Reverb
Loads of 'GREAT BRITISH SPRINGS
Accessit Reverb. Stereo
....
......
I

£6995
£6350
£4500
£1750
£1695
£750
£430
£395
£294
£199
£115

£495
£350
£224
C240

£389
£275
£995
£395
£325
£450

E195
£150

f199
C180
C99

S07 Octave EO

TIME PROCESSORS AND EFFECTS
AMS DMX 1580.2 out with harm card
Aphex Aural Exciter Type B
Korg SDD 3000. new
Ursa -Major Space Station. ex-demo
Eventide H910 Harmoniser. NEW
Delta -labs Effectron 1024. new
Drawmer Mullitraker new
Klark- Teknik DN34. as new
Ibanez DDL Model 500
Ibanez DDL Model 1000
Ibanez DDL Model 2000
Bel BD60 4 out digital delay
Ibanez HD1000 Harmonizer
Roland SDE 2000, new, ex -demo one only
Roland SDE 3000. new product
MXR 175 Digital 1000Ms. new
.

NOISE REDUCTION

f390

SCAMP

£6995
£3950

£3600
£2500
£1995
£1729
£1500
£1450
£1200
£1395
£1300
£1100
£1037
£795
£695
£695
£495

C250

COMPRESSORS, LIMITERS,
EXPANDERS 8 GATES

1

Soundcraft 1600 senes 24 8 16, patch bay
showroom model
Tascam Model 16. ex-showroom
BEL 24 16.2 (Mon 24) new
Trident Fleximix 168 2 in flight case. immac

£495

£2300
C395
C725

£1195
£1100
C495
C495

£395
£245
£295
£345
C595

£286
£350
£595
£395

HI -FI
C D (Compact Disc) players from stocka
Marantz C D 73 tree delivery

Marantz RC430. Remote Control,
free delivery
Quad, Teac. Tno, Revox. Marantz. Dual,
Tannoy

£320
C87

P0A

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Sale of Cadsbro and Rickenbacker
back line amps at silly pnces'
Full range Rickenbacker guitars. basses 8
amps, phone for free col brochure and
discount pnce ist
Yamaha DX series digitals
IN STOCK
Yamaha PF series digital pianos
IN STOCK
Roland Keyboards, lull range
POA
Korg Keyboards, lull range
POA
MOR Drum Computer. new
£1345
Roland TR606 Drum Machine
£150
Roland JP8. as new
£2200
Roland TR 808, as new
£475
Roland TB 303, bassline
£165
Fender Shat. Wht. Trent MN
£250
Emu drumulator. new
£850
Rhodes Croma, brand new
only £2200

SNIP!
1

K

Soundwave Rig,

3-way.

as new

£495

MICROPHONES
Phone for tree brochures 6 discount pnce list,
Neumann, AKG, Sennhetser, Shure, C-Ducer,
P2M /Crown, EDC radio mikes
Boom Mic Stands (Beyer type) each horn
f16
Session D.I. Boxes from
__. C21
Beyer DT100 Headphones, new, from
£27

EX- SHOWROOM MIC SALE!
All new, demo use only
Shure SM81
__..
....

EVTL20

...

EV RE20
Amcron 30GP (black)

..._. £150
..._

...-

£725
_.. £195

Pair KM841 in jewellers case me stand
and adaptors
_.. _...
Sennheiser MD441 _.
AKG D202
AKG D12
__
_.........

Please allow for VAT and DELIVERY to all prices.
Order by telephone - Quote your Credit Card Number for instant despatch

AUDIO SERVICES
Phone: (06632) 4244 (9.30- 6.30pm Mon -Sat) (Sunday by Appt.)
Address: Studio House, High Lane Village, Near Stockport, SK6 8AA

£280
£110
£90
£95

AC Electronic Services
APRS
Advanced Music Systems
AKG
Allen & Heath
Amek Ltd.
Aphex Systems Ltd.
Applied Microsystems Ltd.
Audio & Design (Recording) Ltd.
Audio Developments
Audio Kinetics
Audio Services
Audix

29
14

79
4
43
61

55
16

26, 69
83
41

98
73

Brabury
Britannia Row

14,24

Cable Technology
Carlec Audio Ltd.
Connectronics

92
28
30, 79

Dearden Davies Assocs. Ltd
Dolby Laboratories Inc.
Don Larking Audio
Drawmer Marketing & Sales
Eardley Electronics
EMT -Franz
Feldon Audio
Future Film Developments Ltd.
FWO Bauch Ltd.

Gotham Audio
HW International

Harrison
Hayden Laboratories Ltd.
HHB Hire & Sales
Hilton Sound
ITA

69

16
10

22, 23
12
63

24
85
12, 30

17, 19, OBC
9

59

OBC
21, 27
45, 51
91

11, 13, 15

John Hornby Skewes & Co. Ltd

91

Kelsey Acoustics Ltd.
Kemble /Yamaha

85

Klark Teknik Research Ltd
Magnetic Tapes
Mike Fraser Film Services Ltd.
Millbank
Music Labs Hire Ltd.
MXR Innovations

Northern Audio
Otani

8

53, 57
18

20
26
12, 14
35

30

39, 80, 81

Pangbourne Musical Distributor
Playback Studio

30

Rebis Audio

77

Scenic Sounds
Sony Broadcast Ltd

Soundcraft Electronics Ltd.
Soundout Laboratories
Sowter Ltd., E.A.
Stage Accompany
Studer
Studio Spares
Surrey Electronics
Syco Systems Ltd.

Tape Talk
Technical Projects
Trad Sales & Services
Trident Audio Developments Ltd.
TTM
Turner Electronics
Turnkey

57

33, 71, 89
46, 47

IFC
IBC
24
18
19
31

90
64, 65
91

53
63
87
9
91

6, 7, 25

Studio Sound is available without charge to qualified readers: these are directors, managers, executives and key personnel actively engaged in sound recording in any part of the world. The Publisher reserves
the right to refuse applications considered inappropriate and restrict the number of free copie sent o any one company or organisation. Non -qualifying readers can buy Studio Sound at an annual
subscription of LI4.00. All enquiries to: Subscription Department, Link House Publications PLC Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, Great Britain. Phone 01 -686 2599. Published by Link
House Magazines (Croydon) Limited on behalf of the proprietors, Link House Publications PLC, Robert Rogers House, New Orchard, Poole, Dorset BHIS ILU and printed by Lawrence-Allen Ltd.
Gloucester Street, Weston-super -Mare, Avon BS23 ITB.
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are made

Thirt
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thirty memories of routing.
Route one input cha .nef to
every sub-group thirty times!
Route emery input channel to
masters thirty times!
Route the auxiiliary returns to
-group thirty times!
an

tc....

Etc.

,

.

-Etc...

Recall, any of these at the touch
of a button.

Interrogate, the live patch and any of the
thirty others 'on board' or by

THE

using our RS232 interface on
your favourite Personal Computer.

CM4400 BY

Fully modular, no compromise analogue facilities
provide up to 32 -12 -24 with patch bay and meter
bridge options.

affordable quality

The Z80 base routing system means zero
redundancy in modules. The build -up is
totally flexible from -2 -4 upwards!

Soundout Laboratories Ltd.
91, Ewell Road, Surbiton, Surrey KT6 6AH, England.
Telephone: 01 -399 3392. Telex: 8951073 / SNDOUT G

1

1

Canada Omnirnet is Corporauon
9 669
Australia Klarion Pty_ Regent House. 63 Kingsway South. Melbourne 32QY Tel: 0361 38O1
.Y. 11735. Tel: (516
France Phase
Finland MS P udiotron. Box 28, SF00421 Helsinki 4É, Tel. 5664
AS. Incustdvej 9. 3540 Lyrge. Tel C2 187617
Kino
9653 Côte de Liesse. Dorval. Ouébec H9P 1A3. Tel: 514 63. 9971
13
Tsamadou
Yythens 143. Tel 3249
4.-B,
Tel
040
524515
I
Greece
Bon
Studio,
02000 Norderstedt
udio Vertrieb-Peter Striven GmbH, Bargweg
Marseilles. Tel: 91.4987 28
Acoustic. 163 -165 Bd Boisson. 13
Israel Barkai Ltd., 5 Krinìzi St.. Ramat Gan. Tel 7351178/
158
n. Tel: 3-690217 Itay Ital Cida SRL, Via Marmolada 17 BISSarbolo, Parma. Tel: 052
305
HONG KONG The Radii) People A¡d, 25 Chatham Road Sou . Ko
SingaporeLrngtec
GAmsterdam ZO Tel: 20935I83/912I2I
hromeToranomon,Minao-K.Tckyo
Netherlands Irrie Roos. KuipertJergweg 20,
732044
Japan Trchord Corporation, Buartsei Building No. 31FL88.
13 10241
Switzerland Studio M 8 M. Villa Tannheim,
ping.
Sweden OFO Elektronik AB. P.O. Box 5011 580 05
or. Ltd.. Unit 212. Park Lane Shipping. 35 Selegie Road. Singa.. 0 8. Tel: 33871183387119
'
0 -15012 Schoen erd. Tel 64 4149 69 United Kingdom on Lar g Audio Sales Ltd., 29 Guih ford Street. Luron. Beds. Tel. 0582 450066

Amerka Soundtracs Inc.. 262a Eastern Par«way Farmingdale.
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("Jnly

once in a blue moon
oes a company with an

established track record, reject
successful design principles and
start again from scratch.
Harrison have. The new 4 series
consoles offer a completely
new concept in console design
combining creativity with

advanced technology and dee
understanding of the music
business.
The major result of this
new concept is a range of mixing
consoles which give the studio
Harrison quality and features at
a price you associate with lesser
consoles.

For details of the range
of MR4 and TV4 Harrison Mixing
consoles contact:
F.W.O. Bauch Limited.

E8 Harrison

FWD. Bauch Limited
49 T -eoba d Street, Boreharn Wood, Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ
Teleone 01-953 0091, Telex 27502

